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Abstract

This thesis explores both Plato's understanding ofhuman anatomy and medicine,

and the vocabulary he uses when discussing these subjects. In the following work I

examine Plato's use of medical vocabulary and discussions of medical themes under four

general classifications: 1) Human anatomy and physiology, 2) physical conditions and

symptoms, 3) doctors and their art, and 4) treatments and cures. By comparing Plato's

language and concepts with those ofhis predecessors and contemporaries I intend to

show that he exhibits a relatively consistent and positive concept of the medical art, and

one that is cornparable in both theory and word-use to those found in the works ofcertain

Classical authors. I also intend to show that most of the medical concepts that Plato

ernploys are not ofhis own creation, but rather bolrowed from ideas aL'eady active in

Greece by his time.
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Introduction

Plato reveals himself through his writings to be a man of extraordinarily broad interests.

In addition to his principal philosophical themes conceming the nature ofthe soul and the

proper order ofsociety, his corpus provides a rare glimpse into the various lives ofGreek

people tfuough one man's eyes. Those he discusses range from the humble slave of

Meno to the grandiose characters ofthe sophists Gorgias and Protagoras, from the

nameless pastry-chefto the shoe-maker, and from statesman Solon to the scientist

Anaxagoras. The enthusiasm with which he th¡ows himself into the creation of vivid

dialogues in which these figures are podrayed shows his fine attention to the world

around him. It is to our- benefit that these sketches of life in Classical Athens have been

preserved for posterity, since they often are the litmus papers to which we compare our

own beliefs concerning the people and professions in Plato's world.

One of the most comrnon professions

Plato mentions in his dialogues is the medical profession. From his earliest writings to

his last, he consistently makes reference to doctors, their fields ofstudy, and their crafÌ:

He shows an interest in human anatomy and physiology. He frequently discusses topics

of disease and human ailments. He mentions the Athenian doctors Eryximachus and

Acumenus, as well as the most famous of all Greek doctors, Hippocrates. He describes

the cures that his contemporaries use to heal theit' fellow citizens.

Plato's discussions on the subject of Greek medicine are many. Despite this, to

rny knowledge, no attempt has been made to categorize passages of rnedical thetnes in

the Platonic corp¡rs and to compare these with the ideas ofother authors. Such an
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attempt has tluee benefits. Fi¡st, it will allow us sorne insight into the depth of

understanding Plato has ofthe medical art and the irnpression he holds of it. Second, it

will shed light on the sources that Plato is drawing upon for his information. Third, it

will provide information on the state of medical knowledge in Athens at this time, when

so much of what we know about Greek medicine comes û'om the predorninately Ionic

writing in the Hippocratic Corpus.

In the following work I intend to shov/ that Plato does exhibit an interest in the

fields ofstudy encompassed by the art ofmedicine. We shall see that he refers to

physicians and their craft throughout his writing career in a variety ofcontexts. These

references reveal a man who was curious about medicine and, for the most part, well-

informed on the subject. Despite this interest, he habitually uses lay-vocabulary in his

discussions on this theme. only occasionally does he use technical medical vocabulary.

The most common appearance of this technical language in his earlier works is in parody,

but its occurrence becornes increasingly more fi'equent in his later dialogues. The sources

for his information vary. He does have specif,rc knowledge of medical theory. More

often than not, however, his opinions are more apt to coincide with those of his poet

predecessors and the metaphors ofthe orators than the theories expressed in the

Hippocratic Corpus. In all his writings Plato treats the art of medicine with duo respect

and seems to regard the practitioners ofthis alt as being among the foremost citizens in a

comrnunity.

The great extent to which Plato refers to medicine in his corpus requiles that the

scope of this present work be restricted. The vocabulary I shall be discussing is drawn



from six of Plato's dialogues: the Cltarnides, Phaedo, Phaedrus, Gorgías, Symposíunt,

and the Timaeus. Other works of his will be mentioned, but only when they exhibit the

same or similar use oflanguage as he presents in these six dialogues. I shall also limit

my analysis to those sections where Plato is explicit about his medical theme, since there

are areas in his writings where his technical language does hint at a possible medical

connection.l In these instances, however, Plato is more often than not drawing not so

much upon rnedical language as he is on the language ofscientific though through

abstract expression.

All translations are rny own. When clarifìcation is needed I have consulted Cooper
(1997) and the Loeb editions ofthe Hippoclatic corpus, esp. Potter'(1995) and Jones

(1923).



The Medical Vocabulary of Plato

It is necessary at the outset of this section that I make clear the parameters ofthe

medical vocabulary that I shall be discussing. I shall avoid using the term "technical" to

desclibe a word or phase used by Plato except in the instances where a concept is

expressed in a manner (either through word choice or context)2 that distinguishes the

word or phrase û'om common language. I have chosen, rather, to use the broad term

"vocabulary'' in my title so as not to exclude those terms with medical significance that

were commonly used by the general population.

The r¡ethod I have used to identify and analyze medical and physiological terms

will become clear in the course of this work. A few words, however ought to be devoted

to clarifu, and justifu, the process.

Plato's vocabulary when he discusses subjects tends to consist ofvery common

words. This tendency towards coÍtmon word-use is indicative both ofPlato's status as a

2 As a definition oftech¡ical language, I shall be using the basic outline proposed by
Dover (1997) 114. Here, he classifies technical language into four groups: 1) Words
that are never used outside of a specialized area. 2) Words that have synonyms in
com.mon language. 3) Words that have a meaning in a technical context that is distinct
fr'orn the meaning in common use. 4) Words that are considered technical due to their
frequent appearance within a specialized field.
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layman, and of the fact that medicine as a formalized (or at the very least semi-

formalized) skill was in its infancy within the Greek world; at this stage of the science,

few terms had acquired a specifically medical sense and were more often than not lucidly

descriptive ofa condition or treatment.

A chieftask before one studying the medical vocabulary of Plato is to conceive an

effective means to sort out common words used in a rnedical sense from the

insurmountable instances ofthe same words employed in a non-medical context. To

address this problem i have chosen to analyze the occurrence of cefiain word groupings

in addition to single word-occurrences. While it may be argued that this method of study

is somewhat arbitrary, I am confident that the corresponding gloupings ofthe same words

within works will provide sufficient evidence to the contrary. Yet to minirnize the

complexity ofthe analysis and to lillit any exaggeration of irrportance placed upon

word-pairings, I shall be sparing in my inclusion ofthese cases.

The division ofwords analyzed will be into four parts: In the fust section I shall

dìscuss Plato's use ofwords lelated to anatomy and physiology, in the second, those

concerning physical conditions and symptoms, in the thi¡d, his impressions ofdoctors

and the art of medicine, and in the fourth I shall discuss Plato's vocabulat'y when

describing treatments and cures.



1. Anatomv and Phvsiolosv

Plato as a rule rarely discusses human anatomy and physiology within his

dialogues. He does occasionally mention general divisions ofthe body, but saves any

protracted analysis ofthese subjects for the most epistemological ofhis dialogues, the

Timaeus. In this present section I shall be discussing how, in Plato's time, little had been

added to the Greek knowledge of anatomy since Homer composed the lliad. By

comparing the anatomical language in The Timaeus and his passing remarks elsewhere in

Plato's dialogues with that ofhis predecessols and contemporaries, I will suggest that his

anatomical knowledge would be considered common among Gleek (intellectual) laymen,

but this does not preclude the possibility that Plato devoted some study to the subject

(rnost probably, derived from animal dissection). I shall also show that Plato's insights

into the human body are primarily on matters ofphysiology. These, however, are

generally postulates used to suppofi a priori beliefs that are based upon a much older

understanding of man.3

The Greek vierv torvards anatomy and physiology

Greek knowledge of the human skeleton was dependent upon the attentiveness of

the observer. Skeletal remains from exposed bodies must have been available for doctors

to examine; it was then just a matter ofproperly aligning all the pieces ofthe puzzle

3 It is possible to compose enti¡e works of commentaty on Plato's vision of anatomy as

many authors from Galen onwards have proved. Considering the weighty task of
outlining all areas of Plato's understanding, I am compelled to be far less than

comprehensive in rny analysis. My intent here, as in the following chapters, is to
provide some insight into Plato's knowledge ttu'ough an exatnination ofselected
words.



together.a They had similal knowledge of human organs. We can assume that the

Greeks knew ofthe most conspicuous intemal parts of the human body well before our

earliest surviving records. The lliad and Odyssey, for example, mention the major organs

(onÀcíy¡uo)5 including the heart (xpaðí¡), liver (ijnop), and lungs (nueú¡-rcou) (but not

the kidneys), as well as the abdominal cavity (u¡ôú5, yoofip) containing the intestinal

tract (ëurepo) and bladder (xúorr5).

Much of the information concerning human anatomy acquired by the Greeks up

until the end of the Classical period was plobably derived from the analysis ofbutchered

and sacrificial animals, o¡ fi'om observable injuries sustained by individuals.6 A firm

understanding ofhow these organs functioned, and a further division of internal organs

beyond the rrost salient, escaped Greek medicine until the Alexandrian period when

dissections and vivisectìons were likely first performed.T

a Pausanios describes abrorue statue at Delphi that was said to have been dedicated to
Apollo by Híppocrates hirnself (Parrs. 10.2,6). This statue, he writes, was.of a man
whose flàsh appeared to have melted off leaving only the bone: píunpq iju XqÀroÛv
<qyðpòs> ¡pourco'répou... Kqr€ppu¡Kóros te riô¡ rds ocÍpxo5 roì rrì óorâ
únoÀer noprÉuou góuc. It is, ofcourse, unlikely that the statue was dedicated by
Hippocrates. We can still infer fiom this conìment, however, that there were
individuals who understood the skeletal system, and also that such representations of
the skeletal systeÌn were still strange to a layman in the second century A.D.

5 Though in the lliad and the Odyssey, onÀcíy¡ua is only used to mean the higher organs

of animals that are cooked and consumed.

6 Human dissection in Greece was forbidden on religious and moral grounds. Phillips
(1973) 4l suggests that aborted ernbryos and the bodies ofexposed children were
exempt ftom these restdctions and could, therefore, be examined. Edelstein (1967)
251-2 notes that thele is a possibility that Homeric physicians did practice dissection.
He contends that this is unlikely, though, since it is difficult to believe that a physician
at that time would have spoiled a human body for the sake of scientific knowledge.

7 Celsus (De medicina, Prooemium 23-4) wriTes Necessarinn esse incidere corpora
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It is in this respect that the distinction between anatomy and physiology can be

made clear; while the Greeks knew early on about the existence ofmajor, distinct,

internal organs, the limitations placed by religious observance severely hampered any

great insight into internal processes. This is comparable to the physicians of Babylonia

who also had severe religious restrictions placed upon them conceming the examination

ofhuman corpses. As a result, they too were only aware ofthe principal organs, and had

a skewed knowledge of physiology,s

Egyptian knowledge ofhurnan anatomy, however, stands in stark contrast to that

of the Greeks and Babylonians. Due to thei¡ r¡ethod of ernbalming, the Egyptians gained

an extensive knowledge ofhuman anatomy at a very early date. It was the Egyptian

physician who would oversee the removal and treatment ofthe intemal organs over the

roughly seventy-day procedure. Through doing so he gained a significant amount of

insight into internal mechanics. The extent of the physician's knowledge in this process

is reflected by the existence ofover one hundred anatomical tenns found in the ancient

Egyptian language.e

The expertise ofEgyptian medical and anatomical knowledge did not escape the

notice of the Greeks. Herodotus provides us with some particularly useful bits of

ttloltuorum, eorumque viscera atque intestina scrutat'í; longeque optitne fecísse
Herophilum et Erasistratum, Ei homínes a regibus ex carcere acceptos vivos
ínciderit. ("lt is a necessity to dissect the bodies ofdeceased individuals and to
examine their organs and intestines; Herophilus and Erasistratus practiced this most
successfully. These men would take men imprisoned by rulers in order to cut them
a1ive.").

8 Gordon (1949) 178.

e cordon (1949) 225.



information on these subjects. InBook 2 (86-7)he explains the procedures ofEgyptian

embalming in quite a detailed marurer. His description of the process, however, reflects

both the limited knowledge of a Greek layman regarding human anatomy and the

restrictions placed upon him by Greek anatomical knowledge in general.

In this section on embalming, Herodotus explains the process using the bare

minimum ofdetail necessary to explain each of the thLree methods practiced by the

Egyptians. The first two descriptions are the most revealing of his medical knowledge.

When he discusses the most expensive procedure, Herodotus tells how they pull out the

brain (ÈÇcíyouor ròv êyré$aÀou) tkough the nostrils (ðrd tôu puforrrjpcou). Then,

after making an incision alongside of the loins (nopoo¡íoouteg ncpd rr)u loncíp¡u)

theyremove all the innards (ri¡v xorÀí¡u ndoou). Next he relates how an aver-age-

priced ernbalming involves filling the innards (again, xorÀí¡v) with cedar-oil from a

clyster-pipe. Yet he notes that they neither dissect (dvorcgóures) the body in this

procedure, nor romove (ÈEeÀóures) the bowels (ri¡u u4ôúu). He explains that the

strength (ðúvo¡Lrg) ofthe cedar-oil is so great that both-rì¡u ur¡ðùv (the lower organs) and

td onÀcíy¡ua (major organs) are dissolved (xo-rcrer¡xóu-rq). All that remains of the

body at this point is the skin (tò ôép¡ra) and the bones (td óoréa).

Herodotus is here probably using xorÀío to refer to all matter contained within the

abdominal cavity. He then uses u¡ôú5 to mean specifically the bowels in order to

distinguish thern fror¡ the onÀcíy¡uo (consisting ofthe heart, lungs, liver, and kidneyslo)

'0 Cf LSJ s.v. onÀcíy¡ou where the common constituents of this higher-organ grouping
are listed.
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of which some do distend into the cavity. We can see here that Herodotus has no interest

(or particular need, for that matter) to mention specific organs; it is the division between

the higher organs and lower organs that serves his putposes of explanation.l I

From this passage, however, we do see evidence that Herodotus is drawing upon

some technical language for his discussion. His use of ôúua¡-rrç, for instance, luSEests

some knowledge of specific medical terminology; the word is seen quite frequently

within the Hippocratic Corpus refering to the potential ability of material within the

body (as opposed to the o¡rjporo, or "framework," that provides the structure).|2 It is

true that Herodotus uses the word elsewhere within his Histories, mostly in the sense of

the strength ofa ruler, but it seems that his choice of wording in this context implies

some medical connection. Moreover, the word duatqpóv-res is seen exclusively in the

Hippocratic Corpus and later wot*s with the meaning "to incise a body." It appears,

then, that a non-technical (but curious) layman could employ medical terminology when

called upon to do so.

rr In comparison, the Hellenistic historían Hecataeus ofAberta (Jacoby fi. 25.1499-1528)
is in many regards more specifìc in his account of the Egyptians' embalming process.

Although he does not discuss the different rnethods of embalming as Herodotus does,

he is mõre specific in describing the first process. After discussing the incision (ènì

rriu Àoyóua ne prypcíqer ti¡u eúojuu¡rou ðoc ôeì ðrcte¡.reív xtÀ.) he then goes on to

describe the organ removal ìn greater detail than his predecessor: frs rq0ínor riìu
¡ûpu ôrd rùs toû uexpoî.r ropi¡s eìs ròu 0ojporo xqì ncíurq Èfcrpeì ¡<opì5
uespcou xaì xopðí45, ëtepos ðè raOaíper tôu èyxorÀícou ëxaorou xtÀ.).

12 For this distinction see Ancient Medícine 22. Here, the author relates ôúuqprs to the
strength ofthe ¡úpar (humours) within the body. Aristotle notes in On Philosophy
(fr'. I 9) that all causes of destruction, both intemal and extemal, are because ofa
cerlain ðúvqurs. Cf. Cornford (1937) 53. Cf. also Sophista 248c4: f ncÍo¡eru ii
ôpcív.. . ðúvqp rs ("the ability to be acted upon ol to act").
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The wríters of the Hippocratic Corpus employ essentially the same vocabulary as

Homer and Herodotus when describing the parts of human anatomy. One particular

author, that ofD e septímestri parll, describes his layout ofthe human body quite

succinctly while discussing the þuopós (measuring) of symptomatic features:

éo éuouòs roro'rrjxet xqì Ès td Ènrrrjðerrx óoréc¡u xoì iuéc¡u13 raì 6Àepôu
xaì ueúpcou raì onÀcíy¡ucou xcì u¡ôúog xqì rôu Àornôu raì Èg ouureÀer¡v.
(124)

the passage of time melts away such things as those involved in both the functions
ofbones, aponeurotica, veins, tendons major organs, bowels and the remaining
parls, and involved in thei¡ interaction.ra

From this list ofessential parts, we can see that the olgans and divisions mentioned by

Homer constitute the extent ofgeneral Greek anatomical knowledge through to the end of

the Classical period. As we might expect, then, Plato in his wlitings does not add to the

anatomical vocabulary already used by Homer.

Bones and Tendons

Plato, while mentioning the process of Egyptian ernbalming in the Phaedo (80c9),

reveals his understanding ofthe breakdown of the hurran body after death. He likens the

13 I have translated ìuécou below as "aponeurotica," which is the modem anatomical term
for tendons that are stretched to fonn broad sheets. In the Hippocratic Corpus, it is
quite difficult to clearly differentiateltues from ueipa. For my defense of
';aponeurotica" cf. od. 12.119: oú ycìp ërr ocípxo5 re rsì óotéo ive5 ë¡ouoru,
dÀÀd rd ¡réu re nupòs rpotepòv uéuos aì0ouévoro ôuguf. The aúhor of Places
ín Man (5) states that'tueg are very similar (ncpó¡-rorar) to veîrpo.

ra It is notable that this author is quite systematic with his seerningly offhanded listing of
human anatomy. He begins with bones, which are the most unique anatomical
material. He then groups the cordJike tnaterial: the aponeurotica, the veins and the
tendons, moving on to the higher organs and the bowels before he makes exception for
anlhing else he had missed.
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process of embalming to what happens to a body when it is exposed to the elements

(ou¡rnéoou...rò oôpro). He notes that in such a state, the body can remain in stasis for a

remarkably long time. But even if the body does rot, such elements as bones and tendons

(ðorû re xcì uetpo roì 'rd 'rorqÛrq ncíurc) remain. From this we may infer that Plato

has had the opportunity to observe the remains ofexposed animals, if not specifically

those ofhumans.

He further reveals his understanding ofthe structural foundations (bones, tendons,

and ligarnents) ofthe human body and their role in its kinetics in Phaedo 98c5-d6. In this

section ofthe dialogue, Socrates is continuing his reflection upon the mind-body

connection and the contradictions he sees in Anaxagoras.'' As an analogy he implies

that it would be foolish for him to assert that his mind drives whatever he does and then

to go on to explain the individual causes (airí45) of each action. By "causes" here, he

means specifically the rnechanical process ofmovement. He names the tendons (ueÛpo)

as the active agents ofkinetics (98d3-5), while the bones (rôu ðorôv) and ligaments

(rdrs...ouppoÀdrg) as passive. The bones ale hard (otepecí) and have divisìons

(ôrq$ucís). All ofthese parts are surrounded (neprcgné¡ovro ) with flesh and skin

which hold thern together.

I contend that Plato suggests the incongruity ofAnaxagoras' theories hele by

mirnicking the technical language ofboth natural philosophers and physicians. The

context ofSocrates' discussion certainly suggests that Plato would choose to use a

r5 Socrates relates to us that upon reading that Anaxagoras thought the tolrs (Mind) was
the agent behind the movement and order ofthe Cosmos, he was disheartened to find
that Anaxagoras also attempted to explain these phenomena th'ough natural causes.
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technical style, but such words as bones, tendons, and ligaments are far too common to

imply a technical usage by themselves. Theuse ofoteped as an adjective appears among

medical writings to describe internal parts,l6 and ðroQuij is seen again in a anatomical

context,lT but these are comrnon words outside of medical writings, as well. Searching

for a cause (oitíc) is cefiainly in the scope ofboth philosophers and physician; the word

appears early on in the analogy (98c5), thus setting the stage for his explanation. Yet,

since the use ofthese commonplace nouns alone might not have suffrced to make his

parody clear, Plato appears to have used verbs to fulfìll his needs (a fitting choice in a

pastiche on kinesiology).

In this passage, Plato uses a series ofverbs to express the arrangement, extension,

and retraction ofthe anatomical parts mentioned above. It is the consistent and redundant

use ofcontracted verbs that gives the exacting effect ofa scientific treatise. The ouu-

prefix, for example, appears five times within the ten-line period.rs Verbs with ouu- /

Nuu- prefixes were quite coÍrmon among the natural philosophers to express the concept

ofunion. Anaxagoras (fr.43.7), for instance, uses ouyKíto0sr to describe the

alrangement of fire to compose the elementary particles (orot¡eía) of bodies ('rôu

16 
See VC 22.6 et passim, Vict. 9.10; 64.9, Carn. 3.11 .

r7 Erotianus (Klein 38.7). Though a late reference (1r c. A.D.), it appears in a quotation
fi'om "Hippocrates" describing rr]u þoQau¡ðòu ôro$ufiu (the radish-like fracture).
While a joint is certainly not a fracture, they are both of a similar nature; one is a
natural cleft and the other not. What adds some credibility to assigning this quotation
to the true Hippocrates is that the work On ft'actures was the only writing from the
Hippocratic Corpus which was never deemed spurious in antiquity.

'8 oúyrer-ror (98c6); ouué¡er (98d2); ou¡LpoÀaîs, ouu-reívourq (98d2); ouyxagQ0eí5
(e8ds).
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ocDgcíTc,ru) and all matter. The repetition ofthe ouu- prefix is perhaps also intended to

parody the pre-socratic prose writers' tendencies towards alliteration.le

Adding to the scientific impression of this passage, Plato uses two different sets of

verbs when describìng the contraction and extension ofthe tendons: (ênrteíueo0ar /

ouureíuouro; cuíeo0or/¡cÀôuru). Compound qualifications such as these are often

seen in Plato's technical passages.2o The paring ofÈnroreíueo0qr and duíeoOar, in

particular, provides a good example ofthe technical nature ofthese verbs. The two

words occur within a two-line grouping in three other places within the P/atonic Cotpus

(R. 412a1,441e12; Ti.74b5). When they are mentioned inlhe Republic, the words are

used to describe harmonic movements in both gymnastics and music. Plato uses the

words again in the Tintaeus when he reiterates his understanding ofthe tendons and thei¡

function. As we see fiom these sections, Plato consistently employs these two verbs

(when grouped together) with relation to physiological kinetics.

It is difficult to identifli specific verbs such as those above as having a technical

sense, particularly when these are verbs of motion. There are only so many ways in

which one can express dil'ectional movement. The high number of words with possibie

medical or scientif,rc applications in this section, and the conglomeration ofouu- prefixes,

strongly suppoÍs a beliefthat the Socrates' monologue within the Phaedo is indeed a

parody, or at the very least at pastiche, oftechnical language.

re Cf. Denniston (1952) 121 . Here he suggests that the early prose authors, then lacking
the structure ofpoetry, compensated with alliteration and other forms ofassonance.

20 Thesleff(1969) 7t
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When Plato describes the same kinetic functions within the Timaetts (74a7-b7),he

does so in a manner that is to be taken as anything but parodic. In this section describing

bones (73b1-74e10), he wishes to show us that the Maker (ó 0eóg) has designed these

things (as with the rest ofthe body) with a view to the best. He reiterates that the tendons

are responsible for the extension and retraction ofour limbs, and that these, along with

the bones, are surrounded by flesh. When describing articulation, though, he chooses a

different method than in the Phaedo to describe the ligaments (ou¡LpoÀcí) and joints

(ðro$uoí). Instead ofthe more exacting approach ofusing two separate words to

describe these as in the Phaeclo, in the Timaeus he uses a single tenn, orpóSryÇ (74b6),

for both the ou¡rpoÀoí and the ôra$uoí. Plato uses the word only once more shortly

before in a simile (7 4a2: érou orpóSryyqs, "like [door] hinges") when he describes the

formation ofthe spine. )rpóQryf is an unusual choice, since it never appears to have

connections with anatomy outside of the Tinaeus.2t Before Plato, the word is used once

byEuripides (Ph. 1126: eï no5 otpóSrÇru ëuôo0eu xurÀoúpeuot xrÀ.) and

Alistophanes again puts the word in the mouth of Euripides (Ran. 892: YÀcJrrns

otpó6ryl2'¡.

'' The LSJ (s.v. orpóQryf) does cite Pherecrates as using orpóSryN, to refer to the
structure ofthe vertebrae (Kock, fr. 236). This fragment, however, occurs in an

alphabetical list ofunconnected words between orporryíg (adj. fonn ofo-rpar¡yó5,
or "general") and ou¡uío raì ú¡uro (swinishness, or stupidity). From this list there is
no way to be certain in what sense the word is being used. Taylor (1928) 530 takes

orpósryyes at Ti.74b6 also to mean "vertebrae" aswith'74a2. However, the
similarity of this passage to Socrates' discussion in the Phaedo on general articulation
(esp. the participles Èntre ruopéuc,¡ and dure¡réuc'¡) suggests that Plato is not being so

restrictive in his use ofthe word.
22 This pussage ofthe Frogs (892-a) is a dig at Euripides' love for unusual imagery such

as the "gods" aì0r]p Èuòu póox¡¡ro ('1ny pastured air") and puxrflpeg
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The word otpo$ryf, a substantive of the verb otpéSco (to tum/twist), implies a

free rotation (as with the examples ofthe above authors). It is thus used by Theophrastus

(Historia plantarum 5.5.4) as the tuming-hinges23 of doors (orpósryyos rôu 0upôu).

The tuming-hinges of doors, with their hinge and pivot design, are quite comparable to

the ôro$uaí and ouppoÀoí (respectively) ofjoint-structure in the Phaedo. It is also

interesting to note what Theophrastus tells us about the wood selected for making these

hinges. The head craftsmen (dp¡rréxroueg) write, so he relates, that these hinges should

not be made from the center (ri prjtpa) of the wood since its fibers (-rds Îuos) are far

apart, making this wood too hard. Thele rnay be some connection, then, between the idea

of-rd ueÛpa andthatofqi 1ue5 that Theophrastus mentions.'o It i. then quite possible to

believe that Plato is creating an analogy between a coÍtmon \ryooden household fixture

and human anatomy.25

óoQpautr{pror ("sharp-smelling nostrils"). In addition to the rare appearance of
orpó$ryf in writings, its use here adds further credence to the beliefthat it is an
unusual word.

23 Hort 1i916¡ 449 translates the word as "pivots." At n. 5, Hort remarks (I believe,
rightly) that in this context, the word probably means both the socket and the pivot.
This use of one word to describe the two pafis of a pivot is the same as is seen in the
Tintaeus.

'o Cf n. 13 above. The connection made by the Greeks between human and plant
anatomy can be seen in the use of similar terminology. In this section alone: ¡-rrj-rpa,
rcpôíc, -rò oopxôôeg. Theophrastus explicitly states the dvcíÀoyou between
animals and plants at 1 1.5 of this work.

25 Another possibility, though lacking archaeological authority, is that Plato is creating an
analogy between human joints and smaller door hinges (as those used in cupboards).
Excavation at Pompeii revealed sevelal collections of srnall hinges made fi'om animal
bone (Allison 2004,52). It is possible that a sirnilar consh-uction technique was used

in Greece, but no evidence of this remains.
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Higher Organs (Generic Classification)

When Plato describes the major organs, he usually lists each instead ofreferring

to the g¡oup as a whole (onÀcíy¡uc). Only once does he use the word generically ofa

major organ within the human body:

'.Os apa,ó yeuocíueuos -roîr dv0ponívou onÀcíy¡uou, Èu <ÏÀÀors ciÀÀo:u .
repelc,ru Evos e yxo'rarer¡¡léuou, duciy¡¡ ôì¡ roútcg Àúrc'¡ yeuéo0ar. il oúr
d<rjroos ròu Àóyou; (R. 565d9-e1)

So then, it is like a man who has tasted a human organ, one cut up in those of
other sacrifices, then must change into a wolf Or have you not heard this story?

In this passage he appears to be using the word in a sense very similar to that seen

in the lliad and rhe Odyssey.26 Homer connects the word with the parts of sacrificial

animals which men cook for their own consumption. Plato, in the Republic, seems to be

drawing upon this corurection to sacrifice using very plain, direct, language rather than

from a desire to assume a technical medical style.

The technical setting of Plato's second (and only other) use ofonÀcíy¡ou (71.

72c2) stands in sharp contrast to the epic comparison seen above. Here, Plato is clearly

using the word in a scientific sense to describe the location ofthe spleen:

n,ô' oû roi y€írouos oúrc,j <tc$ finort> oúo'rsors xoì Ëôpa onÀcíy¡ou
yeyou€v €ç ûplorÊpqs xqplv €KÊruou

Moreover, the cornposition of the neighbour to the liver, and the location of this
organ on the right-hand side are for the sake ofthat organ (sc. the liver)

This clause draws heavily upon the scientific jargon of Plato's tir-ne. The two subjects of

this section, oúorqots and Ëôpo, ale seen several times within the Hippocratic Cotpus.

26 cf. iliad 1.464,2.427; odyssey 3.9, 12.364
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Writers in the Hippocratic Corpus use !ðpo to mean both the location of something

within the bodfT and as a term for the rectum.28 Iúo-rqors is used in a wide-ranging

sense to mean the anangement or agreement of a thing or things within the body.2e

The use of the -ots: suffix seen in oúotqots was cofirmon among authors of the

Hippocratic Corpus when they required an abstract noun As Browning notes, these -ots

endings on verbal stems provided a physician with the ability to create a wide range of

unifom concepts, parlicularly for the coining of symptom- related terms.3o Moreover,

the-otgendingwasalsoheavilyusedbytheearlynaturalphilosophers.3rTheword

oúo'rqors:, in particular, is reported to have been used by Thales (ft. 3.6), Pythagoras

(Carnten aurentt 5I), Diogenes (test. fr.1.9), Empedocles (fi'. 80.6; 110.2) and Philolaus

(test. 27.12).

Plato uses oúorqots frequently in his later dialogues, and especially in the

Titnaeus. In this work Plato draws heavily upon the scientific concepts ofthe natural

27 E.g. Morb. 1.27: (on pneurnonia) raì Ëðpqu Àcíp¡ ii te ¡oÀì¡ xoì rò $Àéypo èv rr!
nÀeúpour, o{nercr rqì ntúerqt. ("and [when] the bile and phlegm take a seat in the
lungs, [as a mixture] they fester and are coughed up.").

28 E.g. Fist.9:"O'rqu ôè oQoôeú4, rd oréÀa èxterucírc¡' oürorç ydp <iu iixrorc
Ërnín'ror ri Ëôpq. ("Whenever fthe patient] defecates, let him stretch apart his legs,

for thus will the rectum prolapse the least."). Cf Potter (1995) 403 for the translations
of Ërnín'ror and í¡ 'dôpq.

2e E.g. De medico 10: rqì-rds ouorcíoets (rôu Súparcou) ("the composition [of the
ulcersl").

30 
ltssz¡ lo.

3r Browning (ibid.) 11 writes that the fragments of Parmenides, Heraclitus, Philoloaus,
Empedocles, and Democritus reveal around 35 new -ots constructions.
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philosophers, and it is of little surprise that he also draws upon their terminology.32 Plato,

however, does use it elsewhere in the Tímaeus, both in an anatomical sense (75b3: ri

nepì rrju xeQaÀlu oúo-raorg), and pathological sense (89b5: oúotqots uóoo:u). Such

instances show both the technical nature ofoúorqots and the flexibility ofabstract

nouns with the -ots suffix to be used in a variety ofcontexts. Plato, as we shall see

below, uses -ors: words in similar discussions of rnedical themes to express 1) location 2)

condition, and in a connected sense 3) disease. These word-forms when used in a

medical context are limited Io The Titnaeus. A suitable explanation for this is that such

technical language would seem out ofplace in the mouths ofPlato's interlocutors, even

when discussing physicians and the body.

Heart

The parts and arrangement ofthe organs that compose the onÀcíy¡ua, with the

exception ofthe heart, are mentioned by Plato only in the Timaeus. He discusses the

heart (rapðíc) the most among the highet organs. In sorne cases, he makes note ofthe

physical (psychosomatic) reaction ofthe healt towards fear or excitement.33 These

passing remarks are of some significance, since they provide insight into Plato's theories

involving the function ofthe heart and the division ofthe soul. In the Symposíunt, Plato

links the position ofthe soul with the the heart: rlv xopðíau y<ìp ri qu¡iu ri órr ðír

3' A clear example can be found with Plato's use of the word at Ti.32c6 where he

discusses the arrangement of the wo¡ld (ri roÙ xóopou oúoroo15) in respect to the
four elements. This usage is almost identical to that of Thales (fr.3.6: xoì oúo'rqotu
rôu Èyxoogícou ) and Empedocles (fi. 110.2: r¡ roù róo¡rou yéueols Kqì Q0opd xaì
oúorqors).

33 lon 535b7: ópOoì oi 'rpí¡e5 iorovror únò Qópou xoì ri rapðíc n¡ðâ. ,Srrp.
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aúrò óuc¡rcíoar (Smp. 218a3-4). He also points to a specific passage in the Odyssey

twice within his dialogues that reiterates the concept ofthe heart as the seat ofthe soul:

otfrOos ôe nÀ{Çae xpoðí4u iuínqne uú0úi'
'rÉrÀq0r ôrj, xpaôí4'xaì xúu-repov <ÏÀÀo nor' ËtÀrls.

(Od.20.17-18; quoted in rR. 390d4-5, Phd. 94d8-e1)

Pounding his heart (Odysseus) rebuked it saying:
'Be bold, heart! since you have endured Inore shameful.'

Plato's interpretation of this passage is that, since Odysseus is addressing his heart, it is to

be considerecl a center of thought and emotion distinct fi'om the mind (reason). While it

is certainly doubtful that Horner intended such irnplications when composing this

passage, this poetic imagery of the emotional hear-t (which is common th¡oughout all

Greek poetry) does strongly suggest a persistent corresponding belief among the lay

population.

In The Tíntaeus, Plato expands upon this understanding ofthe function ofthe heart

within the body while postulating on the physiological processes the heart performs.

Here, he relates the Maker's process in creating the heart:

rnu ôè ðù xcpôíav dppc tôu gÀeBôu xoì n¡yì¡u toù neprSepo¡réuou xqtd
ncíu-rs-rd péÀ¡ oQoôpôs o'í¡.raros eì5 -rlu ôopuQoprrì¡u oixr¡oru
xcrÉorr¡ocxu. (Tí. 7 0a7 -b3)

He established the heart as the knot ofthe vessels and the fountain for the blood
that courses continuously through the body. The purpose for this was so that it
stands as a guard-post (between the rational soul and the spil'it).

215e1-2: órou yrìp droúcr...ij re xopôía rqôf .
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Plato then continues to explain (70b3-1) how the heart, as the source ofblood, is able to

send messages through all the nanow chan¡rels (ôrd ncívtc,:u -rôu oreuconcôu)34 if it

perceives an¡'thing to be wlong (trs qôrxos). A natural extension ofthis, I infer, is that

Plato believes both that the heart is capable of some level of comprehension, and that

blood is able to transmit information throughout the body. This appears to conoborate

Plato's beliefs as stated earlier in the Phaedo and the Republíc.

In this passage, Plato shows some knowledge of the heart's structure and function

to circulate blood. His description does suggest at least a superficial study ofthe hearl,

since he provides information about its physical appearance. There is, however, no

leason to believe that he is drawing upon any personal observation ofhuman anatomy;

any large bodied animal would suffice for such an examination. René Descartes, for

instance, suggests in Du Discoru's de la méthod that his readers take this approach before

continuing to read his section on the human circulatory system.3s It would seem the best

guess that Plato used a similar source for his infotmation.3ó

3a Thìs rather vague description, "the narrow channels," is, I think, indicative ofthe
general confusion in early medicine between any of the cord-like structures within the
body. It is likely that Plato is thinking ofthe capillaries, the networks formed by the
arterial and venous systems.

35 Et afin qu'on ait moins de difficulté à entendre ce que j'en dirai, je voudrais que ceux
qui ne sont point versés en l'anatomie prissent la peine, avant que de líre ceci, defaíre
couper devant eux le coeur de quelque grand animal Ed ait des poutllolls, car il est en
tout assez semblable à celui de I'homme, et qu'ils se fissent montrer les deux
chambres ou concavités qui y sont. (Ordre des questiones de physique, Gilson (196i)
i 04. My own italics).

36 Theophrastus tells us (.Élistoria plantarum 1 . I .3) the process of studying plants is the
same as the anatomical study of anirnals: i ðè ioropíq rôu Qurôu èo'rrv cos

dnÀôs eìníru rj xcrcì rd Ël<-.: póprc <oì tr]u óÀ¡u uop0iv rj xqtd td èvrós,
c^jonep Ènì rôu Çojcou rd èx rôu duorogôu. ("The study of plants is, to put it
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In the above passage, we see Plato using metaphorical language when discussing

the appearance, function, and position of the hearl. I believe that this is an indication that

Plato has either gained this information first hand or, ifthrough a physician, that he has

rendered the technical language more concrete for his own benefit or for that ofhis

readers. In this one period, Plato provides the thLree metaphors as grammatical

complements to explain his understanding ofthe heart: it is the äp¡ra ofthe veins

(appearance), the rqy{ of the blood (function), and the ôopu$oprxr] oix¡o15

(function/location) of the torso.

Upon reflection, it is quite easy to see why Plato describes the heart as the dp¡-ro

tôu $Àepôu. The heart does have the appearance ofa "knotting" ofveins, particularly

from an anterior view (which suggests, but does not necessitate, the removal of the organ

for examination). It is from this perspective that we have full view ofthe left and right

pulmonary veins and arteries, as well as the venae cavae and aorta. The ventricles then

appear to be formed from a conjunction ofthe blood-pas.sages. Plato's choice ofcí¡rpo

here to describe the heart is indicative ofa desire to elicit for the reader an image ofwhat

he is discussing. The same idea can be stated without relying on metaphor, but at the cost

of visual imagery.3T

simply, the study ofthe extemal parts and the study ofthe enti¡e form ofthe things
within, just like the parts Istudied] fi'om the dissection of animals.").

37 Cf. A¡ist. De generatìone anintalium 776b13: cip¡i1 rqì rôu QÀepôu r] rupôía'
("and the heart is the origin of the vessels.") as with De partibus aninnlíum 654b10:

'ApXi ôè 'rôv pèu QÀepôv I xopðío These passages are ofspecial interest since they
involve the analysis of animal anatomy, suggesting comparative study between them
and humans (as with n. 36 above).
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"A¡Lpa, the -¡to substantive38 from the verb d¡retv (to fixlfasten), is only seen in

Attic prose twice outside ofPlato.3e It appears occasionally in Ionic poetry and prose,ao

where the -¡.to suÍïìx originated. The tragedians, always eager to use the Ionic forms, also

use the word a handful of times.ar The word does occur twice within the Hippocratic

Corpus, but only in the sense of a knot used in sutures.a2 Thus, Plato may be using dppa,

with its Ionic -po suffix either for its poetic imagery, or for the suffix's use in scientific

writings. Regardless ofwhether Plato's use reflects contemporary theatre or Ionic

vocabulary, it is probable that Plato is using the suffix in its abstract sense. He is not

saying that the heart is literally a knot formed by a tying of the blood vessels, but rather is

a "fastening-together" of the vessels.a3

The metaphor of the heart as a rqyrj is perhaps a more natural expression than the

one above. Any study ofhydrodynamics from this period probably elicited some image

of a natural spring, with which everyone would be familiar. It is not surprising, then, that

the same descriptíon of the heart appears in the Hippocratic Corpus and again in

38 Cf. n.123 below for a more thorough examination of the -¡.ro sufiìx.
3e Xenoph. 8q.5.1; tuist. HA 587a15.
a0 Sappho, fr. 7l ; Alcaeus, fr. 66; Herodotus, 4.98.

o'E.H¡w.780; s. z¡.. 1018.

a2 Fist. 4; Off,.8, et passim. The flexibility of the -¡.ra suffix in Ionic teclmical writings is
exemplified here in De fficina medicí where dp¡ro (a fastening) is pared several

times with þcípga (from the verb þcínre ru, "to stitch").
a3 As Lloyd (1966) 277 notes, the Timaeus is the fust Greek writing to suggest that the

entire world and its constituents were formed bya "craÍìsman-deity. " Plato often uses

the vocabulary ofbuilders to describe the fonnation ofthings, e.g. ¡-r¡¡auâoOar
(34c1), tex'raíueo0or (28c6), and cnepycíÇeo0ar(30b6). It is also possible to include
cíUUs in this list of building-words.
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Aristotle.aa While it is debatable whether or not rqyrj should be thought to elicit any

vision of "spring" or "fountain" (especially considering Aristotle's complementary

únoðo¡{, or "receptacle"), I argue that Plato's fondness fo. ttnyi in a poetic sense

elsewhere in his corpus points to such an interpretation.as

Plato's description ofthe heart as a ôopuSoprxr] oixr¡org is perhaps the most

unusual ofthe three metaphors. The frst surviving appearance ofthe adjective

ôopuþoprri¡ is here in the Timaeus. While this may suggest that Plato has coined this

adjective, he does useit again without excuse in Critias 117c7 (ôopu$oprraì...oìxioers)

in a literal sense when describing his envisioned city.a6 Ckysippus (fr.416.36) isthe

next to use the word, and does so in a metaphorical sense quite similar to the Timaeus.47

Here, however, he uses the neuter substantive: ëo'nu ôè ó Oupòs tò ôopuþoprròu roù

ÀoyropoÎ "The spirit is the guard (station?) ofreason." Chrysippus disagreed with Plato

that the head is the center ofreason. He instead believed that the reason's seat was the

aa Oss.2;De semina, de natwal pueri, de ntorbi iv33;Arist. PA 666a8: aür¡ (sc, i¡
ropðíc) ycíp Èorru 

"pXù 
tì 

"nvi 
'roì qiuqros roì únoôo¡i1 npoir¡. For the heart

is both the original spring and the first receptacle of the blood.
as 

Esp. Phdr.255cl: i1 -roÛ 
þeu¡.rcro9 Èxeíuou nr¡yrj...èpôu ("Love is the spring of that

flowing"); Zg. 636d8: ôúo ydp a0rar n¡ycì pe0fruror Súoer þáru ("fPleasure and
painl are two springs released to flow by nature"). Cf. Dover (1997) 126-7 lor The

metaphorical use of rqyrj by Classical authors. He notes in this context that Plato is
the most rnetaphorical ofall Greek prose writers.

a6 It is perhaps of some value to note that -Kos was the most productive ofall adjective-
forming denominative suffixes. See Palmer (1980) 256.

o7 In Plato's explanation ofthe heaú as the ôopu$oprxil oixrlors, he tells us that it is
needed o-re ÇÉoereu rò roÛ 0uuoÎ uévoç or "because the passion ofthe spilit can boil
up." (70b3). For evidence of this lengthy tradition ofassociating the heafi with
passion cf. Hesiod's hendiadys in op.340: c.js xé 'ror 'íÀoou xpoôír¡u rqì 0uuòv
ë¡cooru ("fsacrifice to the gods] so that they have a cheerful heart and spirit towards

vou").
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heart, and as Plato did, appealed ro lhe lliad îor proof(fr. 2.905, 906). That both authors

use such an uncommon expression in similar contexts suggests to us that either

Chrysippus is borowing this expression from Plato, or that both authors are referencing

the same third source. We know from early critics of Chrysippus' works (e.9. fr.2.27)

that he frequently quoted authorities in his works, and often relied upon common opinion

and idioms to support his arguments.as It is then possible that both ci ôopuQoprroì

oixrjoers and rò ðopuQoptróu are both derived from another author or a common idiom.

I suggest, however, that Plato probably coined the specific phrase ôopuSoprxaì

oixrjoerg or, at the very least uses it here in an unusual metaphorical sense. It is likely

that Plato, drawing upon the scientific ring of oixr¡org (with ìts -otg suffix),ae devised

ðopuSop rxij to agree with it. It was also expedient for Plato to extend the metaphor he

had started a few lines above. In this section ofthe Timaeus, Plato divides the human

torso into sections. Naming his divisions, he first refers to the roÎ ocíporog oix4orv rò

0u¡róu (the spirited dwelling-place ofthe body) at 69e1. Shortly after (69e6-70a1), he

likens the separation ofthe hurnan trunk to the separate living-quarlers (again, oir¡oru)

of men and women. It then seems like a natural extension of Plato's initial metaphor to

next add a guard station in his arangement. Using the same noun, oìrrjors, established

above (69ei), Plato effectively enlivens his description with a visual reference for his

a8 could (1971) 135.

ne In this passage oix¡ot5 appears to be used in its secondary meaning, "house/dwelling-
place." The basic meaning, however, is the verbal abstract "(the act of)
living/dwelling." Cf Cleve (1949) 125, n.l.
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reader. The overall impression of this section, although by no means explicit, is that

Plato is establishing a microcosm of social order within the human body.s0

AÍÌer this "scientific" description ofthe heart and its functions, Plato reveals the

source ofhis belief His reasoning in the Tímaeus behind the purpose ofthe heart as a

mediator between the higher and lower functions of our souls is the very same reasoning

that he uses when quoting Homer in the 1on and Republic:

rn ôè ôi nqð{oer tfrs rapôíus èu rfr tôu ðeruôu npooôoxíg xcì rfr roÎr
Ou¡roîr Ëyépoe r, npooyryuojoxoures ðrr ôrd nupòs ri 'rorour| ndoa ËpeÀÀev

oiô¡or5 yíyueoOqr rôu 0u¡-rou¡.réu<ov rtÀ. (71. 70c1-4).

The (gods) were aware that all this sort of swelling of excited individuals, with the
pounding ofthe heart at the expectation ofterrible things and at the arousal of
passion, comes frotn fire.

This section in the Timaeus that discusses the heart goes into far more detail into the

organ's composition and position than do the other works where Plato mentions the heart.

It seems that he has done some research into anatomy before composing this work. His

technical language here also suggests that he wishes to provide scientific colouring to his

explanation, and so add strength to his argument.

Plato reveals that he does have some knowledge of anatom¡ though his

information is most likely derived from anirnal dissection. He then uses this

observational data to support a concept that has been around at least since the time of

Homer. In quoting Homer in these above instances, Plato rerninds us that his

understanding ofthe basic human functions is both intirnately connected to his own

50 An interesting comparison, though one best postponed, would be between the body as
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understanding of the soul and essentially the same as those expressed in the earliest

occun:ences of the words. We see Plato drawing from the same folk-beliefs when

discussing the remaining major organs.

Lungs

The second most frequently mentioned organ by Plato is the lungs (nÀeÚpc).

Once again, there is evidence in the Timaeus that Plato had actually observed the lungs.

Following from the above passage describing the function ofthe heart, Plato explains that

one ofthe purposes ofthe lungs is to be an aid (ênrroupía) to the heart. It is like a

cushion (o1ov pcíÀoypc) that softens the pounding ofthe heart within the chest cavity.

Plato observes that the lungs have the appearance (ìôEcí) ofbeing soft (poÀoxriu),

bloodless (qvqrUou), and having a sponge-like quality (oÎou onóyyou) fonned by

hollows (orjpayyo5) within the organ. Owing to this, the lungs have the ability to take

in both air'(nueúpo) and fluid (nôpa) which reach the lungs through a "chamel"

(cipr¡píc).5rTheci'culationofairandwatelthroughthelungshelpstocooltheexcited

heart.

As one might expect, most of these words occur regularly within the Hippocratic

Corpus; adjectives such as "soft," "sponge (like)," and "bloodless" are natural

descriptions ofinternal organs, as are the nouns "hollows," and "channels." As a close

comparison ofPlato's description, the author ofOn Ancient Medicine (22) lists rd

onoyyoerðéo (the sponge-like) parts of the body including the spleen (onÀriu), lungs

outlined in the Tínøeus, and the state as shown in lhe Crilias.
5l I.e. the trachea.
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(nueúpa), and breasts (uqÇoí). Even more interesting is the account given by the author

of De articulis (38). In this passage, directions are given on how one should set a broken

nose. The author suggests as a possible (and unusual) pledget for the nostril a piece of

sheep's 1ung. He explains that this works because oi onóyyor (the sponges) draw in the

fluid.s2

The trachea (t'¡ dpqpía) is the only other word used by Plato here in reference to

the lungs that has counterparts within the Hippocratic Corpus.53 Euripides and Sophocles

both use the word once within their writings (Rh. 185; Tr, 1054) in the same sense.

Aristotle5a and Theophrastus also consistently employ the word in their works to mean

trachea. The word, however, is also probably used by specialists in a sense other that

above. There are several instances within the Hippocratic Corpus where ri cpqpíc

seems to be used either in the generic sense of"channels" or in the specific modern-day

sense of"arteries."5s Anaxagoras, too, perhaps used the term in this manner (fr. 10.5,

46.7).

52 Art. (38): êyc,r ðé nore nÀeú¡.rouo9 lpopcítou d not¡rr¡pc.Ëué0r¡xc, roûro ycÍp ncog

fiqp€rux€v' or yqp oÍoyyor èutrOepÉuor úypcíopcro ôé¡outar. ("1 once inserted
(sc. into the nostril ofa patient) a cutting from a sheep's lung, since this happened to
be at hand; I did this because the sponges, once inserted, absorbed the fluid"). This
passage provides further evidence for the extent of animal dissection. It is unfortunate
that the writer of De articulis does not elaborate on why sheep's lungs were "by
chance" at hand when he was treating a deviated septum.

53 cî. Int. 1; Morb.2.53; Epid.7.1.
ta Spir. 5.71does have the word in the plural to mean "arteries." This work, however, is

listed among the Spuria. See Lesky (1957) 574.

ss Cf. Epid. 4.1; Oss. 10; Art. 45. There is debate about whether experts in Hippocrates'
time rnade the distinction between veins and arteries. Phillips (1973) 43 states that the
early writers did not distinguish between the two. From the above occunences in the
Hippocratic Corpus, however, it appears that they l) did at least make a distinction
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It is interesting to see that the Attic writers are so consistent with their usage ofri

apqpíc. It is possible that this commonality is owing either to a geographical

difference ofmeaning (Attic/Ionic), or one ofprofession (layman/physician). I believe

the latter is the rnost probable ofthese two explanations. The trachea is a far more

prominent body-part than are the arteries; a la;person is easily able to confirm the

trachea's presence by touching his neck, whereas one must have some very specialized

knowledge or interest in anatomy that requires him to mention the channels hidden within

the body.

Plato, it appears, is employing the same lay-vocabulary as Euripides and

Sophocles when describing the trachea. The word seems to be uncommon, but its use in

tragedy suggests that its meaning oftrachea must have been understood by theatre

patrons who were not ve¡sed in medical terminology. As with dprr¡pío, Euripides and

Sophocles also use I ofrpqyÇ (hollow/cleft) only once respectively within their works

(He\.357;Radt, fr.549). Unlike Plato, who uses it in the Tintaeus to refer to the alveoli

(or hollow pockets in the lungs), these tragedians use it in a geographical sense (which is

by far the most common usage of the word'6¡. Among medical writings, ofrpoyÇ occurs

once in this form in a late Pseudo-Hippocratic writing (Epistula 23). The adjectival

variation o¡payyc,jô¡g ("fìlled with hollows,"57 thus essentially a synonl'rn of

between veins and "channels" (which might include the arteries) 2)and thus, did not
use the word exclusively to mean "trachea."

5u Cf. also Alist. .È11 5'/4b21, Mu.395b31 for the meaning "cave."

57 Srryth (1920) $ 858.16 states that -<^íôr¡s suffixes usually denote "fullness" or
"sirnilarity." Palmer notes also (1980) 256 that its original meaning "sr¡ell' was

watered down even in the Homeric dialect, but the suffix remained "specially
productive" up until early Koine. No more so productive, I would argue, than in
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orroyyújðns58), however, appears six times within the Hippocratic Corpus.se In these

works, the authors are generally referring to the structure ofbones. In D¿ carnibus,

though, o¡payyôôes is, like ofrpoyf inthe Timaeus, given as a property ofthe lungs.

The phrase dou ¡rcíÀoy¡ro Qi.'70d3),like ôopuQoprri¡ oix4ots discussed above

with reference to the heart, is a curious one. As is common with such unclear phrases,

some variant readings have occurred.60 The frequent appearance ofthese altematives to

pcíÀcy¡Lc in the Attic literature contemporary with Plato makes it diffrcult to determine

the more probable reading based on corlmon word-usage. Yet ifwe apply the theory of

lectio dfficilior, pcíÀoypa, which fu'st occurs in Plato, would seem to be the hue

reading.6r Regardless, the meaning ofthe analogy is straightforward enough; the lungs

provide some cushion or comfort to the heart when it is excited. We can also say for

certain that, since olou appears in all manuscripts, the phrase was intended to be a

metaphor.

medical writing. The use of analogical language is quite clearly helpful in
descriptions of ambiguous and uncommon subject matter: e.g. Epid. (3.3)
rcouqrúj6ns, ¡oÀcoðea, ôuocjôeq, QÀeyporojôea. Note the flexibility ofthe suffix
in its radical definitions: sleep-full o{ bile-look like, bad-smell, phlegm-look like. For
the technical nature ofthe word in Plato cf Thesleff(i967) 94.

58 "spongelike" It is interesting that the modem medical text Dynatníc Anatorny and
Physiology (1958) 402 uses the very same term to describe the lungs.

se VC 1, 18; Carn. 3,7, 15; Cord. 8.

60 Longius Alcinous: cíÀuq uqÀqròv (soft palpitation), Y Gal. : ciÀ¡ro ¡rcÀaròu (tender
grove), F: ci¡rpo poÀaxòu. (gentle girdle/knot: cf. d¡-rpo used to describe the heart).

6r Taylor (1928) 505 remarks that pcíÀoypa is the true reading. He adds that it is not
found in any MS, but rather in ancient quotations ofthe passage. The word's
comrption in the MSS is explained by its rarity.
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The function of the lungs, Plato writes, is to provide comfort for the heart. This is

done both th¡ough the reception of air (nuetpa) and liquid (nô¡Lc) that provide cooling.

The names given (léyopeu 0éo0a rroüuo¡rc¡6' to the dual processes ofrespiration is

ducnuorj (inhalation) and Êxnuorj (exhalation) (Ti.78e3). These two words are of

special note, since they occur only a handful of times outside the frequent appearances

within the writings of the Pre-socratics, Alistotle, and the Hippocratic Corpus.63 Plato

restricts his use of the word to The Timaeus. This is positive evidence that the two words,

particularly when seen together, are of a technical nature.

By stating that the lungs take in both ail and liquid, Plato suggests that at times he

is more prone to follow tradition than to follow empirical evidence. Ifhe had been a

witness to the dissection of a mammal, one would think that he would have observed that

there was some blood within the lungs. The lungs contain both puimonary arteries and

veins that branch out to the organ's extremities ttu'ough narrowing capillaries which

occupy more surface area than the dermis. It seems unlikely then that any close

examination ofthe lungs would fail to reveal blood. I can only surmise that, ifPlato had

observed incisions into the lungs, the fine quality ofcapillaries, although these chan¡els

62 Such a phrase as "we say that the name assigned is" seems comparable to the word
rqÀéì u. Dover ( 1997) 1 15 ¡emarks that this is oíÌen a useful indicator that a word is of
a technical natule; cf. Alist. Àesp.471a7: ouonuoi¡ ydpxaÀûrcr <rÀ. Itis of
interest that Aristotle here uses dvonuorj to mean both inhalation and exhalation, but
respectively they are called eìonuorj and êrnuorj.

63 The word duo nuorj occurs three times within Aesop (8; 66 v.l ,2) and once within
Aristophanes (Nu. 627). Its appearance in the Clouds is of some note, since it is used

in an oath sworn by Socrates (cf. n.22 above) along with the "deities" rò Xcíos an é
'Arjp. In this context, it would seem that the word had some connection with
philosophers and sophists in this tir¡e period.'Ernuorj does not occur outside of
philosophical and medical treatises before the Hellenistic period.
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are numerous, would produce little bleeding. In comparison to the far more fleshy (and

blood-filled) organs as the heart, liver, and spleen, the lungs would seem to be relatively

cuo r¡-ra.

If Plato was present at the examination oflungs, a similar problem arises as to

why he believed they received drink. While it is surprising that no blood would be found

in the lungs, it is equally surprising that one would find ingested liquids. It is unlikely

that nôpa can mean anything other than drink; nowhere in Plato's corpus does he use

the word in any other sense.6a This assertion is strengthened byPlato's description ofa

drink's path through the human body at Ti¡naeus 91a4-5.6s This problem is compounded

by Plato's refere nce at 78c4-6 to the two Èyruprío (probably the trachea and esophagus,

and literally "the passages to the fish-basket").66 Here, he writes that one ofthese

passages goes eì5 ròu nÀeúpouc (towards the lung) while the other goes eìs tiu rorÀío

(towalds the bowels). They travel rq-rd and ncpcì rd5 cipr¡pío5 respectively. Above,

Plato had used only the singular apt4píq to refer to the passage conveying both air and

drink to the lungs. Now, however, he appears to have divided the single trachea into two

parts (the bronchi and the esophagus) and to have coined the term éyxuptío to explain

them.6? The meaning of dpr¡píog is then unclear in this context. It appears that the

6a One of its most notable uses is as the draught of hemlock that Socrates drinks in the
Phaedo.

65 (91a5) ôrcì roî nÀeúuouos 'rò nôgc únò roùs ueQpoù5 ei5 rlu xúorrv ÊÀ0òu xtÀ.
("The drink goes tkough the lung, down under the kidneys, and towards the
bladder.")

66 Cfl Cornford (1937) 308-12 for further discussion on the èyrup'ríc.
67 The word êyxupría first occurs here in the Titnaeus and not again until Galen who
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sense ofthe word here is the generic "channel." It is possible that these are the veins and

arteries that run down alongside the wind-pipe,68 but Plato does not state their function in

this section. Regardless ofthe interpretation, Plato is being inconsistent in his use of

dpr¡prcí; either he has made the single wind-pipe a plural (the trachea and esophagus)

or he has changed the meaning ofthe word to refer to the vessels within the neck.

The Greeks do not appear to have assigned a specific physiological function to the

lungs in non-medical writings as they did with the heart. Homer says nothing more about

the lungs (nueÎrpo) than that those of a man were punctured by a spear (-1l. 4.528).6e

However, some specific references to the lungs by other authors correspond to the

theories ofPlato. Our earliest evidence of nÀeú¡ro is from a fragment of Alcaeus (LP fr.

347a1), where he mentions the covering of the lung with wine.?o Wine would certainly

be classifies under the nô¡rc that Plato believes flows into the lungs. Moreover, that the

cites the same passage in his commentary on the work.
68 There are several ofthese including the light and leÍì common carotids, and the

external and internal jugulars . Zeyl (1997) 1278 translates the word cp'r¡p íos as the
singular "wind-pipe." This would appear to be a possible rendering only if we
suppose that Plato is now making an unstated distinction between the esophagus and

trachea, and that he considers the Èyxup'ría to be either the carotids or jugulars.

These, ofcourse, terminate in the heart (from a backwards perspective), and not the
lungs and bowels as Plato states. Yet with a diameter of roughly 1 inch, it is possible
that after a cursory examination one could suppose the carotids and jugulars are

capable of conveying both ai¡ and food. It seems though, through transfen ing the
function ofthe wind-pipe to the veins, we have traded one problem for another; in
Zeyl's rendering Plato is being quite inconsistent with his vocabulary and distinction
between singular and plural nouns.

6e The location for the impact was the chest above the nipple: orépuou únèp poÇóìo.

70 Gqla[ réyye nÀeú¡rouas oivor x'rÀ. The same expression occur-s in a fragrnent of
Euripides (Nauck 983.1): oìuog nepcíoog nÀeugóvcou ðroppocí5. ("wine travelling
th¡ough the channels of the lungs."); cf ðroppocí5 with Plato's cipqpíc.
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lungs take in air is clear from extemal observation ofthe expansion and retraction ofour

chests. The dramatists appear to have con¡ected heat with this nature of respiration,Tl

and this too has some relation to Plato's system ofcooling the heart.72

Plato's analysis ofthe respiratory system is quite similar to his analysis ofthe

heart. The level ofdetail he provides while describing the lungs shows that he also likely

had some opportunity to observe the lungs of some creature (or had close contact with

someone who had). In this explanation, as in the heart, he frequently uses analogies to

elicit vivid irnages ofthe parts ("like a sponge," "it has caves," "like a fish basket"). At

such an early stage ofscientif,rc research into anatomy, such a method is necessary for a

reader to be able to follow an author's discussion. When Plato attempts to describe the

function ofthe lungs, however, it appears that he is drawing his conclusions based upon

already wel l-established ideas.

Liver

Plato spends little tirne in The Timaeus on discussing the liver compared to the two

higher organs discussed above. The function ofthe liver within the human body is not as

clearly outlined by Plato as are the heart and lungs, and this is in all likelihood due to the

general lack ofknowledge Greeks had conceming the organ. The operation ofthe heart

and lungs can be examined through extemal observation. In comparison, it is impossible

7r See Aeschylus (Radt 1 77a1), Euripides .È1erzci. 1093, Aristoph anes Pax 7069.

7'That is, ifwe suppose they had some notion ofconvection. The above references in
tragedy (n. 58) mention the warmth of the breath. Since the air we breathe out is
usually cooler than that which sunounds us, an observer rnight have come to the
conclusion that the cause ofthe temperature increase ofthe exhaled air is owing to the
transfer ofheat fi'om the heart to the lungs and then to the breath.
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to study the liver from outside ofthe bod¡ and an internal investigation would not

provide any salient evidence of its purpose. Despite this, since the liver in a man is

roughly seven inches across and almost as wide at some parts, the organ is quite

prominent within the abdominal-cavity, and thus must be included in an account of

anatomy.

Plato begins his explanation ofthe liver (TL70d7-72b5) by stating that it was

established by the Creator in forethought of the most unruly porlion of the soul, the

passionate (ènr 0u¡r¡rrróu). This part ofthe soul is located between the diaphragm

($péues) and the navel 1óp$oÀós), and it is here that the location (xo'roír¡ors) ofthe

liver is. He describes the healthy liver as being dense (nuxuóv), smooth/polished (Àéìou),

shiny (Àaunpóu), and sweet (yÀuxú). The unhealthy liver is very bitter (nrxpórr¡ro),

wrinkled (þuoóu), rough (tpc¡ú), and can produce bile-like colours (¡oÀcíôr¡

¡po5poro). This unhealthy state causes conuption ofthe lobes (Àopóu), receptacles

(ôoXCÍs) and ducts (núÀas).

The purpose for this design ofthe liver, Plato writes, is so that the faculty

(ôúuaprs) of the mind can be carried and imprinted upon the healthy liver like an image

upon a mirror (õÎov èv xaróntpc.¡ ôe¡opéucp -rúnrous xoì xarrôûu eiðcDÀq

ncpé¡outr xtÀ.). The mind is essentially able to punish the unruly soul for poor

behavior by depriving the live¡ of its sweet qualities, while the unruly soul that submits to

the mind is permitted to have a liver in its naturally sweet state (yÀurúr¡tr...ouUÔúre).

Plato completes his discussion on the liver by describing the relation between the liver's

construction and its prophetic qualities.
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Plato explains the positions ofthe liver in the human body in essentially the same

manner as the heaft and lungs above. As with these organs, the word for the liver's

location lxoroíx¡ors) is the same as the one used for the place of a community or one of

its parts. This verbal noun, with the -ot5 suffix, is used only once before Plato, by

Thucydides (Th.2.15), to mean the original settlement of Athens on top of the Acropolis.

In the two other occurrences ofthe word it is used to mean the settlement ofpeople, and

thus coincides with the use of the word by Thucydides.T3 We may suspect that this word,

with its rare appearance and -ots construction, is again uncommon, and thus gives

Plato's account an elevated feel. Plato strengthens the impact ofthis word (as he has

done above with his words for location) by metonomy, transfening the attributes of the

organ to its location.

The position that Plato gives for the liver within the human body further suggests

an understanding of organ-placernent. From Homer's account in the Odyssey (9.301,

22.83), however', we know that the location of the liver had been known for some time.Ta

The sarne placement ofthe liver in relation to the diaphragm is reiterated in the

Hippoclatic Corpus.75 This consistency suggests that the location ofthe liver within the

human body appears to have been common knowledge among Plato's contemporaries.

73 Ephorus (Jacoby 30b14), Hecataeus (Jacoby 21.15)

7o od.9.301-2: oúrcÍpreuor npòs orfrOos, ð0r 4péue5 fincp ë¡ouor, ¡eíp'
ênrpqoocipeuos' ("striking against the chest, where the diaptu'agm holds the liver,
feeling with my hands"). The phrase "feeling with (my) hands" implies that the author
was a\¡/are that the liver could be found by feeling for the bottorn of the sternum, a

place where a sword could easily penetrate. Cf. (Od.22.83) pcÍÀe ôè orfr0os napd
paÇóu, Èu ôé oi fjnarr nfrÇe Ooòu péÀos. ("and [odysseus] shuck [Eurymachus] in
the chest alongside the nipple, and the swift spear quivered in his liver'.").

75 
See Anat. 1; Epid. 2.4.
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Any other information on the liver that Plato provides seems to be drawn from a study of

animals.

The two qualities that Plato assigns to the liver, sweetness and bittemess, are

particularly important in understanding Plato's methods ofinduction and his sources of

information. Plato must derive his information from eating animal organs. This is almost

definitive proofthat Plato understands the effectiveness ofcomparative anatomy. These

two qualities also have significant importance to the natural philosophers and medical

writers alike. The dichotomy between sweetness and bitterness is one of the most

collìlnon set ofopposites. Opposites are ofspecial interest to scientists, since fi'om these

the clearest definitions can be made.76 That Plato was familiar with this use of opposites

is clear fi'om his comparisons in Zysrs 215c3-d8.77 Plato puts this comparison into a

medical context inThe Sytnposiunl when Eryximachus relates that the doctor's role is to

harmonize the basic elements (including sweet and bitter) within the human body (186c5-

e3). This medical relation between bitter and sweet is supported by Alcmaeon (fr. 4) and

by the frequent appearance of these two qualities within the Hippocratic Cotpus.78 Sets of

oppositions were very important to Hippocratic doctors, since it was a common belief

76 Cf. Melissus (fr. 5,976b33); Empedocles (fr. 90).
?7 In this passage, comparisons are made between the ill and doctor (ó rcípu<ouló

iqrpós), the dry and wet (rò f4pou/úypóu), cold and hot (rò Vu¡póu/0epuóu) and

bitter and sweet (tò nrxpóv/yÀuxúv).

'E E.g. VM 14; NatHont2; Cørn, 13.
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among them that opposites canceled out one another. Ifthe cause ofa disease could be

assigned to an element, then the remedy was simply the element's opposite.Te

For Hippocratic physicians who practiced according to the theory ofhumours, the

general aim in healing was to create a balance between the opposing forces. Plato,

however, by stating that the liver is best when it is sweet and is the worst when it is bitter

appears to be using some other method ofjudgment. The most likely explanation is that

he is basing his opinìon on our own sense-perceptions ofpleasant and unpleasant while

ignoring what is the natural state of an organ.Eo Plato is essentially stating here that

things which are bitter, because they are unpleasant to our senses are bad, and vice

versa.8l

The appearance of the liver as described by Plato is, in all likelihood, derived

from his observation ofa slaughtered animal. He states that the nature (Súorg) and

location (tónog) of it is for the sake ofdivination (¡cípru prau-rrrfr5). Considering the

liver's impofiance in divination, it would have been common to see it separated fi'om the

rest ofthe organs. The careful inspection and comparison by seers between the livers of

different animals, and the varying omens frorn each, would likely have given rise to

'e Cf. Flot.1: rcì Èuquríq rôu èvsvrícDu êorìv irjpcto ("Opposites are the cures for
opposites") For a in-depth study ofoppositions in Greek science cf also Lloyd's
Polarity and Analogy (1966). On the particular subject ofmedicine see 20-2. Lloyd
also dedicates a portion of the work (127 -48) to Plato's use ofpolarity (for better and
worse).

80 Clearly not all organs have a pleasant taste. For example, the gall-bladder, which
secretes bile, would not be functioning properly if it were to taste sweet.

8' This is in contrast to Plato's opinion ofone's submission to a surgeon; in this instance,
we undergo the pains ofcutting and cautery for the greater good; cf page 108-122
below. By this reasoning, the bitterness ofa thing, albeit unpleasant to our taste, can
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common public knowledge regarding the organ. Further evidence that Plato is acquiring

his information from slaughtered animals is from his description ofthe lobes (Àopoí) and

ducts (nuÀcí) ofthe liver. These two words areonlyonce seen together within the

Hþocratic Corpus (-Eprd. 2.4), where the author traces the straight vein 1eú0íra) from

the heart to the liver. The grouping also occurs once before the Tintaeus in Euripides'

Electra (827 -9). A more di¡ect connection ofunderstanding can be made between the

poet and Plato than with Plato and an author ofa Hippocratic work. In this passage

Orestes has sacrificed a calfand reveals the ill-omened ínnalds:

xqì Àoßòs pÈv oú npoor¡u
onÀcÍy¡uors, núÀqr ðè roì ðo¡oì ¡oÀfrs néÀas
rcxcg dQoruou rôt oxonoùurt npoopoÀcíg.

The lobe was not attached to the higher
organs, and the ducts and the receptacles ofbile nearby
appeared as a terrible assault upon the observer.

This is both evidence that Athenians had identified the lobes and bile receptacles (the gal1

bladder and possibly the pancreas) within cattle, and proofthat these parts were itnportant

in liver divination. One can be almost ce¡lain that Plato would have been exposed to

such information, and thus has transfetred observations of animal liver to his schema of

human anatomy.

be bitte¡ with a view towards the best.
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Digestive system

Plato again restricts any discussion ofthe digestive system to the Timaeus. He

also spends the least amount time of all the major systems on the processing of food

(72e3-73a8). This is a very small space to discuss such a complex section ofthe body.

Yet this relative silence in discussing the lower parts of the torso is indicative ofthe

general confusion in this period regarding the functions and convoluted divisions of its

various elements.

Following his method of dividing the body into the various natures of its soul,

Plato asserts that those making the body knew ofthe licentiousness (cxoÀooío) ofthe

part ofus that receives liquids and food. This nature results in us greedily consuming

much more food than necessary. Thus, so that our bodies would not meet a quick end

through disease (g0op<ì ôrrì vóoous óféìa), the Creators "established the so-called

receptacle below the stomach" (-rÌ¡u ouo¡roÇopéu4u xcÍ'rco rorÀíau únoôo¡lu ë0eoou) to

store the excess food. In creating this part ofthe body the gods wrapped the intestines up

in coils (e'íÀrfcíu te néprN ri¡u rôu ÈurÉpcou yéueoru82¡ lest the food and liquid pass too

quickly through the body. Without this coiling, the body would constantly be in want of

sustenance, and so be unthoughtful (dOrÀóoo$ou) and uncreative (qpouoou) because of

gluttony.

E' Note that Plato makes the -ors abstract yéueor5 the direct object ofthis sentence. To
say that the gods wound the "origins" ofthe intestines is strange in English. It is,

however, indicative of the scientific use of-ots nouns in Classical Gleek in which the
abstract noun almost always appears as either the subject ofa clause or the direct
object.
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Pelhaps the most notable feature ofPlato's discussion of the bowels is that he

refers to them as literally the "so-called receptacle below the hollow." This hollow

(xorÀíor) often means the abdominal cavity and, in this sense, is divided with the

prepositions quco and rdrc¡.83 Plato at times makes no distinction between the higher

and lower parts of the abdomen.8a At 85e9-10, however, he shows that he too is aware of

such a distinction, and draws it when the situation warrants:

qúri ûoÀi) xporrl0éìoa il xorcì ndu oôpa èléneoev, rì örcì rôv QÀepôv ei5
rrju xcírco ouuc¡o0ûoq r¡ r|v cïvco xorÀíqu rrÀ.

The bile once overcoming is either confounded throughout the entire body, or
being driven through the veins towards the lower or higher abdomen etc.

In Timaeus 73a2-3 it is unclear whether or not Plato is using rcí-rc¡ xorÀíqu

technically. In Greek literature, rorÀíc by itself is common. When it is pared with either

<Tuo: or rcítco it is usually in a technical sense. It is possible that Plato intends the phrase

rcírc¡ xorÀíqv, but not únoðo¡rjv, to be the technical vocabulary implied by the

presence óuopoÇopéu¡v.8t Yet it seems lhal at73a2the emphasis of"so-called" is on

únoðo¡{v, and not on xdrc: rorÀíqu which is in the attributive position.s6 I argue that if

Plato wished to stress the technical nature ofxdrco xorÀíqv he would have likely worded

it as rlu óuo¡roÇopéu¡u xcírco xorÀíqu ë0eoou ("the so-called lower-abdomen,"

E3 cf LSJ s.v. xorÀíq.
8o Plato uses rorÀía at Tinneus 73a3;78a6,b3, c6, e7;85e10, d4. These appearances of

the word are in the singular and no indication is given in these instances that it is a

divisible unit. For the most part, xorÀío is used in the Timaeus as a landmark within
the body when identifying the lesser'-known parts (eg. the veins and artedes).

85 Cf Lausberg (1998) $ 637 for the use of óuo¡rcíÇeo0ar to denote the technical nature of
a word.
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omitting rlnoôo¡{u ) where the definite article belongs to rotÀíau, or perhaps-rr]u

únoôo¡rju rr]u óuopoÇo¡réu4v rcírco rorÀíqu ð0eoqv ("the receptacle, the so-called

lower-abdomen," repeating the definite article).87 The noun to which the definite article

belongs grammatically to rinoôo¡du, while óuopoÇopéur¡u xcírco xorÀíqv are in the

attributive position to "the receptacle."ss The word óuo¡-rcÇouéunu identifies Únoôo¡{u

in this sense as being uncommon (and technical), while xcírco rolÀíqv becomes the

locational frame of reference. As revealed in the varied number of rlnoôo¡cír within the

human body that are described by Aristotle,se it would make sense for Plato to qualifo his

use ofthe word by adding that it is "the so-called (one) below the stomach."

Aristophanes does state rn Frogs (485) that Dionysus' heart from fear travels eì5 -rflu

xcírco ¡tou xorÀícv (towards rny lower-abdomen/stomach). This is indicative that xcÍ-rco

rorÀíqu did have some use among Athenians. But again, it seems that Aristophanes

86 Cf Smyth (1920) $ 1154.

87 Cf Gildelsleeve (1911) g 610-2 for Plato's use of similar constructions.

88 Goodwin (1930) $ 959b remalks that "the wise man" cannot be rendered by ó aui¡p
ooSós. For the same reason, we cannot expect that emphasis is to be placed on rci'rco
xorÀíqu without it being given a definite article. Cf also Gildersleeve (1911) $635
for the attributive or predicative position ofthe articular copulative participles
xqÀoúueuos and ðvopaÇópeuos.

8e E.g. the breast (PA 692a12), the heart (PA 666a8) , parts of female genitals (Gl
'722b14). The spurious Problentata (863b33) states that the bladder is the receptacle
for the unprocessed water in the stomach (únoôo¡ri yc(p Èorru i¡ rúotrg toi ¡rrj
nerropéuou ùypoù éu rlj xorÀrg x'rÀ.). However, Aristotle's closest example to
Plato's is his comment in PA 640b14-5 that the abdomen is the whole receptacle
(náocu únoôo¡rju) ofthe ingested liquid, food, and digested material
(neprttoi¡.rarog) in the body.
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simply wishes to stress that Dionysus is motioning to a location at the lowest possible

extremes of the stomach.eo

We see a far more refined description of the higher and lower abdomen in the

technical writings ofthe Hippocratic Corpus. The authorofDe aere aquís et locís (4)

uses the plural rorÀíar to refer to the intestines (where Plato uses èutépo). The higher

onesarenarrow(oxÀnpcís)whiletheloweronesarewiderleúpocotépcs).erThephase

also occurs frequently elsewhere in a much more general sense, padicularly in the

rnedical notes within De morbis popularióas. KorÀíq here is usually in the singular and

in reference to the location of some pain.e2 We can conclude that withìn the Hippocratic

Corpus the term appears to be used both in a technical anatomical sense and in a general

sense of orientation.

Infhe Timaeus Plato, it seems, is drawing upon the latter of these two. The

prepositions xcírco and duco are used not as identifiers of specifrc organs, but rather as

divisions of the body, just as Oc,:poÇ and Qprju oÍten denote the higher and lower chest,

respectively. The sketch that he makes ofthe lower region ofour trunk is: 1) the

únoôo¡rj is the receptacle that refers to 2) the entire "catch-basin" of the intestinal tract

that is located 3) ri rcÍr<,r rorÀío (in the lower abdominal cavity).

e0 O., as a scholiast glosses, eig tr¡u [sc. xorÀíuu] nepì rd nctðoonópo ("towards the

[abdomen] around the genitals") (cod. Ambrosianus gr. C 222 inf. Ran.485.1)

el That xorÀía and Ëurépou are used in the same sense among different writers is further
suggested by the appearance of cTvc¡ and xcírco to distinguish the two divisions of
èvtépo. See lc ut. 6, 14; Oct. 12, Cant. 13.

e2 E.g. Epid.3.2 xqì év rôor xcírc¡ xa'rd xorÀí¡u, nóuor (5.1) r] rorÀí¡ ÈtopcÍ¡0qv
xcírco,and óôúur¡ io¡er ro¡upì¡ ri¡u xci-rco rorÀí¡u rrÀ.
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The description Plato gives ofthe digestive system follows his explanation ofthe

ofthe heart, lungs, and liver by giving a reason why the Creators designed our bodies is

such a fashion, and how this was with a view to the greatest good. In this section,

however, he departs somewhat from the vivid similes he gives for organs such as the

heart and liver. This tendency for superficial descriptions ofthe abdominal system,

coupled with the brevity in which the subject is discussed, point to both the Greeks'

superficial knowledge ofdigestion and the lack ofany discernible psychological function

assigned to the entrails before Plato.

Summary

While Plato does occasionally discuss human anatomy and physiology in several

ofhis dialogues, he only approaches the subject systematically in the Timaeus. Yet,

throughout the corpus, he appears to maintain a consistency ofsources throughout his

descriptions. There are several times when Plato's language aglees with that ofwriters in

the Hippocratic Corpus and other scientific works. This comparison is generally

restricted to the use ofabstracts (such as oúoraorS) and the use ofdescliptive metaphors.

Both of these show Plato's familiarity with tech-nical writings, but they go little distance

in showing a connection of thought between him and the medical writers: The use of

abstracts in scientific writings is a matter ofboth necessity and style, and descriptive

metaphors often arise naturally from observation.

We do find a strong connection between the ideas of Plato and those ofhis literary

predecessors. Both Homer and the tragedians (in particular Euripides) provide insight

into the wolkings and makeup ofthe hurnan body that share a close con¡ectíon with
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Plato's understanding. This implies that Plato is drawing upon traditional ideas ofthe

body that were alive among the general population ofAthens and not restricted to the

cutting edge ofmedical science. When Plato discusses the body in the Tímaeus, he

follows closely the basic concepts of the poets and dramatists. His intent in this work is

to harmonize biological observations with his metaphysics, and the overall impression of

the dialogue is that Plato wishes to conform general public knowledge ofthe body to his

pre-established ideas ofthe soul. This approach to the study ofthe human body and

health, the attempt to shape medical knowledge to one's beliefs, appears to be common

among the medical communitye3 and exemplary of the struggle between dogmatism and

intellectual growth during the Classical period.ea

e3 The author of On Ancient Medîcine, for instance, spends close to the first halfofthe
work criticizing those physicians who assume a postulate (únó0eorg) before
undertaking an examination ofthe human body and health. Cf Jones (1946) 26-32 for
a discussion on the application ofúnó0eors ín both the Hippocratic Corpus and the
works of Plato.

en For an in-depth discussion ofthis intellectual struggle, see Lloyd (1937) 109-71.
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2. Phvsical Conditions and Svmptoms

Terminology for sickness can be classified in two general categories: Those terms

used by the public and those terms used by physicians. In lay-vocabulary, sicknesses are

almost always stated in generic te¡ms for illness or pain (e.g. uóoos, cÀyo5). The illness

or pain is then qualified by its location (e.g. Aesch. P¿rs. 749 vóaos þpevC':v; De

affectionibus interioribus i8.ll:rfrxeSoÀ¡,..ciÀyog). As seen above, medical writers

still used general terms for illness coupled with its location. Among these more salient

descriptions, however, appeared a wide variety ofmedical shorthand seen throughout the

Hippocratic Corpus.es Common synptoms and reactions (e.g. nupetóg or fever, ëue-ros,

or vomitinge6), as we may expect, occur frequently in both lay and medical writings.

In the following examination we shall see that Plato, for the most part, adheres to

the terms used by the general public. Only the most basic ofthese terms for afflictions

span multiple dialogues. Words that describe a specific illness or symptom are rare

within the dialogues. Yet, when they do appear, theil nature suggests some contact with

the medical community and its vocabulary.

es These were altemately formed either from verbs describing symptoms (e.g. rfopc
from rl,,cíco; cTo0¡ra from doOpaívco) or from the location of the illness (e.g.

únoyÀcoooí5, sickness ofthe tongue; nÀeufrtrg, affliction of the pleura, or
membranes ofthe lungs). See Potter (1988) 333-9 "Index of Symptoms and Diseases"
for a comprehensive list of diseases that appear within the Hippocratic Corpus.

e6 The -rós suffìx is commonly seen in l.E.verbal adjectives. Although originally the
voice expressed by the word varied, the passive meaning became more comrnon
(Palmer 1980, 256). Sicknesses such as rupe'róg and syrnptorns (and treatments)
such as ë¡reró5, as they are today, must have been very comrnon occurrences in all
cultures. Pointing to this, the Indo-European suffix -tós in these words suggests that
thoy are quite old (and certainly predate the use of-otg in pathology). Therefore,
medical terms in -'rós should not be considered technical.
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Lay-vocabulary of afflictions and symptoms

One ofthe earliest dialogues where Plato uses lay-vocabulary when discussing

illness is The Charmídes. In this work Socrates' friend Critias relates that his nephew

Charmides, an Athenian youth renowned for his attractiveness, has lately been suffering

ftom headaches when he got up in the moming (papúueo0oí -rr rlv xeQaÀr)u Ëco0eu

durordpeuos [155b4]). This affliction becomes an ideal vehicle for Socrates to begin a

conversation with Charmides, since he assumes the guise ofone who possesses some

unique cure for the ailment. Since Plato is not interested in discussing the nature and

cure ofheadaches, but rather temperance (oo:Qpooúu¡), he does not dwell for very long

on a description ofthe problem. In fact, Critias is the only character to mention that

Charmides' head hurt at all. In all other instances where Charmides' affliction is

discussed, the speaker refers only to ri xeQaÀrj and does not clariff what is wrong.

The standard translation for Chalmides' aihnent is "headache." Literally, it is a

weightiness ofthe head, or a burden upon it. Plato uses the phrase only once in his

dialogues, but the phrase does occur a handful of times in other classical works.eT

However, these occurrences ofwhat has been rendered "headache" are far surpassed in

number by the more salient reQcÀaÀyío and its cognates (though none ofthese occur in

the works ofPlato). In addition to frequent occurrences in the Hippocratic Corpus,e8

xeQaÀoÀyía is also used by the Attic authors Antiphon (fr. 34. I ) and Xenophon (Æ.

2.3). Thus, seeing that Plato's "burdened head" is rather rare among his contemporaries,

e7 In the Hippocratic Corpus: FIat. 10. 4.; Víct. 73.2,83.2; Epíd. 7 1.84.2. tuist. P¡'.

873a3,916b16.; Theopln'. De igne, Fr. 39.1 1 .; Ariston, Fr. 389. 4.

e8 re$aÀaÀyío occurs over 60 times within the Hippocratic Corpus.
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the question arises as to why he would have chosen such an expression when he had a

clear, and perhaps more coÍtrnon, expression to use.

Both pcpúueoOcr reQcxÀrju and xeQaÀuÀyíc rarely occur in Attic Greek. It

could be that these two expressions are synonyms, and thus Plato perhaps has merely

made an arbitrary decision when using this phrase; he might have used either

pcpúueoOor xe$oÀrju or xeQcÀcÀyía with the same effect. From the existing evidence,

however, the tenn "weightiness ofthe head" appears to have a somewhat different

meaning than "headache" when it appears elsewhere.ee

Ifwe consider all cases ofpapúueo0or reþaÀdu outside Charmides, a translation

of"headache" is not clearly jus|ified. InDe diaeta 83.2, De ntorbis popularibus, and

Problemata 916b16 the heaviness ofthe head occurs after one awakes or is about to go to

sleep. This suggests that the most suitable translation should be sornething along the

lines of"excessive drowsiness." Charmides is said not to have clroníc headaches, but

only when he wakes up in the moraing 1É<o0eu ourorcí¡re uos).

In De ntorbis popularibus, a collection ofbedside notations, a patient is reported

to have woken up early with rop¡pcprróg, which is defined by the author: reQaÀiu

ËpapÚue ro. The need to further describe the ailment instead of using the more coÍImon

ee A similar distinction appears to have been made in Latin. For example, Celsus writes
capitis dolores when referring to headaches. In one instance, however, when he
wishes to make distinction between headaches and another ailment ofthe head, he

writes: 1¿ capite aulem interdunt acutus et pesÍifer morbus est, quenx KEOAAAIAN
Graeci uocant... Interdwn autem itx capíte longa ínbecíllítas sed tteque gravis neque
periculosa (De nted.4.2). ("Sometimes there is a sharp and vexing ailment in the head,
which the Greeks call kephalaian...Occasionally, however, there is a lengthy weakness
of the head, but it is neither severe nor dangerous") It seerns quite possible that
Plato's Bopúueo0or xe$aÀrju and Celsus' capite imbecillitas could refer to the same
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xe$aÀaÀyío suggests that there is some difference between the two. InDe diaeta 73.2,

those patients who suffer fiom surfeitness (cinò nÀ¡opouî¡s) suffer from pain

(ciÀyéouor) and heaviness (pcpúuouror) ofthe head.r00 Unless these are examples of

pleonasm (which would appear somewhat out ofplace in these overtly unrhetorical

works),10r 'þain" and "heaviness" appear to be used in different senses.

In the remaining examples, Problemata 873a, De igneFr.39, and Ariston's Fr.

389, there is some ambiguity as to the nature of the ailment. The Problemata, falsely

attributed to Aristotle, inquires into why the scent ofwine popúuer re$aÀrju. De igne

states that smoke dissipated by the wind papúuer rds reôaÀds rqì óÀq r<ì oojproro.

ln the last example, Aliston ¡elates that discussing philosophy at the table both ruins the

food and popÚuer r|u xeQoÀrju. None ofthese selections necessarily implies a person

under these conditions suffers from a headache. Each could very well convey the sense

of "dizziness," or "grogginess."

The appearance ofpopÚueo0ar xe$oÀrju in various contexts points to the

vagueness of the expression. The pkase occurs in the Hippocratic Corpus joined with

dÀyéco which suggests that popúueoOar need not refer to a pain in the head.r02 I propose

ailment which is distinct from a headache.

t00 Vict.73.2: fldo¡ouor ðè rrues xaì torcíôe dnò nÀnououñs rr]u xesoÀr]u dÀyéouor
roì popúuourar xrÀ. ("Some people also suffer these sorts ofthings from surfeitness;
they both feel pain and are weighty in the head.").

'0' There is the occasional example ofpleonasm in the Hippocratic corpus. Dover (1997)
146, for example, points out cinopaÀcou xoì dnoôorr¡rc(ous ("discarding and
rejecting") in On Ancient Medícine. Being a polemic of sorts, however, this work
does exhibit some subtle rhetorical devices. Cf Jones (1946) 92.

r02 It is possible, however, that Kqí in the above quote (n. 99) is not copulative, but rather
explesses an alternative expression or synonym, Ifthis is so, then dÀyéouor and
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that Plato, in choosing to use a less familiar expression, does so either because he means

that Charmides is suffering from something else besides a headache (such as grogginess

or dizziness) or because he wishes to pofiray Critias as being vague when discussing his

nephew's medical condition. It is indeed possible that Critias' reason for this is so that he

might politely discuss Charmides' health, a matter of some privacy. 103

This "heaviness ofthe head" is characteristic ofPlato's vagueness within the

majority of hìs dialogues conceming the subject of human conditions. It is primarily the

symptoms of an ailment or nature of bodily functions that he mentions, and these only a

handful of times. Such functions of the body as to "vomit" (Èueíu), "defecate" (xcitco

ôro¡copÊru), "hiccough" (Àúyf), and "yawn" (¡oo¡rcio¡ror) are all dnaN Àéyopeuo

within his Corpus. One might expect this; Plato certainly has no specific need to dwell

on these topics in order to fur1her his philosophical themes. As one also might suspect,

such words occur frequently within medical writings and in passing within comedies and

works on nature.l04

The word "to vomit" (è¡Lûu) appears together with "to defecate (profusely)"

(xcítco ôra¡cop€w) in Phaedrus 268b1-2. The context ofthe words here (dependent

upon noreîu) leaves the impression that they are comparable to articular infinitives.l05

papúuoutor ought to be seen as equivalents (i.e. "the pain, that is to say, the
weightiness"). Cf, Den¡iston (1950) s.v. Kqí l.S.

'0' We ur" similar expressions of periphrasis in English when discussing another's health
such as "He's taken ill." or "She's feeling under the weather today."

'oa While these words' usages in comedy and natural treatises are interestìng, they are, in
most cases, self-explanatory and beyond my current scope.

105 For precedents in Plato ofnoun substantives without the alticle, see Riddell (1877)
157 $ 84. Denniston (1952) 24-5 rernarks that peripkases ofverbal abstlacts with
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The absence of this infinitive construction within the Hippocratic Corpus in favour of

ë¡.rerro5 and ôrc¡cjp¡¡rc suggests that the use of this construction did not have wide

cunency among Hippocratic physicians. In contrast, a fragment from the comic poet

Nicophon (Seir. 1) shows a strong similarity to Plato's use:

Edu ðÉ y' r]pôu otrxcí -rr5 geo4gBpíag
tpcoyco.u xoOeúô¡ Xl.p,í, nuperòs eúOécos

rirer rpé¡cou, oúx cílros rprcopóÀou'
rdO'oÛros èntneo<¡u èuíru noréì ¡oÀr)u.

Ifanyone sleeps at midday after eating our green figs,
a fever will corne straight away, and (the trouble's)
not worth half a drachma; for then he will fall
and make sick with bile.

This passage, with its colloquial tone, is clear evidence that the noteîoOqt +

infinitive construction is not technical. Plato perhaps chose to express these medical

techniques ofdoctors in this manner because this is the way a layman would have

expressed them. Yet it is also possible that an Athenian physician would use the same

terms as the lay comrnunity under certain circumstances, and may even have prefened

the expression over the more technical ë¡.re rro5.l06

some form of noteÎo0at, as with all abstracts of this kind, are far more common in
earlier Greek than later. Those periphrases govemed by noteÎoOat, however, remain
some ofthe most active constructions ofverbal abstracts throughout Classical prose.

Cf also Smyth (1920) ç 1722.

106 It seems likely that a Greek physician, as our modem day doctors do, would avoid
overly technical language when speaking with patients. Cf Praeconceptiortes (13), a
work written as a guide book for bedside visits. The author speaks out here against

those physicians who usejargon (Àóyou5 Èr UetqÖopîs) in the presence ofenvious
laymen (iô rcorécou. . . ð r oÇ¡Àeuopéucov).
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The words èuíru and xcírco ôrc¡copíru are specifically mentioned by Socrates in

the Phaedrus as bodily functions that Phaedrus and Socrates' mutual acquaintance

Eryximachus and his father Acumenus (both physicians) are able to induce in a patient.

These, Socrates proposes, might be used as benchmarks ofa physician's craft. It is

doubtful that Plato would have had any direct contact with the ipsissíma verba of these

two physicians, so it is risky to suggest that these are the actual words the physicians

would have used. Yet, the wide study of these as symptoms and treatments is typical

within the Hippocratic Corpus, and presumably important to doctors throughout Greece.

Their impofance in making a diagnosis for the patient cannot be stressed enough,

considering the absence at that time ofany means ofexploratory surgery and the fact that

a great portion ofGreek medicine was based upon the theory of humours/bile which

could only be examined by the doctor through excretion.r0T

As we see in Symposium 185, the process ofhiccoughing (Àúyf) is dealt with by

Plato in a medical context, too. In this well-know scene, Eryximachus (the same doctor

mentioned in lhe Phaedrus), must take Aristophanes' place in rotation to deliver an

encomium on love because ofthe latter's hiccoughing-fìt. Before he begins to describe

his vision oflove, Eryximachus is eager to offer a cure to Aristophanes.l0s Ifthere is any

question whether hiccoughing is ofany serious inte¡est to the Greek physician,roe we find

proof fi'om the word's frequency within the Hippocratic Cotpus.

'07 Cf. the Hippocratic work Prog. 11 for an account ofthe analysis ofstool
(ôro¡cíp¡pa) and for vomit (ëUe.ros) Prog l3.in prognosticating illnesses.

'0E Cf puge 122-7 beTow for an analysis ofEryxirnachus' cure.

r0e The qualities of this scene fit both characters equally well, and this is perhaps why it is
so memorable. We can just as easily imagine a doctor such as Eryxirrachus being
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A particularly interesting example of the use ofÀúyf outside ofthe Hippocratic

Corpus is the word's sole appearance in Thucydides. Ln2.49 of his Hislori¿s the word is

used in quite a different sense than that ofPlato's Eryximachus. The appearance ofÀÚy[

here in the discussion ofthe plague ofAthens obviously does not carry the meaning

"hiccough." Thucydides describes the Àúyl as being in vain (revrj) and followed by a

strong spasm (oncopòu... io¡upóu). This is indicative of the ambiguity of many ofthe

terms used to describe functions ofthe body.

Vr'e find a similarly fi'equent appearance of "yawning" within the Hippocratic

Corpus as with the above functions/reactions. Plato, however, treats the word differently

than the processes of vomiting, passing stool, and hiccoughing: "yawning" alone among

those terms Plato mentions does not occur in a specifically medical context. Whereas the

three previous processes a¡e related to doctors (and specifically Eryximachus), the

comment on yawning appears in passing, and all but unrelated to the topic at hand. In the

Charnùdes Socrates uses the contagious nature of yawning as a simile for the

contagiousness ofhis own perplexity (regarding the "knowledge ofknowledge") as it is

passed on to Crìtias:

Kqì é Kplríqs droúoos roûrq xqì ìðoju ue onopoùuro, coonep or roù5

¡oopcopéuoug xarautrxpù òpcovre5 rqurov rouro ou¡rncÍo¡ouoru (169c3)

So Critias, hearing these things and seeing that I was at a loss, just like those who
see people they are with yawning suffer the very same thing

eager to assist in a cure for hiccoughs as we can picture Aristophanes playing the
"ham" during his hiccoughing fit.
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The infectious property ofa yawn appears to be one that interested the Greeks,lr0

hence its mention here serves as an effective reprieve for the reader after quite a long

analysis of ênror{¡r¡ (knowledge) through which Socrates, as narrato¡, draws our minds

back to the characters within the dialogue.

The majority of the bodily functions mentioned by Plato, with the exception of

yawning, are in the context ofthe physician's art. While it may be argued that the

frequency of the words creates too small a grouping from which to glean much

information (four words in three instances), the very uncofirmonness of the terms within

Plato's writings is significant. Theses words, all pertaining to bodily functions, are not

limited within Greek literature to medical writings and Plato alone, and so could easily

also have been used by Plato in several different contexts; these functions are, after all,

experienced by all ofhuman-kind. However, Plato has chosen, or has felt the need, to

limit most ofthese actions to the sphere ofmedical care. It appears that the most

reasonable explanation for this is that Plato is working within a genre that allows for

some degree of colourful humour,l I I but requires that most body functions be treated

clinically. To relate that one ofhis characters, aside fi'om the comic poet Aristophanes

(who is intimately associated with the Uo¡O¡pío of comedy),r12 has engaged in one of

these acts would be distasteful.ll3 Ifan assault upon a person's characte¡ is ever made in

rro 
See Alist. Pr. 962b.

rrr As when Socrates catches a glimpse of Charmides frôou re rd Êu'ros toÎr ipatíou
(Chrnt. 155d).

rr2 Alistophanes' unflattering hiccoughing-fit could also be a subtle jab at the author of
the fal rnore unflattering representation ofSocrates, The Clouds.

ll3 Dover (1997) 115 remarks that non-technical prose at this tirne, while quick to
describe rnoral faults, tended to avoid "aesthetically distasteful" subject matter.
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the dialogues ofPlato, it ìs in light ofthe man's intellectual prowess or moral character

and not his bodily functions. The one act that does not appear in a medical context,

yawning, is the sole function among this group that presumably would not be found

offensive in public.

Plato also uses generic language when discussing physical afflictions. Within the

six works in this study, nowhere outside of the Timaeus is he more specific than where

the ailment is located or where the pain is focused. The majority of instances where Plato

mentions illnesses or afflictions it is in the most general of terms: vóoos

(disease),t rancíOr1¡Lo (suffering), oÀy¡ôoju (pain) and Àorgó5 (infection/plagúe) are the

most common. He occasionally quantifies these with complements such as suís'ros

(incurable) and únouÀos (festering). The greatest density ofthese disease-ten¡s are seen

n the Timaeus. Nonetheless, these words show regular appearance within the works.

The nouns riÀy¡ðcíu and Àorgóg, and adjectives ciuíqros and ÜnouÀog appear

relatively few times within the dialogues in our examination compared to vóoos and

ncí0nuq. Within the six primary works of my investigation,lrs the terms dÀy¡ôoju and

quíqros are seen only in the Gorgias and Phaedo, "6 Àotuósll7 in the Syntposiunt. and

ünouÀos only in the Gorgias and Timaeus. The occurrences ofdÀy¡ðcív and duíqros

within the Gorgias and Phaedo alone appear to be due to a specific common theme

lra Including its cognates uóo¡pra, and uooojô¡s.
tts Chrm, Grg., Phdr., Phd., Sntp., Ti.
116'AÀy¡ôc.íu: Grg. 477e2,478c2,525b1; Phd. 65c4,94d3. duíoro5: Grg. 480b2,

512a3,7 , 525c2,4,e4, 526b8; Phd. 113e2.

tri Snp. 188b1,201d4.
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within the dialogues; namely Plato's beliefin subordination to a higher power and how

this relates to justice and the greater good (even when such a submission guarantees

aÀy¡ôcív). It then should be oflittle surprise that Plato uses these words quite

frequently in his dialogues dealing with public order, most notable among these being his

Republic and Laws.

This analogy between medical treatment and law occasionally found its way into

the speeches ofAthenian orators, too. The unpleasantness ofmany medical treatments

must have been great. Yet these treatments, by their very nature, must have been

considered beneficial to the patient. Thus, such a simile with political and forensic

matters is particularly fitting.ll8 An excerpt from Demosthenes' summation to part one

of hís Against Aristogeitontte is illustrative of this analogy:

duíarov, duíorov, auôpe s'A0¡udror, rò npdyu'.Ëorr rò roúrou. ôír
'rrqvrqs, cr)oTTEp or rarpoí, órau xopríou iì ÖqYéðarusu fiTôu curcítcou rr
xaxôu'ìðcroru, dnéxquoqv ii ðÀcog anéxorfou, oütco toir-ro rò 0¡píov ú¡rds
Ëfopíoar, fr..por èx rfrg nóÀeos, queÀ€ru, ¡r¡ ne prpeivaurcís tr nq0írv, ö
uít' iðíq uíre ônuooíq yéuorro, dlÀd npoeuÀo¡rp¡Oéuros.
Ad Aristog. 1 (95.5-96. 1)

Untreatable! [simply] untreatable, men of Athens, is this man's situation. Just like
doctors who find a cancer or malignant ulcer or some other incurable problem
either burn offor cut offthe entire (sc. affected area), so all of you must drive out
this beast, cast him from the city, remove him, lest with him remainìng here you
suffer - may that never happen either privately or publicly- but rather let hirn be
taken well in advance.

"8 It is perhaps of some note that medical terminology is also used to describe when a

litigant wishes iudicem benevolwn parare (to obtain a benevolent judge). Aristotle
calls this techrique ìo'rpeúparu (Rh. l415a). Cf Lausberg (1998) $ 273.

lle Due to the composer's use ofptu'ases not used in the authenticated speeches of
Demosthenes and its epideictic nature, this speech has been considered spurious since
at least the time of Dionysus of Halikarnasos who called them o¡ôírs and Qoprrxoí.
See Vince's introduction (1935)514-5.
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Demosthenes' emphatic use of auía'rou, both in position and repetition, suggests

the possible strength ofthis word to an orator.l2O The implication ofthis term when

attributed to one's character is more than that the person is doomed; the man is a danger

to those around him because ofhis pollution and, fo¡ the betterment of all, should not

remain living. At the very least, he should be allowed no contact with the city. This

appears to be the very concept that Plato holds when applying quíqros to a person, In

every example where Plato uses the metaphor (which is also every time Plato uses

duíqros), the incurable person's only redeeming quality is that he can deservedly be

subjected to extreme punishment - either in this life or in Hades - and so serve as an

example for those who are icrot, or "curable." Plato summarizes this particularly well in

Laws 735e:

ëorr ð'ó uÈy cTproros qÀveruóc, xa0cÍnep ðoq rôv Qoppcírcou
'rorou'rórponc', ó rn-¡í*nîr.,ì irucopí*s rìs .ò xoÀ.íçriu aycov, 0ciuarou rj

Suyi¡u rfr rrpcopíg rò téÀos Ènrrr0eís' roú5 ycìp péyíoro Èf¡uopt¡xórc5,
qyrcírouç ôè ðurqs, ¡reyío'r¡u ðè oìoqu pÀcíp¡u nóÀec¡s, qnqÀÀci'rreru

eico0ev. (Zg. 735d8-e5)

Like such medicines, he is the noblest admìnistrator ofpain who byjustice leads

Ianother] t]u'ough punishment to chastisement, and establishes the most extrems
forms of punishment to be either death or exile; for he immediately expels those
who commit the worst offenses and who are the greatest harm to the state.

It is difficult to surmise how prevalent this metaphorical use of cuíoro5 might

have been among Plato's predecessors. Antiphon's metaphorical use ofthe word is the

f,rst example rve have in Classical literature, and Plato's is the second. It is perhaps

enough to state that the idea ofa person who is morally íncurable was not Plato's

r20 Cf. Antiphon, Tetr.I,4.12: qurGTos yqp rì u€Tqvolq rôv rotoúro:v èo'rru. ("Thus,
it is incurable to ignore these [sc. offenses].")
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invention. So too, whether or not it was under Plato's influence, it is clear that writers

such as Demosthenes and Aristotle (in several instances) felt that this metaphor would be

helpful to demonstrate their points.

The noun uóoos and its cognates uoocjô¡5 and uoo{gal2l as a sum comprise by

far the $eatest number ofdisease-words within our dialogues, appearing a total ofsixty-

nine times.l22 The common nature of these words almost guarantees that they will

frequently appear in any work in which diseases and matters ofhealth are discussed. Yet,

the breakdown ofthe numbers provides us with some interesting information about

Plato's word-usage. Specifically, the distribution ofthe two highest occuming words

(vóaos [27), uóor¡¡ro, [28]) is nearly identical. Even if we are to disregard their

appearances within the especially scientifrc Timaeus, we are still left with a close-

matched grouping: (uóoog [11], vóonUq [9], or expressed in a ratio, 1.2:i). This pattern

is of some interest if we consider that uóoos is a more loosely defined term for

"affliction" than uóo¡pa.l23 Evidence ofthis can be seen in both of the words' usages

within tragedy (where we see a much higher use ofmetaphorical language than in prose).

Aeschylus, from whom we have our earliest evidence ofthe use ofvóoos and uóo¡¡-ro

within tragedy, employs these words in a ratio of9:1, with all occurrences ofthe latter (x

¡2r Noooj6r¡5 is a contraction ofvóoos and eÎðos. Nooiuq is a nominal abstract
expressing result from the verb uooéo:.

r22 Distribution: vóoo; (27), uóo4¡rc, (28) and uooc.jðqs(14)

123 Cf LSJ s.v. uóoo9, and uóor1po. Nóoos can have a variety of meanings, ranging
from "the physical manifestation ofdisease in god-form (in Homer)" to "disease" to
"general distress." On the other hand, uóo¡ga, while at times being used
metaphorically for a generic "gtievious affliction," seemed to r¡aintain a stronger
connection to the original concept of"sickness" or "disease" in the biological sense.
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3) appearing within Prometheus Bound. This significant ratio-gap between usage in

tragedy is continued with Sophocles (11:1) and Euripides (17:1). Nóo¡po does appear

occasionally in a metaphorical context. However, the great difference between the two

words' use in dramatic works does indicate to us that there is a strong preference for the

use ofuóoos in metaphorical language.l2a

The -pu suffix seen in uóo¡¡ro was commonly used to form abstract substantives

in tragedy, so it is signifìcant to fìnd that uóor¡¡rc is used far less frequently than uóoog.

Palmer writes that a primary reason for the use of this suffix was to change ordinary

words into more poetic-sounding forms. r25 Yet, in addition to being seen in tragedy, the -

po suffix was also conünon in Ionic scientific language. Ifuóor¡¡rc had already become

familiar as a tem denoting a specific medical illness before the -gc suffix became

popular in tragedy, then this would perhaps deter the likes of Sophocles and Aeschylus

from using the word more often. Owing to the word's scanty appearance prior to the 5ù

century, it would be rash to push this theory very far. However, the earliest surviving

works that use the term do suggest an early connection to the ionic dialect.126

l2a Such low occurrences of uóo¡¡ro within tragedy may also be explained by the
tendency ofthe genre to be somewhat conservative in regards to vocabulary.

r25 1980 1t37-8¡. He cites as an example a passage from Sophocles' Philoctetes in which
the contents ofthe hero's cave are mentioned: ëx¡<¡Uq, ré¡u¡po-ru, 0¡oaúpropo
(35-1). Cf. also Dover (1997) 117.

126 Nóo¡¡ro is {ìrst seen in Apophthegnata 4.1 (7-68.C.), next in Aesop (dodecasyttabi,
Fable 16), then in Aeschylu s (P.V.225,635, 978). The first appearance of uoúo¡¡.ra is

in the Hippocratic Corpus. We may surmise that both the lpophthegmata and
Aesop's Føåles have strong Ionic influences, and the Hippocratic Corpus is definitely
Ionic (although some works were likely not written by Ionians).
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In fifth century prose, when the first real signs of systematic scientifìc research

began to appear, the ratio between the occunence ofuóoos: and uóo4¡-ro is far lower than

in tragedy. For example, Thucydides uses the words in a ratio of5:1. Whatisof

particular interest in this regard is that his use of uóo¡¡to (x 5) within all ofhis Histories

is isolated solely to Book 2 in his account ofthe plague ofAthens and its transmission.

This provides us with reasonable evidence to suggest that, at least in the prose of

Thucydides, the proper role of vóo¡gc was in discussions of"disease" in its limited

biological sense. A¡istotle has a slightly higher ratio than Thucydides with that of7:1,t27

and again, all occunences of uóo¡¡ro are in discussions about physiology. In fact,

exactly halfthe number of Aristotle's usage of uóo¡¡Lc (x 12) is found in.his ÌIisloria

animalium, providing further indication of its limited use to describe specifìc diseases.

Moreover, if we examine the ratio oflll alone we find that it is almost identical to that

found within our selected group of Platonic works: HA:l .5: 1,P.:1 .2: 1 .128 From this

information, it is possible to state at least tentatively that an increase in the technicality of

subject-matter within a work (dealing with a therne of physiology/biology) has some

positive correlation to the use ofvóo¡po in preference to uóooç.

r'7 I have left out his Proå lemata from this search due to its dubious attachment to
Aristotle.

''8 So too, Theophrastus' works show a ratio of 1.1:1. Ofthese there are 9 occurrences of
uóor¡po within his Historia plantarum, and the remaining 12 appear n his De causis
plantarunt. We find a similar pattem when looking at the Hippocratic work De morbis
popularibtts which exhibits a ratio of 1 . 1 : 1 (of course examining the lonic forms
uouoós and uouorjpa, but also 12 occurrences ofthe Attic uóo¡¡.ra). I have selected
this wo¡k as indicative ofthe Hippocratic writings at large specifically because of its
length (spanning 7 books, and 43,404 words fl-ittré, vols.2-3, 5]) and because it
contains over 500 case histolies and constitutions composed by a number of medical
practitioners.
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The significance ofthese ratios is that, from a statistical analysis, there is a trend

to use vóoos in more metaphorical language. Yet the converse of this does not apply: an

increase ofa work's technicality does not seem ever to cause uóo¡¡tc to outstrip uóoo5

in use. Even in the most technical writings of the 5th and 4th centuries, uóoos is seen

roughly the same number of times as uóo¡¡ro. This balance is maintained because of the

tendency ofwriters to discuss both the general (uóoog "disease") and the specific

(uóor¡pc "the Ispecific] illness").

When we examine the specific instances where Plato uses these two words, this

hypothesis seems to hold true. Within our selection of dialogues Plato uses neither'

uóoos nor uóo¡pa in a metaphorical sense.l2e Yet he does use these words sparingly in

similes (indicated by the use of c.íonep).r30 Plato, then, is quite literal in his use ofthese

disease-terms, and appears to take care not to skew his discussions with overly loose or

inappropriate connections ofthought (at least when using illness-oriented language).

Since all but one ofthe six works analyzed are not specifically concerned with the

afflictions ofthe hurnan body, and that these disease-words do appear regularly, a picture

of Plato's use of extended comparison through analogy begins to take form.

r2e I am here drawing a distinction between metaphor and simile. The use of metaphor
naturally implies a closer connection between two dissimilar ideas than does a simile.
In metaphorical language, there is a tendency to overlook the coÍImon element(s)
through which the objects ofthe comparison may be treated as similar and thus view ìt
instead as a 1:1 description. Cf. Black (1979) 31-2.

t30 Cf. Ti.23a7 for the use of uóo¡¡rc in a simile; Grg.495e9 and Phd.95d2 forthe use
ofuóoo5. There is one instance that by some may be considered a metaphor: in Grg
480b2 Socrates mentions tò uooij¡Lc rÎ¡5 aôrrías. However, its use as a simile has

almost been irnplied in the line above when he states that a rnan goes "before the
coufis as (sc. one with an illness) goes before a doctor" (c,5onép nupd ròu ìarpou).
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The word ÀorUós is used by Plato within just one of the dialogues in our

selection, and only ttn'ee times in his entire corpus.r3r Within the Synposi¿¿n Àotuós is

used hrst in Eryximachus' description oflove. Plagues, he states, are caused by Love, as

arc many other diseases. Later, Socrates tells how Diotima held the plague off from

Athens by directing the citizens as to what sacrifices to make. What is notable about

these tlvo examples is the particular definition that the word takes. According to

Eryximachus, plagues (Àorpoí) appear to be deftred under the general heading of

diseases (uoorjparo).r32 This definition is further supported when Socrates discuses the

extent of Diotima's power:

raì 'A04uoíor5 norè 0uoa¡réuors npò toi Àoruoû ôéra Ëq duopoÀlu
Ènoí¡oe rûs uóoou Smp. 201d3-4.

and (Diotima) once held off the siclmess for ten years before the plague (by
having) the Athenian citizens sacrifice

The plague, as both Eryximachus and Socrates suggest here, is a sickness, but as

is implied, not all sickness are plagues. The way in which the wold is used, particularly

in the example ofDiotima and her abilities, poúrays the sense that Àorpós is an event,

something which descends (metaphorically) upon a people and affects them on a mass

scale. In English, the definite article is important to render the sense ofthe clause:

"before the plague...the (sc. general) sickness."

This seems to be the same way in which Thucydides uses the word. As in the

case ofvoo{gu and uóoog, he only uses Àoruós during his discussion of the plague of

l3r Srp. 188b1, 201d4; Lg. 906c5.
r32 o'í re ydp Àor¡Loì þrÀoîror yíyueo0ar Ëx TCDV roroúrcoy rqì dÀÀs quóuorq noÀÀd
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Athens within Book 2.133 When he first mentions the plague in this book, he refers to it

as a uóoo5 (47 3).t34 Yet the gravity of its effects is postponed until two clauses later at

the end ofthe period:

oú géuror roooù-rósr35 ye Àorpòs oúôè g0opo oürcos du0pc..incou oúôa¡lot
È¡ru¡poueúero yeuéo0a r.

never had so great a plague nor so great a destruction of men been recollected.

A simple explanation why Thucydides chose a different word for the plague in

this clause may be that he wished to avoid monotony within the sentence. However, if

we look forward to 54, the second (and fìnal) place where Thucydides uses Àoruós, a

possible link appears between the word and divine agency. In this section, he tells ofa

verse the older men would sing: "Hfer Àcopraxòg nóÀeuos rcì Àorpòs up' aúrc$. rne

word is certainly o1d. Thefustuseof it appears in llíad 1.61136 when Achilles addresses

the Acheans as to the possible outcome ofthe plague: eì ôù éUoÛ nóÀego5 re ôo¡rf roì

Àor¡ròs 'A¡oroús and to suggest the help ofa priest or seer ös x' ënor ð rr -róooou

È¡coooro Oóìpos 'AnóÀÀc¡v. The appearance ofthis word at the very outset ofGreek

literature and in such a prominent place within it suggests the word carried with it some

yoolpûTû

133 However, Thucydides does look forward to the events ofthe plague in 1.23.3: xcì ri
oüx iirroro pÀcirf,,ooc xqì uépos rr Q0eípcoo f¡ Àorpojô¡s uóoos' ("And not the
least harmful (ofdisasters) and that which destroyed a good share (of the population)
was the plague-like disease.").

''o r¡ uóoos npô'rou ijpNcro ye véo0auróìs 'A0nuqíors; ("the disease first began
among the Athenians").

r3s Cf. Srnyh (1920) $ 1 i 80a for the emphatic use of roooÎrrós.

'tó This is also the only time it is used in the lliad.
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connection to this origin throughout its use in Classical Greek. The second time the word

is used in Greek literature is in Hesiod's Lr/orks and Days (243). We again see a divine

agent as the cause of the plague, and even a closer parallel to Thucydides' statement in

2.54..137

rdroru ô' oúpouó0eu péy' Èrnjyoye nfr¡Lo Kpouícou,
Àíuou ópoû rqì Àoruóv, dnoþ0ruú0ouor ôè Àaoí'

To them from the heavens did the son ofKronos send gteat distress

-both famine and plague - and the masses were destroyed.

The appearance of Àor pó5 herc in lhorks and Days, as with Homer in lhe lliad, is

the only one in Hesiod's works. As with Homer, Hesiod uses the word in a comparably

important place. Here he explains the reason for plagues; they are sent along with famine

upon a whole city to lid it of bad men.r38

The occurrence ofa plague as the result ofa divine agent is suggested in both

occasions when the word is used in the Symposium, as well as in the lliad and ll/orks and

Days. The second appearance of Àorgós (2.54) within Thucydides, if we assume that

the existence of an omen suggests a divine knowledge or presence, also implies that for

Thucydides men ofold believed in a connection between the divine and plagues. His

emphatic use of ÀorUós in 2.47 is perhaps intended to suggest the idea not necessarily

that a god was the reason for the plague, but rather that not even has a god rained down

such disease and destruction within the recollection of mankind. This use would be

comparable to the concept that "plague and pestilence" would bring to the mind ofone

r37 Thucydides suggests here that ÀíUos 
"ot 

ÀorUós was the intended word in the verse,
and that this omen was conupted upon the appearance ofthe plague.

r38 
fúprnooo nóÀrs xqxoù ouôpòs <in¡úpa
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familiar with the Bible; specifically God's use of these diseases to punish sinners on a

massive scale.

The li¡k between the divine and ÀorUós is quite strong in fhe Symposium, but fhis

is not the case in all ofhis dialogues. For example, Plato implies in the Zcws that plagues

are (or at least, can be) natural occurrences:

Qc¡LÈu ô' fruqi nou rò uûu óuolafógeuou, ogcípr¡pa, ti¡u nÀeouefíqu, êu pèu

oqpKrvors oú)uqol uoor¡uq Kq^ouu€uov, Eu ÒÊ cùpqls €TCDV Kql €vlquTolS:
Àoi¡Lóu, Ëu ôè nóÀeor roì noÀrreíørs roûro cútó, þrj¡ratr
grreoxluqrrouevov, sôtríqv. (Lg. 906c)

But we say that the oflense just now named, 'greediness,' when occurring in the
body is called 'disease,' when in (certain) seasons ofthe year and sporadically it
is called 'plague,' and when it occurs in a city and in political offrces, by change
ofname it is called this very thing: 'injustice.'

It is important to keep in mind, however, that in both instances in the Symposium

Plato (through his characters) is telling stories. Plato certainly has an overall purpose

within each dialogue. As a result, he sometimes alters his definitions and word usage

dependent either upon the subject's role in an analogy or its palt in the large theme ofa

dialogue.l3e What may seem like inconsistencies between dialogues can most often be

explained through examining Plato's specific purpose in each situation. In fhe Laws,

Plato (through the character ofthe Athenian) is a proponent for the gods. Just before the

quotation cited above (in 905e-f.), he is inquiring into a possible analogy between the

gods and terrestrial rule. One comparison he makes is that of the role ofdoctors to

defend the body in the war against diseases. What he wishes to prove in this

conversation is that one role of the gods is to provide and instill justice (thus, doctors are

r3e Cf page 78-83 be1ow.
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to diseases as gods are to injustice). Plato has just compared the gods to doctors

defending against diseases, so, ifwe consider the analogy he hasjust set up, it would

fatally weaken Plato's argument to state that the gods both defend against diseases of

justice (or injustices) and are also the cause of such disease.

In this instance, there is very little room for gods in Plato's aetiology of Àor¡róg.

But he does not entirely break away here from his implied definition of Àor¡-rós. This link

to time (the plague as an event, as differentiated from the disease as an affliction) is

similar to what is implied in the description of Diotima's activities discussed above.ra0 It

again is described as something that affects people not just individually, but on a large

scale. This could provide one explanation as to why Plato uses the word so rarely.

A god may be believed to deliver a disease to a group ofpeople, and this certainly

is an effective threat to ensure ¡eligious piety. However, if one weighs the ethical

irnplications ofa heaven-sent plague upon people on a tnass scale as Plato must have,

certain moral problems inevitably begin to arise; when pious friends and farnily are killed

along with wrong-doers, a god's vision ofjustice must be called into question.rar This

seemingly randorn effect ofÀorUós upon a coÍìmunity, and how this differs fiom a

lao Page 62 above.

rar There is, ofcourse, the Greek notion of"píao¡rc." However, this belief in a pollution
that is passed down through generations or through a city seems somewhat at odds
with Plato's philosophy. For Plato, there is accountability for one's actions. Cf
Sedley (1996) 361. Here, citing Republic 444b-e, Sedley remarks that for Plato "those
who are unjust are likely to have acquired their immoral disposition by engaging in the
wrong kind ofactivities and can be restored to moral health only if they can be
induced to change their lifestyle." In other words, according to Plato, the sins ofthe
father are not passed to the son. It is the father's duty to rectify his own transgressions
of moral behavior.
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generic uóoluq, is stated quite clearly in one ofthe few examples within the Hippocratic

Corpus where Àorpóç is mentioned:

ëorru ôè ðroocì ë0ueq nuperôu...(which are the most common diseases). é ¡Lèu

roruòs dnqor xcleó¡.reuog Àoruós' ó ôè ôrcì nou¡pì¡v ôíqrrqu' rðí¡ róìor
nou¡pôs ô r c r reopéuoto t yr uó¡-reuog' (Flat. 6.3 -4)

There are two types of fever...The one that is common to everyone is called a
plague. The other one arises [because ofa bad regimen] in those who conduct
their day{o-day life poorly.

The indiscriminate nature of a plague is clear enough, but it is impofiant to stress

that the fevers that are not Àotgoí are found "in those who possess poor regimens"la2 and

so the afflictions are not to be considered xoíuot dnqor. This is perhaps the very reason

why we see Plato's use of Àoruós lirnited to peripheral narrative that is not really

connected ìn any strong way to his beliefs; in contrast, in several instances he uses

uoorjpc of the body (in an analogical sense) to draw parallels with the uooijpra ofthe

soul. In both exarnples, the one(s) affected must pay the price:

',Ecìu ôé,ye ciðx{o¡ ij aúroç.Ìj cíÀÀos rrs c3u cìu xrjð¡tar, qú-ròv êxóurq.iévar
€KaoE ofiou cùs rqxrorq ôc^ioer ôix¡u, nop<ì ròu ôrxaoti¡u c.ionep ncpd ròu
\arpóv Grg.480a6-8

ra2 The repetition of nou¡priv... nou¡pô5 appears to stress the significance ofthe the
unruly lifestyle upon causing the second type of fever. Nelson (Jones, 7923. p.233, n.

6) deletes ðrd nou¡pi¡u 6íqrrqv The repetition could certainly be viewed as being a

redundancy, but either way, the point is the same. Plato suggests in R. 425e10 that he
too believes in a con¡ection between illness and lifestyle. Here, drawing a simile with
people who fail to abandon laws which do not work, he writes: prcJoeo0ar roù5
roroú'rous: [sc. "lawmakers"] ojonep roùs xcíuvouras re rqì oúr è0éÀourqs úno
dxoÀqoíqs rixpfruor nou¡pds ôraír¡s. The word èxpfruar is of particular
irnportance here, since it irnplies that the pain is caused from a preexisting poor regime
that must be altered if the pain is to stop.
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A¡d if someone ever commits a wrong, or if someone he is dear to commits one,
he must willingly go there (sc. the dikasterior,), (to stand) before the /i/rasl just as

before a doctor, so that he can suffer punishment.

This analogy would simply not work if Plato had used Àor¡ró5. The infliction of

punishment upon guilty and innocent alike as a simile, be it state-imposed 'Justice" or

disease, is of no use to him. Pain is useful for purification or to set an example. Yet it

serves no purpose in bodies and souls that are for the most part clean, and no positive

example can be made th¡ough the suflering of an innocent man. This is sure to be the

case in a widespread and indiscriminate illness such as a plague. Whether or not a divine

agent is involved, the results are the same.

A common sickness, as opposed to a plague, contains all the necessary elements

for Plato's simile and so explains his regular employment of the word. An explanation

for a single person's illness does not need to include a god ifone can point to regime as

being the cause; it is far easier to call into question the healthiness ofone person's

lifestyle than that ofan entile city's. It is very possible that Plato believed that a godwas

behind sorne or all plagues and diseases, but only uóor¡gcrc ofindividuals ale caused by

offenses ofvolition, treatable by a change towards a better lifestyle, and thus handed

down in some just manner.

Technical vocabulary of afflictions and symptoms

Plato does use terms for diseases that can be classified as technical on very rare

occasions. Specific descriptions ofdiseases are oflimited use within the dialogues, so it

is only under special circumstances that Plato mentions ther-n. Their appearances are

oíÌen accompanied by some form ofóuopcÍÇeo0ar ("to be named") or Àéyeo0or ("to be
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called"). This tendency of Plato points to the technical nature ofthe words, and their

uncoÍrmon use among the non-medical community.

ln lhe Republic, while expressing his disdain for idleness, Socrates reveals Plato's

negative feelings towards the necessity to create new disease-terms:

Tò ôè,ìqrprxfrs, f,v ô' Èyc,j, ôíro0qr ðrr.ui rp-uu¡rdrcou ëuera.ij rrucou
E.rTETauú)v uoo¡uqroJu Ënrneoóurcou, qÀÀq ôr' dypíou re rqì ôíqr-rqu o'íqu
ôriÀ0oueu, þeupc(rcou re roì nueupdro:u c.íonep Àíuuqs êunrnÀquéuous

Qúorxg re raì xarcíppou5 uoori¡-rooru óuó¡-rara -rí0eo0qr cìuayxcíÇeru roùs
xouVoùs'AorÀnnrcíðqs, oúx uìo¡pòu ôoréì; (R. 405c8-d4)

The (practice) of the medical art is required not because ofwounds or some yearly
attacks ofdiseases, but rather because oflaziness and diet that we practice. To
these'flowings' and 'gases' that fill us like swamps, the clever followers of
Asklepios are compelled to ascribe the names 'flatulence' (lit. "blowing") and

'catarrh'rar (lit. "a flowing down") - is this not shameful?

It is clear why Plato would be adverse to the afflictions ofgas and catarrh if he

assigns their origins to our own poor habits. He also seems to show a distaste for the

labels assigned to these conditions in stating that the doctors are cornpelled (duayrcÍÇeru)

to create them. He does not, however, elaborate on why he feels this. It is possible that

Plato feels such ailments are avoidable, and the doctors are then forced to create names

for unnecessary diseases. It is also possible that Plato finds the euphemistic nature of

these disease-terms, both verbal nouns, to be distasteful.laa

la3 Describing the inflammation of any mucus membrane that results in a discharge of
fluid.

raa Oúoq ("flatulence") is from the verb Suoâu ("to blow"). KcrcÍppoo9 ("catanh") is
ûom the verb rorappírv ("to flow"). It is quite clear from this passage that Plato puts
most ofhis stress on the unnecessary nature ofthese ailments. Plato's distaste for the
names, however, is perhaps suggested by the parings of þeu¡Lcírcou/nueugcírcou and

ôúoss/rsrcíppou5 along with auoyxaÇeru.
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We know fi'om the fiequent appearances of $Úoa and rc-rcíppoo5 within the

Hippocratic Corpus that these two words were commonly used by physicians. The

presumably common nature offlatulence and runny-noses would have also ensured that

these terms were familiar to laymen. Evidence of this is that both words not only occur

in the works of Plato, but also in those of Aristotle. The near-absence of these words in a

physiological sense,l45 however, in works outside of medical writings suggests that they

retained a technical identity despite the common nature of the problems with which they

conespond.

The remaining technical terms for illnesses are again limited to a srnall section in

Ihe Tinaeus (84c7-86a8). In this section, Plato continues to show hìs interest in the

etymology of disease-tems. When discussing the first disease in this section, Plato

returns to a discussion ofthe tendons not unlike thattnthe Phaedo (98c5-d6).t46 His

purpose in this passage, however, is to describe the effects ofdisease upon them:

ðrcu nepì td.ueùpc xaì rcì roút¡,,QÀépro neprordu raì duorôflocu roús r€
énrrovoug roi rc ouve¡fr ueûpc oürcoç eìs rò ËfónroOeu Kqrqrsíun roúrors'
ä ôi¡ xaì qn'qúroù rîs ouyrouíqs roù no0rj¡raro5 r<ì uoorjpora -ré-rquoí re
rqì ónro0órouor npooÊppí0noûv. (Ti. 84e5-9)

Whenever (air) sunounds the tendons and the veins (located) there and swells up
the epitonoí (the great muscles ofthe arm and shoulder) and the attached nerves, it
then bends them backwards. From this suffering of combined-stretching, the
diseases "stretchings" (tetanoi) and "backwards-stretchings"(opísthotonoi) have
been named.

la5 The word QÚoc, for example, can be used to mean "bellows," as in Aristophanes' .À/a.

40s.

'06 Cf page 12 above.
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The diseases ré-rquor and ónro0órouor are both mentioned frequently within the

Hippocratic Corpus. This frequency in a variety of works shows that these ailments were

relatively common among the Greek populations. Although these dìseases are discussed

in greater detail within this collection than they are by Plato, the symptoms are very

consistent. The absence ofany mention ofthese diseases outside of Plato and the

Hippocratic Corpus shows that Plato had good reason to state that these symptoms have

been given these names (npooepp{0¡oou); the specific labeling of this pain

(no0{¡laros) th'ough diagnosis appears to remain in the domain of the medical

community. Doctors appear to have been familiar with the disease, but it is likely that the

lay-community did not assign such names to thei¡ afflictions.

Plato in this section also comments on the naming of epilepsy, a disease that

received a great deal ofattention among ancient writers because of the beliefthat is was

brought on by the gods: uóo¡pc ôè ïepdç ðu $úoe<¡s èuôrxc,jrqrs iepòu Àéyetcr (Zí.

85b1-2). He states here that the cause of this disease is due to black bile (¡oÀì¡ peÀaíu¡)

that travels towards the most divine ci¡cuits (nepróðou5. . .0eorcÍra5), located in the

head. This bile scatters these circuits and disturbs them causing sleep.

This statement that Plato makes bears some similarities to the opening line of the

Hippocratic treaties dedicated to the sacred disease, De tnorbo sacro: TTepì Uèu rfrs

iepfrs uoúoou roÀeo¡-réu¡s óô' ë¡e r ("This is the state ofthe the so-called sacred

disease"). The author ofthis work, however, argues that this illness is no more sacred

than any other disease. He also contradicts Plato as to the physical cause ofthe disease.

He believes that the "sacred disease" afflicts those who have too rnuch phlegm, but not

those who have a surplus of bile. In general, writers within the Hippoclatic Corpus
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sought to demystif, the origin ofaÍïlictions. The workDe nnrbo sacro is theonlyone

within the corpus that has any significant mention of divine influences.

By assigning the disease to an excess of bile which is forced upon the most divine

part of the body, Plato is essentially revealing, on a small scale, his main intent in the

Titnaeus: to harmonize the theories ofnatural philosophers with his metaphysics. Ifone

is to believe that both the theories ofthe physicians and the theories of Plato are correct,

then they must be shown to be compatible with one another. In the instance ofthe

"sacred-disease" we see that Plato uses the verb Àéyerar to lend support for his

hannonization ofthe natural and spiritual worlds. This use, however, is in direct contrast

to the author of the De morbo sacro's use of raÀeo¡réur¡s. When the aulhor of De tnorbo

sacro uses xoÀeo¡-réur¡s he does so leaving the impression that people do call it sacred,

but that they are incorrect. When Plato uses Àéye-rct, however, he seems to be drawing

prooffor his argument that the head is divine fi'om the idea that the disease is called

sacred by common consensus. It is impossible for Plato to prove that either the head or

the disease is divine. But by suggesting that it ís general knowledge that epilepsy is a

disease from the gods, and by proposing a biological agent working upon the divine,

Plato has effectively (though unscientifically) dealt with two problems at once,

The remainder ofthe technical terms for diseases that Plato uses within this

section ofthe Tímaeus lack the addition ofany form of"so-called" that suggests Plato's

special interest in their names. They are, however, all used as examples ofdiseases

caused by an overabundance ofa specific humor.l47 The ailments rnentioned are white-

ra7 Plato generalizes the diseases like oÀSóç saying, roì rcì 'roú'r<¡v ouyyeufr
voorj¡.ra'ro ("and the diseases ¡elated to these"). He does the sarne when discussing
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leprosy (dÀQós), diarrhea (ôrappoío), and dysentery (ôuoev-repio). Although this

present work will not allow us to go into any great detail regarding the relationshìp

between these diseases and their causes, a few comments will be made on thei¡

occunences in other works.

The three diseases listed in the above paragraph, with the exception of

ôuoeu-repío, are used only once by Plato. They are, however, seen in several Hippocratic

works. The intestinal disorders appear most frequently. The author ofthe treatise Iirs

Waters and Placas (3) mentions both ôroppoío and ðuoeu'repío. Yet the majority of

instances are in the collections ofnotes on specific cases that physicians have made.la8 In

Attic writings, Aristotle mentions both of these several times in his corpus.rae

Theophrastus also mentions each of these once in his llislo ria plantarum (9.20.3, 4.4.5).

These ailments are mentioned by the authors in passing while discussing a variety of

subjects ranging from a cure for the illnesses (Arist. tll 522b10) to the eflects caused by

some fruits (Theoph. HP 4.4.5). The relatively fi'equent appearance ofthese sicknesses

both in Attic writings and in the bedside notations in the Hippocratic Corpus suggests to

us that both ofthese were well-known conditions in Greece. This also provides an

explanation why Plato uses ôuoeutepíc outside ofthe Tíntaeus in the Theaetetus. As is

coÍrmon in Plato's dialogues, the introduction of the Theaetehrs begins with a description

ôrcppoía and ôuoeurepía: rqi rû'rorqúrq uoo4poro nciu'ra ("and all the other
such diseases"). N.B. Plato's use of voo{pa'ro when referring to specific types of
diseases. For a discussion on a similar classification ofdisease-types in Hippocratic
prognostication, cf Edelstein (1967) 66.

taE E.g. Prorrheticon 2.4; Coa praesagia 229; De ntorbis 1.7 , 2.48

'ae ôrappoío: GA (728a22), HA (522b10,605a27), and Pr. (873b3). ôuoeurepía: Gl
(7 7 5b32), HA (63 8al 5, 638a37), and Pr'. (860a3 1, 861b4, e t pass itn).
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of its dramatic setting. Here, Euclides meets Terpsion who had been looking for him.

Euclides explains that he has been at the harbour with Theaetetus before he was

transferred to Athens. Euclides explains that Theaetetus had been injured while with the

army, and that a disease had broken out among the soldiers:tò yeyouòg uóoq¡lo Èu rô

orpareú¡ratt (142b2-3). To this Terpsion exclaims, "surely it isn't dysentery?" By

surmising that the disease was dysentery, Terpison gives us reason to believe it was one

ofthe more common sicknesses; camp conditions must have been particularly good

breeding-grounds for dysentery. Herodotus (8.1 15) and Polybius (32.15.14) both

mention the outbreak of this disease among armies.

'AÀôós is seen far fewer times than the above intestinal disorders. In all its

instances in the Hippocratic Corpus it is paired with its close cousin Àénp4 (leplosy);

both are diseases ofthe skin, but white-leprosy is not contagious. When discussing ri

ôuo¡éperc (disgustingness) inhis Characters, Theophrastus suggests to us that it would

not be unusual to see a rnan in Athens afflicted with this condition.r50 When Plato

mentions the affliction, he stresses its whiteness, calling it Àeúxqs dÀôoús.r5r This

redundancy is a little unusual; the illness is not seen with this complimentary adjective

"0 Chor. 19.2: oîos Àénpcu ë¡cou raì oÀ6òu rqì roùs ðuu¡a5 peyciÀou5 neptnc'réìu
xoì $froor rstrq eluqr cúrc,j ouyyevrrd cppo:otrj¡rorc ("[The disgusting man] is
the sort of man who has leprosy, alphos and long fingernails and walks around saying
that these things are hereditary sícknesses"). Cf. Aff. (35): Aénpq ruì ru¡o¡ròç xoì
q;cíprì xaì Àer¡frues xoì ciÀogòs rqì dÀc,jnexes únò QÀéyuqros yíuourcr' ëorr ôè
-rd rorqì-rq oÎo¡pog uûÀÀou ií vouorj¡lara' ("Leprosy, itching, psoriasis, ring-
worm, alphos and alopecia are caused by phlegm: these sorts ofthings are an
embarrassment rather than diseases.")

'5t Cf LSJ s.v. qÀôós. This word originates fi'om the root "AÀO" rneaning "white." Cf
Lat. albtts.
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until the first century A.D.r52 The pkase in Plato, with its pleonastic adjective Àeúxog,

does seem to have a poetic ring to it. Like with the "sacred disease," however, it seems

that he is basing his opinion on the relationship between the colour of the ailment and the

colour ofthe proposed cause: Àeúxqs dÀ$oús, he states, is caused by rò Àeuxòu SÀéypc

(white phlegm). It appears that he provides support for his postulate that white phlegm is

the cause of the disease by stressing the "whiteness" ofcxÀOós (which contains the root

"white") tluough the unnecessary and redundant inclusion ofÀeúxoç (essentially

rendering the plu'ase "white white-leprosy'').

Summary

When Plato mentions afflictions and reactions ofthe body - headaches, vomiting,

passing stool, hiccoughing and yawning - it is nearly always in a medical context. This

implies that Plato had some interest in and knowledge ofthe medical practitioner's role in

healing. The words are oÍÌen seen in dramatic works outside ofa technical sense, so we

know that they did have wide use among the genelal population. It is clear fi'om the

context, however, that he has some faith in the physician when curing symptoms or

inducing reactions. From his use ofthese words limited to medical contexts it is implied

that he felt such subjects were best discussed in clinical settings. Plato refers to

hiccoughing and yawning in interludes or asides among more pithy investigations, so it is

possible that by discussing these words in a medical context he can enjoy both the

benefits ofthe lighrhearled subjects while maintaining decorum in his dialogues.

He also uses the adjectives quíqtos and aÀyqôoju with similar restrictions.

Instead ofbeing limited to medical contexts, however, Plato uses these words strictly in a
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metaphorical sense when discussing subordination to a higher power. From its

appearance in other writing, we know that this metaphor was active in Athens and in all

likelihood was not invented by Plato.

When using uóoos and uóo¡¡ro, Plato also appears to be following the general

trend of Athenian usage. While uóoos is seen far more times than uóo¡¡-ra in dramatic

works, in prose works there tends to be a closer balance between the use ofthe two

words. This seems indicative ofprose writers' greater focus on specifìc ailments and ofa

conesponding absence ofdiscussions on generic "disease" and metaphorical uses ofthe

terms. Plato, as we have seen, confonns to the practice ofthese authors in using the

words in limited contexts; never does he use the words in a metaphorical context. Yet he

almost always uses vóoos in spiritual and ethical analogies. Plato uses ÀoíUos the least

when mentioning generic diseases. In the two instances where the word does occur, he

conforms with his predecessors Homer, Hesiod, and Thucydides by using it in connection

with divine cause.

Specific technical names for diseases and ailments are uncommon in Plato's

writings. When they do appear, Plato seems to have particular interest in the formation

ofthe words. Conditions such as flatulence (Qúoo), catarrh (rorcÍppoo5), and

"stretchings" (-rerovot) are discussed not so much with an interest in the biological

origins as an interest into what their names reveal about their natures. There are times

when Plato does not explicitly show interest into the naming process (e.g. by usìng

Àéyerar), such as in the cases of epilepsy and white-leprosy. Even in these instances,

though, his explanations for them are lnore closely linked to an analysis of theil narnes

I52 Dioscorides Euporista 1.112.
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than with an analysis into the true causes of the disorders and diseases. This suggests that

Plato is, as in his study ofanatomy, drawing evidence from personal reflection rather than

tkough the scientific inquiry that we often see in the Hippocratic Corpus.
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3. Doctors and Their Art

I shall next discuss Plato's use ofwords and phrases conceming medical

practitioners. In this area ofinquiry, once again we see that Plato does not wish to cloud

his meaning with jargon, but rather approaches the subject ofmedicine (physician,

medicine, outcome) from the vantage point of a layman. Within his dialogues Plato

provides us with unique insight into how the people ofClassical Athens may have viewed

the medical profession and the expectations they had for the practitioner to produce

results. Yet it is impor-tant to remember that Plato generally avoids prolonged discussions

conceming the medical profession, but rather employs such discussion to illustrate his

point through comparison, As a result, we see that Plato is sometimes inconsistent with

his descrþtions ofdoctols and their craft.

In order to investigate Plato's understanding and opinion ofphysicians, my

analysis of terms conceming doctors and medicine will begin with defìnitions of ìarprxrj

and ìorpóç that Plato provides within his dialogues. Next I shall examine his

discussions on the conflict between skilled physicians and pretenders, as well the

different ideologies that physicians follow. From this I shall look at adjectives and

complements that Plato uses to define ìorpós and ìorprxrj. Through this approach we

shall see that there are some underlying, although not immediately apparent, pattems in

his treatment of physicians and the medical art. We shall also see that Plato likely is not

the first to use the analogy ofthe doctor and the medical art to illustrate his concepts.

Similar analogies also appear in the writings ofhis contemporaries, and there is evidence

that sorne ofthese might have been created by the historical Socrates.
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Definitions of the medical art

Plato, always striving for clear delineations in his subject matter, provides a

handful of definitions for the medical craft within his dialogues. Perhaps the most clear

and concise definition Plato would give for the medical art is found in Charmìdes. 171a8'.

Kaì i¡ ìorprrrj ôfr Érépa fruqr rôu <iÀÀcou énror4pôu opío0ev rc,j roù
rjyreruoû fruqr rqì uoocùôous ènrorrjp¡. (171a8)

And the medical art is defined as separate from the other skills by reason that ít is
the knowledge ofthe healthy and unhealthy.

This def,rnition, relying upon two opposites (healthy and unhealthy) shows a

precision anticipating the method used in the Platonic Definitions and the description of

character types in A¡istotle's M chontachean and Eudemian Ethics.ts3 In other instances,

however, he places the emphasis on areas of medical knowledge that depend upon his

cun ent theme.

Sometimes he places particular importance upon a doctor''s knowledge of health:

Oúxoûu rqì ìarprxrj, ëQ¡u, Ënrorrj¡r¡ èorìu roù úyrervoî; (Chrm.l65c8)

So then, I said, the medical (skill) is a knowledge ofhealth?

and:

Èu qútóìs róìs oojuqoru rórs uÈv dyqOóìs Ërcío'rou toîr ooj¡.roros xcì
úyeruórs xcÀòu ¡cpíÇeoOcr xcì ðír, xqì roî,ró Éorru cf ouo¡-rc'rò iorprróu,

r53 Cf, also Grg.495e5-9? Ap' oÙu.... oucÍy.¡¡ nepì oú'rcov(sc.-rôu et. npdrrourcou.
rqi röu xcroç nporrou-rcou) ë¡eru c.íonep nepì üyreía5 ð¡er raì uóoou; oú ydp
dpa ôrjnou úyroíuer re xsì vooir é cíu0pconos, oúôè quo qnaÀÀcírrerqr úyreíog
-re xqì uóoou. ("So, is it not necessary that these types (i.e. those doing good and
those doing bad) be analogous to health and disease? For neither can a man be both
healthy and sick, nor can he be fi'eed fi'orn both health and disease at the same time.")
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tórs ôè xqxóìs xqì uoociôeoru aìo¡póu re rqì ôéì d¡aprorfru, eì péÀÀer rrg
're¡urxò5 €war. Snp.186c1-4

in those bodies, one must encourage that which is good in regards to the good and
healthy (loves) of the body - and this is the very reporl of medicine - but also one
must discourage that which is base in bad and diseased men ifone intends to be a
skillfu I (practitioner of medicine).

The two above definitions are conditioned by the subjects ofthe dialogues, but

must still represent beliefs held by the community. The second example from Charntides

(165c8) in particular, I think, ought to be considered the most concise definition an

Athenian would give when asked what the knowledge of medicine is. The question (to

which a "yes" response is expected and given) serves as a premise from which Socrates

wishes to pursue the definition of ênro{p¡. The proposed definition, then, must be

conect (or at the very least, appear to be so) ifSocrates is to elicit a true and proper

response from Charmides. Eryximachus suggests a similar definition for the medical art;

it is, in short, the promotion of the healthy, but he adds that it is also the hindrance ofthe

unhealthy. In these instances, both Socrates (as a layman) and Eryximachus (as a

professional) appear to share the same fundamental understanding ofthe medical art.r5a

To state that the science of medicine is the science ofhealth in its various states is

probably nothing that Plato or any ofhis contemporaries would consider groundbreaking.

Yet the emphasis he places on health (úyíerc) as the object ofa medical practitioner's

r5a Plato must have rendercd the drantatís personae of the Symposium so that there would
be some realistic representation ofeither a person (e.g. thLrough specifìc i!iosyncrasies
the individual was know to have) or his craft (e.g. through specialized vocabulary and
ideologies). Ifhe did not, the work would almost certainly be considered stilted
among his contemporaries. So there is some stock in believing that what Plato puts
into the mouth of Eryximachus when it concems the definition of medicine is not
contrary to popular expectation. Yet I am cornpelled to concede that Plato, as with all
writers, is seeing the world (as well as the cornposition and unity ofhis work) through
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knowledge is somewhat different from what a bystander today might suggest. Most

people today would say that the medical art has illness as its primary object ofinterest.

Plato, in his second definition from the Charmides (165c8), has omitted any mention of

disease or illness. Inthe Symposium, he stresses the promotion of health by separating it

with a parenthesis (roì roùró êorru cþ öuo¡ra rò ìcrprróv) before even mentioning

illness.rs5 A knowledge of health, according to Plato in both these definitions, is the si¡re

qua non ofthe medical profession; but, if one is to be te¡urxóg in the field, he must also

have a knowledge of diseases.

Plato is probably implying that the medical art is concemed both with maintaining

a healthy state and treating illnesses with a view to health. Also suggested is the medical

practitioner's interest in the proper upkeep of the body. In medical practice during

Plato's lifetime, the regimen for maintaining a healthy body - and this includes diet and

exercise - was of chief imporlance among the rnedical community. I have discussed

above above that there was often the beliefthat a person was responsible for his physical

condition through either his proper or his impropel behavior. F¡om the evìdence in the

Hippocratic Corpus, it appears that a greater importance than today was placed upon a

doctor knowing what makes a healthy man healthy than a sick man sick.r56

only one set ofeyes.
l5s Eryximachus might not have even felt it necessary to mention illness if he had not

been compelled to do so because ofthe antithesis he is setting up between good and
bad Love.

't6 Cf. Phillips (1973) 75-92 for a synopsis of Hippocratic writings concerned with
preventative medicine. In addition to diet and exercise, the Hippocratic writers were
also aware of the health benefits ofpersonal hygiene and public sanitation.
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Preventative medicine was, and still is, a much easier course ofaction than

pathological medicine. If a proper balance between diet and exercise could be reached,

writes the atthor of Regimen, all men would be healthy:

eì uèu ycìp fiu eúpetòu ènr roúroror npòg éxcíorou Súoru oírou gérpou raì
nóuou oprOpò5 oúgperpo5 pil ë¡cou úneppoÀi¡u uire ênr rò nÀéou uíre ènì
tò ëÀaooou, eüpqro ov úyeí¡ rdroru au0poJnororu cirprpô5. (Vict.2)

For if, in addition to these things,lsT the proper balance offood and exercise were
to be found for each man's body so that there is neither an imbalance towards the
greater nor one towards the lesser, health fo¡ men would be securely found.

Plato often chooses to focus his definitions of medicine on its role in maintaining

positive health.l5t Ho*"u"., he does not neglect to acknowledge a doctor's role in

healing the sick. Sometimes, he even eliminates any word of health-maintenance in

favour ofa sole emphasis on treatment. Infhe Gorgias, for example, Plato specifically

extends this care for the body (rj toù oojgcrog Oepaneía) to include the profession of

gynnrastics as well as that of medicine (Grg. 464b5). This connection between the two

professions is also reflected in lhe Phaedrus, where Plato places the souls ofboth

professionals alone in the 4'h categoryrse (Phdr.24Sd5). In these examples, gymnastics

and medicine represent two sides to the same coin; a person goes to a g),rn to maintain his

health, but goes to a doctor to restore it. Health in this context is the domain ofthe

gymnastics instructor and illness the dornain ofthe doctor. In Lysis 217a5-8, Plato goes

so far as to state that a person who is ofgood health has no need for a doctor:

Ìs7 That is, a knowledge ofthe stars and seasons.

l5E Cf Stalley (1996) 360 for a short discussion on Plato's focus on regimen in the
Timaeus and the l¿ll,.s.

l5e In this passage Plato describes the nine strata ofsouls ranging fi'om those who have
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irauô5 ydp ë¡er, dore úyroíucou oúôeì5 ìorpqj 0íÀos ôrd dlv úyíerou. fi
y<ìp; - oúôeí5.-'AÀÀ' é xcípuocou drpqr ðrd -rrjv vóoou. - ITô5 ycìp oÜ;

The situation is thus, so that one who is healthy, because of his health, is no friend
to a doctor. Isn't this so? - Yes. - But one who is in pain, I believe (is a friend to
a doctor) because of(his) sickness. - How could it be otherwise?

It is reasonable to state that a healthy person would not actively seek out a doctor,

since he does not need to change a regimen that has been proven effective. A sick

person, on the other hand, must attain medical aid to help him to comect his unhealthy

practices. For this help to be effective a doctor must have certain attributes. Plato tells us

in Gorgias 450a that the medical craft makes one both able to possess knowledge about

the sick and to speak about the sick. Here, Plato wishes to elicit some information about

rhetoric, so he overemphasizes the role of speaking. However, it is clear from this that,

as Eryximachus suggested 1n the Symposíum, a skilled (re¡urxóg) doctor must be able to

recognize sickness and di¡ect a patient on how to remedy it.

Pretenders to the art of medicine

Plato was quite aware that not all doctors were created equal. There are examples

within his dialogues that clearly suggest he was familiar with individuals who either

feigned knowledge about the medical profession or were simply ineffective as physicians.

In the Charmídes, for instance, Socrates is asked by Critias to pretend (155b5:

npoonotrjoao0ar) to be knowledgeable ofthe proper drug to cure Charmides' headache.

Although this example does not explicitly make a connection between Socrates and a

see the lnost Truth (philosophers) to those who have seen the least (tyants)
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doctor, the overall theme ofthe dialogue pofirays Socrates and Charmides as interacting

on a physician/patient level. Near the close of the work, Plato brings the reader's mind

back to the initial impetus of their conversation, Here, he uses the example of a man

pretending (170e1 : npoonoroú¡.re uou) to be a doctor while Soclates examines the limits

to a temperate man's knowledge. It is difficult to tell with certainty in this example what

sort ofguise a person pretending to be a doctor would don. He could be a man who

makes no pretenses about being a professional doctor, yet professes to know what things

are good and what things are bad for the body. He could also be a man who is actively

trying to pass himself off as a skilled practitioner of medicine. The latter of these two

possibilities is perhaps the most probable in this occasion; Socrates is trying to show to

Charmides that a temperate man, if by thìs is meant a man with a knowledge of

knowledge, would be unable to tell ifone npoonoroúpevov ìo'rpòu frvor ("pretending

to be a doctor") was ol'was not a real doctor. In this example, the sense seems to be that

there is some deception intended on the part ofthe pretender to convince another that he

is a doctor. However, in Gorgias 464d4 we also see an example ofone without pretenses

to be a doctor, namely a pastry chef ióÇonorós), laying claim (npoonorfr-ror) to

knowing what is the best for one's body. The deceit in this example, then, is for a non-

professional to pretend to know more than a professional about what is healthy for a

person.

The appearance ofthose who either deceive people into believing they are doctors

or ofthose who usurp the abilities ofthe medical profession must have been relatively

common in Plato's Greece. There were no governing bodies outside of loosely knit
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guilds that dictated who could call himselfa doctor.160 In such an environment,

specialized training (if there was any at all) must have differed greatly in quality. As

Socrates suggests in Gorgias 514d, the ability ofa doctor to produce positive results is

whatensureshiscontinuedlivelihood.r6rWhileadoctorwhoregularlyhealed(oratleast

appeared to heal) his patients rnight have been assured a consistent income, the exact

limitations to a doctor's powers and to his areas of investigation were only in the infancy

ofbeing defined.

Criticism of physicians and their schools

Within the Hippocratic Corpus there is no specifìc mention of a person literally

pretending (npoonoroú¡-reuo5) to be a doctor. However, the author ofOn the Sacred

Disease does criticize those who use magic and purification to try to cure epilepsy for

laying claim to an area that concems only doctors. In this example, there are some strong

parallels with the pastry chef of Plato's Gorgias: the offense ofboth is atternpting to

reign over a doctor's art (TÉXun). There is even strong evidence that an irnpostor has

made his way into the Hippoclatic Corpus. The author ofDe arte, owing to that work's

highly rhetorical feel, is generally believed to have been w¡itten not by a doctor, but by a

sophist.r62

'60 Cf. the Hippocratíc Oath, the most famous of all Hippocratic writings, which is now
commonly believed to be an oath sworn by members of a specific medical guild. For
a lengthy discussion on this work, cf. Edelstein (1967) 4-63.

16r (Grg.514d3-8) Soc: So, ifstriving for public duty we surnmoned one another, (both)
being competent (ixcuoí) doctors, we would no doubt examine each other - I you, and
you me - 'By the gods, corne now: How does Socrates direct the body towards a

healthy state? or what man - either slave or fi'ee man - has been cured of a disease
because of Socrates?'

ró2 Potter (1988) 15.
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Authors of works within the Hippocratic Corpus appear more willing to criticize

their peers than to say that someone is pretending to be a doctor. In the opening to On

Ancient Medicine, for example, the author is quite blunt about the matter: eìoìv ðè

ð¡proupyoì oi pèu Qa0Àor, oi ôè nolÀòu ôroQépoute5 ("There are some useless

practitioners, but others are quite different") (1.1i-12). Ifthis statement causes any

ambiguity as to the the number ofbad doctors compared to the good, the author is more

direct later: oi xqxoí 're xqì oi nÀfroror ì¡rpoí 1'1tre bad doctors that make up the

majority") (1.29-30). The author of Pr"ecepts appears to acknowledge a similar

inconsistency of skill arnong practicing doctors when he mentions oi rcì ús ìqrprrfrs

ëpyc raxô5 ðr¡proupyéoureç ("those practicing medicine badly") (1.25).t63 There are

several examples of this pessimism concerning the average doctor's skills within the

Hippocratic Corpus. These authors address the topic ofgross ineptitude among

physicians with some degree of enthusiasm, and expectedly other medical writers defend

against such statements with equal zeal.t6o Since a person's well-being is at stake when

I63 In is notable that the authors ofboth On Ancient Medicine and Precepts choose to use
the word ônUroupyós when referring to good and bad doctors. The word is used
infrequently in the Hippocratic Corpus. It is seen 18 times in total; 11 inDe arte,3
tirnes in On Ancient Medicine , 2 times in P recepts and 2 times in the Epistulae . Afi of
these works are heavily weighted towards, if not wholly focused upon, discussing the
role ofdoctors within society. They all but ignore discourses on any specific disease.
A doctor is only good or bad in respect to his ability to address the health concerns of
his community, and it is his tÉ¡u4 as a ð¡¡rroupyóg that defines him. Plato
frequently describes doctors as ð¡¡rroupyoí and groups them along with the
shipbuilder (uoun¡yôu; Grg. 455b3), ship-pilot (xupepu¡rrjs; R. 360e7), and
gymnastic-master (nc rðorpíp¡5 ; Grg. 504a2).

l6a Patticularly notable are the authors ofD¿ arte and De morbo.
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selecting a doctor, it is little surprise that this debate over good and bad doctors would

spill onto the streets ofa city such as Athens.

Plato appears to have picked up on this when he employs the analogy ofthe good

and bad doctor in some ofhis dialogues. One ofthe clearest instances ofthis occurs in

Protagoras (345a f). In this passage, Socrates is discussing the natures ofgood and bad

people in the context of Pittacus' maxim, "Oh men, it is diffrcult to be good" (' O

du0pconor, ¡aÀenòu èoOÀòu ëupevqr). For Socrates, inordertobecome abad doctor

one must first display sorne dexterity in the field, otherwise he would never have had the

chance to be a bad one. In the broad application ofthis maxim, a man cannot become

bad ifhehas always beenbad; he can only become bad ifhe had once been good. This

line ofargument, at its conclusion, is intended to provide support for Plato's central

ethical theme: the natural state ofeverything and everyone is oriented towards the good.

It ìs only when there is conuption of the good (by deterìoration thlough tirne, tunnoil,

illness, etc.) that the bad comes into being,r65

In the Charmides, Socrates questions the ability of Greek doctors to treat most

diseases since they focus their attentions not upon the body as a whole system, but only

upon the area(s) affected:

ciÀÀd rotro xqì qirrou ei4 roîr ôroQeúyerur66 -roùs nopa rdrs "EÀÀ¡oru

ìorpoùs rq noÀÀd uoofl¡ra'ro, ðrr roû öÀou d¡-reÀóeru oÎr ôéor d1u

165 It is interesting to compare this concept with the mantra of the modem Free-Mason
society: "We cannot make a bad man good, but we can make a good man better."

'66 It seems to me that Plato is likely inverting the meaning of ôro$eúyeru here.
Although it is used by Plato in the general sense of escaping (cf. Soph.231c6, Snp.
184a2, Grg. 473e1), ít is also commonly used in medical works ofescaping a disease
(cf.. Acut. 11.63,Morb. 1.12). SeePage(1953) 105 for Thucydides' use ofthe word
durìng his account of the plague in Book 2 of his History.
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ênrpéÀerou noríroOar, oîr pù xsÀôs ë¡ouro5 dôuuqrov ein rò uépos et
'éyerv. (Chrtn. 1 56e3-6)

and this may be the reason that many diseases escape (sc. the treatment of)
physicians among the Greeks. It is because they neglect the whole for which one
must show care. If (the whole) is not well, then it would be impossible for a part
of it to be well.

It is important to note that Socrates is not stating his own opinion here, but rather

relating the opinion ofa doctor Zalmoxis.l6T Socrates, as the tale goes, had the

opportunity to meet with this doctor while he was stationed in Potidaea (Southem

Thrace), and it is ûom this man that he learned a cure for Charmides' headache. Socrates

gives the impression that there is a vast difference between the abilities ofThracian

doctors and those ofGreeks. It is difficult to say whethel this contrast between good

(Thracian) and bad (Greek) doctors is a personal attack upon Greek medical knowledge.

Socrates, owing to a rare visit by a Greek to Thracian territory is probably in part

exploiting his companions' unfarniliarity with Thrace and its culture in order to impress

the young man with a strange and magical cure for his aÍïliction. By making the

statement come from the Thlacian doctor that the Greeks are unprepaÍed to treat most

diseases, Socrates can avoid the appearance that it is he who is critical ofhis

countrymen's medical skills.

If we are to take the Tkacian doctor's criticism of Greek medicine as anlhing

but ignorance of Greek medicine or pride in Th¡acian medical knowledge, we are still left

167 Herodotus provides the fu'st literaly leference to Zalmoxis (ZcíÀpofrg). He states that
Zalmoxis was either a god worshiped by the Getae or a former slave of Py,thagoras
(Hist. 4.94-5). According to Socrates, Zalmoxis was a god-king who ruled Th¡ace.
Socrates remarks that Zahnoxis had doctors befitting ofa god; they are said to be able
to make men immortal.
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with some difficulty over how we ought to read Socrates' statement that Greek doctors do

not treat the body as a whole (-rò ðÀou) but rather are concerned with its parts (rd Uépn).

It appears that Socrates here is making some qualified statement about Greek medicine.

Plato makes a well-known statement about Hippocrates in the Phaedrzs that seems to be

at odds with Socrates' statement tn lhe Charmides:

IO:Yuxis oïu <iÇíos Àoyoù xorcuofroqr oiet ðuuqròu fruqr dueu rfrs rôù
ðÀou ôúoecoç;

QAI: Ei ¡-rèu'lrrnorpcíre r ye -rc'j r6u'AoxÀ¡nraôóu ôe'ì rr nr0Éo0qr, oúôè

nepì oóporog <Ïueu rfrs peOóðou rsurîs. (270c1-4)

Soc.: So do you think that it is possible to know the soul thoroughly without
knowing the whole ofone's natural-se1fl

Phdr.: Well, if we are at all to believe Hippocrates, the descendant of Asklepios,
we cannot even (sc. know) about the physical body without this method
(of analyzing the whole).

Plato suggests here that Hippocrates does in fact believe that a (Hippocratic)

doctor must understand the whole of a man's nature to be able to know about the specific

nature ofeach part. In the following passage Socrates briefly outlines the method of

Hþpocrates as he understands it: one fust determines whether the object of examination

is simple (cinÀoÎru) or manifold lnoÀuerôés), then, on the basis of its nature, one must

consider either what its effects are or how it is affected. It seems the goal ofHippocrates

was towards a single understanding of illness. This is quite in line with the theories of

the early Ionian philosophers Thales, Anaximenes, and Anaximander, who all wished to

assign as few foundational elements to the Universe as possible.

The definition of Plato's tò ðÀou has been widely discussed among rnodem

scholars. The general consensus seems to be that rò óÀov refers not to the whole of man,
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but to the universe. Indeed, rò ðlou is used by natural philosophers in a technical sense

to mean "everflhing."r68 Jones argues in favour ofthis opinion by noting that the

addition ofdu0pojnou would be needed in the above quote to say "the whole ofman."r6e

Jaap Mansfeld also believes in reading tò öÀou in this passage to mean the entire

universe; he shows convincingly how certain parts of lhe Phaedrus are influenced by the

opinions of early natural philosophers, and how Plato's own process of division agrees

with such an understanding of the world.r?0

The scope ofthe present work does not permit extensive ofinvestigation into this

diffrcult subject, yet a few words on the matter are needed to clarify my position. I have

no doubt in Mansfeld's fìndings that Plato intended rò ðÀou to mean "the universe," and

that Plato's ri toÛ ðÀou $úor5, which notably comes before any mention of Hippocrates,

refers to the nature (or makeup) of existence. When it comes to the method of

Hippocrates, however, we must be careful to differentiate between Hippocrates the

natural philosopher and Hippocrates the practìcing physician. In this regard, it is

impoftant to note that Phaedrus is the first to name hin in this passage. This is in the

context ofone knowing about the body (nepì oojgc-ros). The Hippocratic Corpus

contains several occurrences where some variation of rò cjÀou oô¡.rc is mentioned.lTl

From this we know that at times physicians viewed the body as an alloy ofparts, or as a

single unit. The use ofrò ðÀou as it appears in a medical context may be considered

'68 Cf. Anaxag. DK 14.45; Emped. DK 25.81; Parm. DK 8.7.
t6n 

119467 17.
r70 

11 980; 360- 1. Cf also Scarborough (197 6) 223-5.
t7t Art. 67; htt. 54; Nøt. Mut. 41; Mut.220; Supetf.29. Cf. also Diog. Apoll. t'.6
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technical, a shorthand for ri tot ciu0pc.ínou Qúorç.172 When Socrates frst mentions

Hþpocrates at 270c9 he states, "Consider what Hippocrates and true reason (é <iÀn0ùs

Àóyog) say about the [subject of] nature 1Súor5r73¡."

My contention is this: Socrates uses rò óÀou and rj $úors at270c2 n the

cosmological sense before any corrunent about Hippocrates. Next, in reply, Phaedrus

first int¡oduces Hippocrates and his knowledge of -rò oô¡ro on the basis of an

understanding of tò öÀov. Phaedn:s, I believe, through an analogy from the vocabulary

ofthe natural philosophers, is using rò ðÀou in this instance in its medical sense seen in

the occurrences in the Hippocratic Corpus. Socrates continues his discussion of ri Súors

in generic terms, as both Hippocrates and true reason would see it, transcending the

technical meanings of the two words in natural philosophy and medicine. As I have

shown, both rò óÀou and i ôúors have distinct technical meanings in cosmology and

medicine. Socrates introduces the terms in their former meaning, but Phaedrus, through

the use ofanalogy, transfers their meaning into that of medical jargon. Socrates

r72 Which is, in passing, a title of a work within the Hippocratic Corpus, nepì Qúorog
duOpojnou, a work attributed to Hippocrates' son-in-law Polybus. Cf. Mansfeld
(1980) 344.

lt3 Oúors was ofspecial interest to the cosmologists and physicians. The earliest Ionic
philosophers attempted to assign a single $Úors to the Kosmos. This attempt was
abandoned and replaced by alternate theories which retained the same term. For
example, Atomists held that there were an infurite (rÏnerpoS) number of Qúoers (Phys.
184b20-1). Empedocles, on the other hand, believed that there were four basic
elements, and that each one possessed its own Qúor5. This elemental understanding of
the Kosmos was transferred by analogy to the construction ofthe human body and
disease (cf de Arte 11 .9; NatHon. 3.15). From the strong undertones of Ernpedocles'
philosophy found throughout the Tintaeus, it is clear that Plato had a sir¡ilar
understanding. Cf. Taylor (1928) 18, and Thesleff (1967) 93 for the scientific nature
of the word. Cf also Burnet (1920) 9-11,363-4 for a concise overview ofthe word's
history in philosophical thought.
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concludes the analysis by describing in abstract terms the relationship between whole and

part and between active and passive. The point to this union is that everlhing is both a

part of something and a whole.rTa Hippocrates may very well have studied the

relationship between man (a part) and the universe (the whole). This is of great

importance to natural philosophers, yet it is valuable to a medical practitioner only as a

diagnostic tool when ri roù uóoou ðúuo¡.rrg is an agent outside of the body. Wlien a part

ofthe body is the problem, or when it is recognized as the area affected, a successful

physician ought to take thought ofthe effects this part has upon the whole of the person

(i.e. prognosticate) in order to apply the proper cure.ttt In short, Hippocrates perhaps did

feel it was necessary to know the nature of the universe ifone wished to know the nature

of man. Yet as we can infer û'om the technical use of these words elsewhere in a medical

context, Hþpocrates must have used tò ðÀou and ri Qúors in a medical context.

The selection from the Charmides cited above adds further evidence that there

were likely at least some doctors who did treat the body as a ðÀou. In the sentence which

precedes the quote I have cited, Socrates does not suggest that the "Thracian" doctors

r7n Cf Wilber (1996) for an interesting modem account of holons (levels ofentities that
can be said to be whole, or that have a level ofautonomy) and their relationship to the
parts (the communion of lower holons).It is Wilber's opinion that there is an infinite
chain ofrelationship between parts and wholes that as a sum comprise lhe Kosmos.
His theory is comparable to the Atomists who believed in an infinite number of base
elements (cf. n. 178, below). The Atomists, however, were reductionists, whereas
Wilber is both a reductionist and productionist (i.e. he also believes in an infinite
sequence ofhigher forms that both include and transcend the lower forms. This
infinite sequence ofproduction is what Aristotle found fault with in Plato's theory of
Forms).

l75For an account ofthe conflict between philosophy and medicine, cf Cornford (1942).
In this work he compares the natural philosophers' a priori study ofthe xóogos with
tlre physicians' a posteriori study ofhealth.
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progressed their study beyond the confines ofthe hurnan body into the realm ofthe

kosmos.t'6 Here, Socrates extends the treatment ofan individual only so far as his soul

which is, to qualiff its nature, the sine qtn non ofhuman existence; the alpha and omega.

While there is no mention of Hippocrates in this section, the strong parallels in method

between him and the Tkacian physicians suggests that Plato had a method of treatment

in mind that was actually practiced.

There are some Hippocratic works that appear to follow a concept ofa single unit

as the goal for health or for the understanding of a healthy body. The atthor of On

Ancient Medicit¡¿ wrote that the best foods for the body were those that were whole

(ðÀov) and simple (anÀóou) (14.41). The reason for this, he states later within the

chapter, is that complex foods confound the body and lead to a disruption in health. The

authors of -Regiz en I and Places ín Man have a similar concept of health. The author of

Reginrcn I wriles that if one wishes to write conectly about the proper regimen of the

human body he must f,rrst know (and know thoroughly) the nature ($úor5) ofthe whole

of rnan (2.1-3).1?? The author of Places in Man (2) reveals that he is of the same school

ofthought when he cornments: Oúors ðè toÛ oojpcros <ip¡ì¡ rot éu i¡rprxfr Àóyou

("The begimíng of medical study is the nature of the body''). The method of research

implied here does not rule out a manifold understanding ofthe human body, but it does

r76 ó-rr c.íonep ðno0sÀuoùs riveu xeQcÀî¡s oú ôû ênr¡erpírv ìâo0qr oúôÈ xegoÀì¡u
qu€u or,rpqros, ou'rcos or,iôè oô¡.ra dueu Su¡Î¡5, xrÀ. (Chrm. 156e1-2); ("because
just as one must neither treat the eyes apart from the head, nor the head apart from the
body, thus one must not treat the body without the soul, etc.")

'tt Otluì ðè ôíru ròv géÀÀourc ópOôs ouyypcÍgeru nepì ôrqírns du0pconíu¡5
npôrou uèv nquròs $úoru du0pc,jnou yuôuor raì ôroyuôuur' ("1 asseú that one
who intends to write accurately about the regirnen of rnan must fìrst know - and know
thoroughly * the nature ofali of a man.").
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suggest a vie\{ ofthe body that leans towards a holistic understanding as opposed to a

collection of parts.l78

In Gorgías 501a, Plato appears to have a similar understanding ofthe science of

medicine. Here, however, he elaborates on the method that a physician uses to gain

knowledge of the human body by dividing the process into three parts:

¡ ô' icrprxrj...uèu roúrou oû Oepaneúer xaì ti¡u Qúoru ëoxenror roì ri¡v
qìríuu óu npcírr€r, raì Àóyou ë¡er roúrorv ËrcÍorou ôoùuar (Grg. 501a1-3)

The art of medicine examines the nature ofthe thing in its care, provides a cause
for things it does, and is able to provide an explanation fol each ofthese.

The search for the nature (Qúorg), cause (ciríc), and explanation (Àóyog) ofthe

Universe and all its parts was a primary drive ofthe early natural philosophers.lTe Such a

method was easily adapted and expanded to fit the needs ofphysicians. In this passage

from the Gorgías Plato does not say anything about the medical art's investigation into an

r78 For a Hippocratic critique ofthe treatment of the body as a single unit, cf. Nat.Hont.2:
êyco ôé Sapr, ei 'èu flu cju0pcoTros, oüôéTror' cìu ijÀyeeu' oúôè ydp ou flu úS' ðrou
aÀyrjoere u Ëu êc.íu ("But I assert that if man were a single unit, he would never feel
pain; for he would never feel pain from anything if he were one"). Although the
author does not explicitly state it here, he implies by the phrase úS' ðrou that his
beliefis based upon an understanding of ôúuc¡te15 (powers ofaction or reaction). In
lhe Tímaeus 32d5-33b1, Plato appears to hold a similar beliefto that in The Nature of
Man. Here Plato states that the anangement of the kosmos (ri roù xóo¡Lou oúo-roor5)
is formed from the complete sum ofthe four ðÀq (Empedocles' fire, water, earth, and
air). Since the róopog is a complete unit composed from all other units (Ëuc cíÀou

ðÀou ËÇ <incíu'rcou), it is exposed to no outer power (öúyqUrs) that may affect it.
Therefore, it is exempt from all deterioration and disease. What is most notable ìn the
context ofthis present work is that Plato seems to believe in expanding spheres oföÀo
(i.e. there is more than one whole in the universe). From this, it is possible that Plato
would also say that man too is a unit; he is rr óÀoy, but he is still both composed of
and a part ofdifferent levels ofwholes.

r?e Cf. Anaxirnander, DK 3.9a; Ernpedocles, DK ó4.i54; Democritus, DK 30.106.
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understanding of the whole. While the inclusion of $úols may suggest the study of man's

entire nature, the generality ofthe comment means that it could just as easily be applied

to the nature ofa specific organ or even the nature ofa disease. This may suggest that the

method that Plato describes here strays from the general pathology ofthe school ofCos,

with its focus on rò ðÀou, to a science that also allows for a specific study oftò

Uépoç.'80 Hippocrates was renowned for his scientific approach which coincided with

those ofthe Ionic natural philosophers. The studyof medicine, however, if it isto be

successful, must not forsake the parts for the whole: ignolance or disregard for

something's constituents inevitably leads to a misunderstanding ofthe entire system.

This is particularly true in pathology, since the whole becomes sick because ofthe parts,

not the parts because ofthe whole. The Hippocratic method could provide an

explanation for the $úo15 of the body, but it was not properly suited to provide treatment.

As Jones remarks, "Hippocrates did the wrong thing well."r8l

Hippocrates' school of medicine, however, was not the only one active in Gleece

at this time. Hippocrates was clearly well known in the lifetime of Plato, but this does

not mean that his medical techniques were widely practiced by Greek doctors at large.

The existence of another rnore coÍlmon means of treatment among doctors in Plato's

sphere ofcontact provides us with a possible explanation for why he would have

comr¡ented inlhe Charnùdes that Greek physicians do not treat the whole ofman. For

example, a close rival to Hippocrates' Coan school, the Cnidian school of medicine, was

t80 Cf. AIi,n. 16. Here, the author refers to both the protection ofthe whole and its parts
(oxérn ðÀou xqì Uépeos) and the unclear cause (ofinternal aihnents determined)
either frorn the whole or the part 1uìrí¡ dônÀos roì péper ruì ðÀc'J).

r8i 
11923; xvii.
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fundamentally at odds with the Hippocratic method. Instead of focusing on a single

understanding ofdiseases, the Cnidian school believed that a proper understanding of

medicine required a manifold understanding ofthe human body and disease. Only a

handful of the works in the Hippocratic Corpus exhibit Coan influences, and these

generally comprise the more speculative of the medical works.'82

From this difference between the Coan and Cnidian schools and their respective

single and pluralistic understandings ofillnesses, there may be some foundation for

suggesting the following explanation for the apparent inconsistency between the positions

that Plato takes in the Cha.rmides and Phaedrus'. If the majority of the extant Hippocratic

works follow the Cnidian school rather than the Coan school, and the Hippocratic Corpus

provides us with a roughly accurate model of Greek medicine in the fifth century, then

there is some merit in stating that Plato, while criticizing Greek doctors in the Charmides,

is thinking ofdoctors who practiced medicine in a manner unlike that prescribed by the

Coan school. Furthermore, ifwhat I propose is conect, then there is good reason to

believe that the medical ptofession in Athens in the tirne when Plato composed the

Charmides consisted mostly ofdoctors with an understanding of illness focused more

upon rd uépt (the pats) than rò ðÀou (the whole).

Plato's strong defense in the Charntides and the Phaedo of the tleatment and

understanding of tò oÀov suggests to us that he was, at least on a philosophical level, a

proponent ofHippocrates'method. In the Phaedo and the Charnides Plato remarks that

we must know the soul in order to know the body, and that we must also care for the soul

r82 Cf Jones (1923) xiv-xix
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if we are to be healthy. In the following section I shall examine Plato's use of the "good

doctor" in analogies with the soul, how this compares with his view on the art of

medicine, and what relation these concepts have to the ideas ofthe historical Socrates.

The "good doctor," and his good profession

From the above evidence, we can be certain that Plato and his contemporaries

were well aware of both good and bad physicians within their respective communities.

This is confirmed by the coupling in Greek literature of "doctor/medicine"

(ìorpó5/ìarprrrj¡ witir the adjective "good" (é ciya0ós) in apposition. This type of

phrase occurs four times within the Hippocratic Corpus: in Prognosticon (1.I8),

Praeconceptiones (7 .6), De arte (6.7), and De ntorbís popularibus (6.26). In De tnorbis

popularibus, perhaps the most truly scientific collection in the Hippocratic Corpus,rs3 the

author comments that similarities of symptoms are problematic for good doctors

(presurnably this is because a good doctor is observant and so he pays attention to

symptoms). ln the fust thee examples,ls4 however, the authors are attempting to

convince the reader that by following the rnethods they suggest, one will become an

ciyaOò5 ì¡rpó5. In all thLree of these works, the writers imply that they are dya0oì

ir¡rpoí, and so are in turn able to make one an dya0òg ìqrpós. As we shall see below,

this relationship between a skilled physician and apprentice appears to have been active

in analogies.ls5

183 This work, a collection ofnotations fr'om different physicians, contains no rhetorical
pretenses. The sole aim of De ntorbis populariåus appears to be towards recording
illnesses so that other doctors may be able to corrpare a disease's nature.

t8o Prog., Praec., and de Arte.

'85 E.g. between sophist and student; between philosopher and one seeking wisdom.
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The wolds iarpóg and ciyaOós also appear linked together several times outside

of the Hippocratic Corpus. Three examples are from immediate contemporaries of Plato:

Isocrates (fr. 30.1), Xenophon (Cyrp. 1.6.22), and Antisthenes (Declant. fr. 14.4). As one

might expect, all three ofthese are used as analogies.lsó Isocrates likens reckoning (ròu

Àoyro¡róu) to a good doctor as being helpful when one is in distress. Xenophon writes

that ifone wishes to appear to be a good doctor (or farmer, or equestrian, or piper) when

he is not, then he must have as much knowledge so as to maintain that appearance.

Antisthenes, when assefting that a ruler serviceable (irauó5) in regard to ví'tue has no

need ofothers when rnaking decisions, draws a comparison with a good doctor having no

need ofothers to diagnose an illness.

Plato uses the concept ofthe iqrpòs ciyq0ós in much the same way as Isocrates,

Xenophon, and Antisthenes. In his dialogues dysOós appears four tirnes as a modifier to

iqrpós:

eï pouÀoípeOo Méu<¡uq róv6e ayoOou iatpòu yeuéo0ar, napd ríuos cìu qúròu
négnor geu ôrôqorcíÀous ; (Men. 90b7)

If we wished for this man Meno here to become a good doctor (i.e. one who
successfully treats his patients), to what people would we send him to act as teachers?

rí5 ðè eúnpayío oyoOòu ìorpòu norír; ðfrÀou ðrr ri rôu ro¡ruóurou tfr5
0epcneío5 pcÍO¡ors. (Prot. 345a5)

But what success makes a doctor good? Of course, it is learning the treatment of
those who are in pain.

r86 The plu'ase occurs several times after Plato as well; e.g. Zeno (fr. 236.3), Philo
Judaeus (De vita Mosis 1.42), Onasander (Strat.30.1), and Galen (De dfficultate
,'espíratiotiis 7.930.1)
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ôír ròu dycOòu ìarpóu re xcì uo¡ro0érr¡u nóÀeo¡s ui ñrrov ij ooQòu

¡.reÀrrroupyòu nóppcoOeu eúÀapûoOor...[sc. npós roû rôu dpyôu re xaì
ðoncu¡pôu du6pôu yeuoû1 1R. so+ct¡

The good doctor and law-givers ofthe city, not unlike the wise bee-keeper, must take
caution from afar (against men of idle and extravagant nature).

&p' oúx ciyoOoùs ôír êv tfr noÀer xerrfroOor ic-rpoú5; (R. 408c?)

So then, must we not acquire good doctors in (our) city?

When using ciya0ós to describe the general art of medicine (ìorprrrj), Plato uses the

neuter substantive, thus making the statement absolute:

ìarprri¡ ôÈ <..r$éÀprou roì dyo0óu (Lys.217b1)

the art of rnedicine is a helpful and a good thing.
and:

roì ÊríO¡u'rôu pèu nepì t<ì5 riðou<ìs $u ¡.royerprri¡u èpnerpíau dÀÀcì oú
té¡u¡u, 'rôv ôè nepì rò ciya0óu rrju ìctprxrju ré¡u4u. (Grg. 500b3-5)

And I established that the art ofcooking, being directed at pleasure, is a knack,
but not a skill; I th9¡ established that the medical art, being directed towards the
good, was a skill.l87

I have made five observations from the use of this phrase in the above examples:

1) Quite clearly, the sense ofdya0óg, when applied to physicians, could just as easily be

conveyed by the word re¡urrós (skilled). 2) The phrase dyo0òs ìctpó5 by the time of

Plato had become somewhat ofa stock expression. 3) The need to qualifr the word

iqrpós with the adjective dyqOós in these examples suggests to us that the public

'8t Note the use ofthe neuter substantive ofdyo0ó5 in the above two examples; the art is
"a good" and "concerned with the good." This is somewhat diffelent than saying "the
rnedical afi is good." cf Arist. MM (1 .1 .19) qÀÀd uiv -rò nóre riyOòu éu ìorprxfr ó
ìqrpòs o'íðey...nóre ¡Lèu ycìp ôir -reguéìu ó ìqrpòs o'íðev ("But a physician
certainly knows the good in medicine, for a physician knows when he must cut").
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recognized some physicians as being KqKós. It appears that one could not take for

granted that a doctor, by the title alone, was deserving to be called cya0ó5.4)The

metaphorical use ofthis phrase (to signifu an apex of skill and/o¡ usefulness) provides

some reason to believe that an iatpóg, when he is riyqOós, was well respected and

admired in his community. 5) At least according to Plato, the art of medicine is

absolutely a good, since it is a skill (ré¡ur¡) used to promote and maintain health (which

is also a good). However, a physician by nature is neither good nor bad, but is

distinguished tlu'ough his ability (ré¡u¡) in his craft.r88 Thus, the onus is on each

physician to prove whether or not his own personal method of ìarprrrj is beneficial.

The four authors who use the analogy of the qyq0òs ìstpóç, Isocrates,

Xenophon, Antisthenes, and Plato all had connections with Socrates, and may have been

drawing upon an analogy coined by Socrates himself Indeed, the entire analogy between

rnedicine and the soul could very well have started with the historical figure. Socrates

seems to have viewed the human soul (rf u¡rj) in an original way, and he was perhaps the

fust to prescribe the treatment or care of the soul (rj 0epone íc -rÎ¡g rl,,u¡frg).'8e noth

Antisthenes and Xenophon use the pkase without any apparent derivation from Plato's

dialogues, and Isocrates also seems to be familiar with this care.re0 Owing to the abstract

r88 Cf .9rrp. 186c1-4, pages 79-80 above.

l8e Cfl Cushman (1958) 1? for an account of Socrates' new understanding ofi q/u¡li.
Here, Cushman defines the Socratic tfu¡rj as not only a necessary element for life, but
also as the source of human consciousness and intelligence.

reo Cf. Bumet (1916) 243-5. Bumet cites two passages frrom The Apology,2gd and 30a,
that shongly suggest that the concept of "the care for the soul" was a created by
Socrates. For further discussion ofSocrates' care for the soul and the use of medical
metaphor in philosophy, as well as a recent bibliography on the topics, cf Joyal (2005)
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nature ofi Çu¡rj, the new understanding ofthe soul that Socrates taught necessitated

some form of analogy. Both the analogy of Socrates as intellectual midwifereì and the

analogy ofthe doctor were ideal concrete comparisons to this form ofOepqneíq that

Socrates wished to pass on to his interlocutors.

It should be noted that these two practices, midwifery and medicine, are treated

quite differently from one another in the context ofthe treatment ofthe soul. As a

midwife, Socrates was responsible for challenging the preconceptions of his fellow

Athenians. The souls ofthese men, although not corrupt, were made stronger through the

elimination of ignorance and the active pursuit of wisdom. In contrast, as we have seen in

the above chapter on disease, a doctor ofthe soul is most oÍìen needed when there is

some comrption ofthe soul's nature. The soul must be corrected by punishment. Inthe

following chapter on treatment and cures I shall further discuss how Plato views the

punishment ofthe soul as analogous to the treatments ofa physician.

Summary

Plato spends significant time discussing both the art of medicine and the role of

doctors in society, In these discussions on the subject he shows some inconsistencies in

the emphasis he places on the study ofthe healthy and the study ofthe unhealthy. When

the discussion is focused on the role ofthe doctor, Plato tends to stress his ability to cure

the sick. When the discussion is focused on the definition of the art of medicine

esp. 105-6.
rer For Plato's discussion on Socrates' maieutic art cf. esp. Th. 184b. Sedley (2004) 8

explains that Socrates is to be seen as intellectually banen and cannot give birth to a
"brainchild." The pain that his interlocutors suffer as he tests theil opinions is the
labour pain of their brainchildlen.
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(iorprxrj), however, he generally applies more fo¡ce to its role in the understanding of

the healthy that he does to the understanding of the unhealthy. This difference between

what a doctor does and what the medical profession is provides insight into the Greek

medical community as Plato knew it; implied in this distinction is that the practice of

doctors quite often strayed from the ideal.

It is clear from both the Hippocratic and Platonic writings that there was a wide

gulfbetween Greek doctors in regards to their ré¡u¡. Doctors were considered

ô¡proupyoí in the societ¡ and thus worked for the good ofthe enti¡e community by

maintaining health and assisting in curing illnesses. A desirable position within the

community is attached to such responsibility. it is inevitable, then, that pretenders to the

art or "quacks" would wish to insinuate themselves arnong the more competent of these

professionals. In addition to those who hoped to pass themselves offas doctors, Plato

suggests that there were rival medical schools active at the time that had divergent ideas

of the treatment of disease and the structure of the body. He explicitly mentions the

practice ofGreek doctors to treat the body as a structure composed ofmanifold pads that

must each be treated separately. This is opposed to the method of Hippocrates that views

the body as a united system that must be treated as a whole. The impression we receive

is that his preference was for the latter.

While discussing the varying levels ofphysician's skills, Plato appears to be using

the metaphor of the good doctor that was active among the citizens ofAthens. The

analogy between the good doctor and the treatment ofthe soul is quite possibly the

creation ofthe historical Socrates. Whether ornot this is true, we can conclude from the

occurÍences ofthe idiorn in the writings of Plato's conternporaries both that in the minds
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ofAthenians the art of medicine was by its very nature good and that a doctor, when able

to produce favourable results consistently, was considered to be among the foremost of

the city's professionals.
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4. Treatment and Cures

The treatments and cures mentioned by Plato, for the most part, coincide with the

standard practices of Hippocratic physicians. The most common of these in Plato is the

administration ofdrugs (Scíp¡Laxa). This is followed bythe passing appearances of

burning (roúoers) and cutting (ro¡rij). there is also one reference to the practìce of

medical cupping in the Timaeus (ìorprrd orxúa). I shall end this chapter with

discussions on what might be called Plato's two medical case studies: Socrates' cure for

Charmides in the Charnides and Eryximachus' cure for Aristophanes in ihe Symposium.

It must be noted that Plato also spends a great deal of tirne writing on the subject of

diatetics.re2 He acutely stresses the relationship between a person's lifestyle and health

and compares this with the maintenance of the soul. We have touched upon this subject

above. Considering the wide use of this simile in the corpus, however, I shall be unable

to do it justice in this present chapter.

The use of drugs

The use ofQcíppaxq to heal or harm appears to have been well established by the

time of Homer. ln the llíad and the Odyssey, the word occurs inboth senses and is used

by both healers and practitioners of sorcery.re3 Pindar informs us ofthe tradition that

'e' Cf. Stalley (1996) 360. Plato's discussions on dietetics often appears in analogy to
punishment.

re3 For its use in healing cf. 11.15.393-4, ènì ô' ëÀrer ÀuypQ Scípuax' dxéogar' ënoooe
("and upon the sad wound he plastered medicinal drugs"); for its use to harrn see Od.
10.213, èneì (ípx¡) xaxcì Qcip¡rox' ëôo:re u ("then [Circe] administered bad drugs")
It is notable that the word is seen in Homer only in the concrete neuter (Ôcípusrov).
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there was a divine origin even to the medical use of dr-ugs. 
l9a The tragedians continue to

use the word in a similar manner to their poetic predecesso¡s.'et It is not until the

Hippocratic Corpus, however, that we receive any significant information about the

nature ofthese Qcíp¡raxc. It is clear from these medical writings that the study of

materia medica was well developed by the 5th century. A list compiled by Paul Potter

limited to six works of the Hippocratic Corpus contains over two-hundred different

natural substances used in the art ofhealing.le6

The word $oþparou and its variantsreT occur ninety-six tirnes within Plato's

corpus. This heary use is indicative of the long tradition of $cÍpporu, the word's

metaphorical use, and Plato's interest in the medical community. The tradition of materia

medica in Greece had existed well before the appearance ofany scientific approach to

medicine. The basic meaning of the word as used by Plato could be defìned as something

that is ingested with the intent either to heal or to harm someone. The ability ofQcíppara

to hann is clear fi'om the use of the word to describe the nô¡.rc (draught) that Socrates is

made to drink at the tirne of his execution.le8 Those using QcÍpporu in a mystical

teo¡¿ 3.53-5: Bo0u¡rfrrc Xe ípou rpcíQe Àr0íucp'looov'ëvôou réyer, xqì ënerreu
'AorÀrjnrou, ròu gcp¡rcírcou ôíôafe ¡LaÀcró¡erpu uógou ("Deep-counseling
Chei¡on reared Jason in a stone-thatched roof, and there within taught him the gentle-
handed custom of drugs [created by] Askepios").

re5 Only concrete nouns (Qcíppcxou, Qap¡roxeú5) and verbs are seen. The abstract

Qapporeía is conspicuously absent in their works. This word occurs only once in
drama in a fragment of Menander (Kock fr. 535.9).

Ieó 
1t983¡ 355-61. The list is drawn from Affectiones, De morbís 1-3,Intental AfiIictions,
and Reginten in Acute Díseases.

re7 Including Sopgaxeío, $oppareúg, $op¡raxeúco, $ap¡.roxonooío, $apgcÍreuors and

þcpgareu-rrrfr.
te8 Phd.63dó ó ¡réÀÀcou oor ðojoery rò Scípgaxou ("the one who is about to give you
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rnanner (and often with malicious intent) were classified by Plato among yó4re5, or

"wizards" (Smp. 203d8). From a passage in the Cratylus, however, it is clear that Plato

recognized both the medical and supernatural powers ofdrugs and made a distinction

between the two:

npôrou pèu.ydp rj^xa0apor5xoì. oi xo€oppoì xqì,rq'rd rrju iorprxrju raì rr]u
uquTrKlu Kqr qr Tors rqTprKors QGppqKors Kqr cl rors uûuTrKots
neprOerc^íoerg...(ôúuarr'ciu) xo0opòu nopé¡eru ròu cTu0ponou xqì xqrd rò
oô¡ra xcì rar<ì rr)v VuXiu iì oi); (Cra.405a7-b4)

For fust of all, the purging and purifications in the respective arts of medicine and
sorcery and both the drugs ofthe rnedical profession and the purifìcations
through fumigation of magic...(are able) to render a man pure both throughout his
body and throughout his soul. It this not so?

The most common use of the word by Plato is in the sense of medical drugs.

Furthermore, it seems that by his time the medical Scíppcxov was the most common

meaning assigned to the term. This is evident from Plato's general practice of using the

word in the medical sense without quali{ìcation. Both Herodotus and Thucydides use

only $cípporov, and this in a similar sense.lee In comparison, when Plato chooses to use

the tenn in a magical sense, he will either use Qopporeíc2o0 or include some reference to

u yó¡s.'o' In all other cases, Plato assumes his reader will interpret it as being used in a

the poison').
ree In contrast, Homer uses an epithet to distinguish between helpful and harmful drugs.

Cf, LSJ s.v. Scípporou.
200 Palmer (1980, 251) remarks that the -erq suffix was primarily used to form abstracts

from o-adjectives (dÀrj0ero, döero, doépero, etc.). It is likely that the abstract

$op¡raxeío was formed from the noun $ap¡roreúç (poisoner/sorcerer). This would
explain its earlier usage in the sense ofa drug with negative effects.

20f For the former, cf Lg.933b6 (although this is not to imply that Sapgoexía is used by
Plato exclusively in a rnagical sense; he does use it in Prt 354a6 and Ti. 89b4,c6
when refening to medicine a¡d in Cra.434b1 in reference to pigment). For the latter,
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medical context. Xenophon appears to use the te¡ms interchangeably in a passage in

Mentorabilia.202 It does seem that Qcp¡raxeía begins to be used more frequently in the

sense ofdrug as we approach the Hellenistic period. For example, there is a handful of

places in works attributed to Aristotle where the word is used in a medical context.2o3

Oopgoxeío is used in a similar sense within several works in the Hippocratic Corpus.

The majority ofthese occurences are in the laler Epistulae and the collected quotations

of the Aphorisms and Coa praesagia.2oa A waxing in the use of Qap¡.raxeío being used

in a medical context, coinciding with a waning of $cÍpproxou as we draw closer to the end

of the Classical period, would help to explain Plato's change ofusage at Timaeus 89b4

and c6; in such a technical work as this it would be less usual to see the appearance ofa

colloquial and imprecise term.

cf. Lg. 649a3 and Sntp. 203d8 quoted above.

202 Me*. 4.2: Ecl ôÉ 'rrs uìou Ëaurou ôeó¡-reuou Soppoe ríoç xcì ¡rr] npoorépeuou
ncíp¡.rcrou Ëlonor{oa5 o¡s or-ríov rò Qcíp¡rarou ôQ A possible rendering could be

as follows: "If someone has a son who is in need of tnedicine ($cp¡rcxeíos) but won't
take the drug (öcÍpUqxou), and the man deceives the boy (by telling hirn) that drug he
gave was food."

203 E.g. HA 616b23; EE 1214b33; pr. 962a3, pot. 133ib41.
20a I suggest that these collections, since they represent a considerable tradition of

medical study, were quite possibly compiled rather late. It is possible that later scribes
generally were more prone to use the abstract in the place ofthe concrete (e.g.

$oppaxeío for ScÍpporou). The use ofthe abstract for the concrete is a common
Greek idiom, and the more frequent appearance of $upprare ía in later Hippocratic
works may represent a gowing trend among physicians and other scientifìc groups.
Cf Denniston (1952) 38 for the use ofthe abstract for the concrete, and ibid.29-30 for
the resurgence ofabstract subjects in prose after the orations ofLysias.
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The use of cautery and surgical cutting

The two most frequent invasive approaches to healing available to a physician

were cutting and buming. Both ofthese had a variety of applications among the ancient

medical community. Intemal surgery at this time was generally limited to the setting of

bones or trepanning.20s Any statistically successful intemal operation would have to wait

for some time until the invention of anesthesia. Cutting and burning, then, were mostly

limited to bloodJetting and the treatment of extemal wounds.206

Plato mentions the practices ofcutting and burning (usually in tandem) several

times in his dialogues. He does not, however, go into any detail when discussing them.

When they occur, Plato uses them invariably as examples ofpain, and usually

metaphorically when arguing that submission to (bad) pain can be a good when the end

result is for the best.207 This use is summarized well in the following excerpt from the

Prolagoras:208

20' These subjects are fully discussed in De fi"acturis and De capítis t,ulneribus.
206 Cf Phillips (1973) 86-7 for a summary of Hippocratic works that describe these

processes. Bleeding is used to treat such ailments ranging from eye disorders to
dysuria (diffrculty in urinating). Cautery is used for various reasons including the
closing of wounds as well as draining empyema (the accumulation of pus) from the
lungs and reducing fistulae (abnormal passages between hollow organs, abscesses,
cavities, or the skin).

'ot Only in the Tímaeus (65b2, d7) does Plato discuss buming a cutting without using the
terms as moral metaphors. It is instead the matter of sense-perception that he is
concerned with here.

20E For a similar, but more pessimistic, sentìment on a physician's plactice of cutting and

bulning cf Heraclitus fi. 58. This passage too is intended to show the equality ofrò
ayo0òu rqì rò rqxóv. Cf. also Xen. ln. 5.8.19.
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'O <iv0pconor oi Àéyou'res aû cìyaOd durcpd eìucr...(oîou¡ rcìs únò tôv
ìarpôu Oepcneía5 rcìs ôrcì xoúoecou-re xoì rogôu xaì $cp¡rorerôu rcì
Àr¡roxrourcõu yryuopéuo5, ðrr rqûrq dya0<ì pèu èorru, duropd ôé; (354a3-7)

There are men who say that some things are both beneficial and grievous; such
things as treatments performed by doctors, those involving burning and cutting,
drugs and depletion. (Don't they say these things) because they are on one hand
beneficial, but on the other hand, grievous?

In almost every place where cutting and burning are mentioned in the dialogues of

Plato, the words xqÛots and Topi are used. The term xqÛots, first seen in Anaximenes

(fr.6.8) then in Herodotus (2.40), appears to be oflonic origin. Frorn both these

occuffences, it seems that the word was used to mean generically "the act ofburning."20e

The first appearance of the word in Attic outside of Plato is in Isocrates' De pace (40):

xc'rcyéÀooróu Èorrv 'r<ìs pèu roúoer5 xqì rds rouds rôu ìotpôv
únopéueru'íuo nÀeróuc¡u dÀyqôóucou onoÀÀoyô¡reu, toùs ðè Àóyous
onoðoxrpcíÇeru npìu eìðéuar ocQô5 xrÀ.

It is extremely laughable that we endure the bumings and cuttings of doctors in
order to be t'eed of manifold pains, yet we reject the arguments before we clearly
undelstand (them) etc.

It appears that at this time the word had already developed a technical sense in

medicine. Plato does use the word once at Theaetetus i 56b4 in the same sense as the

earlier Ionic write¡s. xcxtots, however, is used by Aristotle solely in a medical context

in moral analogies similar to those used by Plato.2ro The word is used by Theophrastus

in a variety of contexts to mean "a burning," but never in a medical sense. After

20e Anaximenes uses the word when postulating that the earth receives heat (0e ppr'l) from
the buming of the sun. Herodotus uses the word when rnentioning the burning of
sacred items.

"o MM 2.3.6, EN 1137a15.
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Theophrastus it occurs in only one other work before the Christian era, Philo's

Parasceuastica et poliorcetica, The word occurs sixteen times within the Hippocratic

Corpus.2'l With the exception of Pr o rrheticon 2.15, all appearances of the word are in

the singular. This becomes of particulal note when a comparison is made with the use

seen in the writings of Plato and his Attic contemporaries.

Plato uses xatots six times in his corpus and, apart from the Theaetetus, all of

these are in a medical context.2l2 The only time when the word is used in the singular is

at Republic 406d2:

Téxrcou uéu rìu ô'Èyoj, xcíuuc¡v clróì napcì 'roû ìorpot þcíp¡rorou nrcou
Èteuéoar rò uóo¡¡ro, fi xorco xa0opOeìs iì rqúoer Íj ropfi ¡p¡ocípevoe
cnnÀÀcí¡0or I (R.406d1-3)

And I said, 'A builder who is in pain would think it right that drinking the
medicine ofa doctor he will expel the illness, or else by purging, relying upon
burning or surgery, he will be freed;'

In this passage, Plato ìs somewhat compelled to depart from the more coÍtmon

usage of the word by both the construction and the context. By using the aorist participle

¡p¡ocÍgeuos (relying upon), which takes a dative, he must use the word outside ofthe

more comÌnon nominative or accusative forms.

As we can see from a comparison with the excerpt from De pace above as well as

Aristotle's Mcl¡ontachean Ethícs and Magna Moralia, this expression of the "cuttings and

burnings" appears to have been somewhat ofa stock idiom describing the treatment by

2tt Prorrh.2.15; Art. 11,50,62; htt. 9.31; Morb. 2.62,3.16; Epíd. 6.6.3,7 .1.79' Art. 50,62;
Vid. Ac. l,4; Medic. 5, Vect. 36.16, Liqu. 4.

2t2 Prt.354a5 (rcúoec3v); Tht. 156b4 (xoúoers); R.4O6d2 (xoúoer),426b(ravoer5);Ti.
64d8 (xoúoers), 65b2 (roúoers).
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doctors. Also confirmed by the use of rqÎ'ots in Plato's works and those ofhis fellow

Athenians is that there is a far more common practice of using the word in its plural fbrm

(i.e. a generalizing plural) when in a medical sense. It is quite possible that this tendency

towards the plural form has some relation to the understanding of the process, where

several "cuttings" or "burnings" were necessary.'13 The singular abstract is much more

likely to be used in a non-medical context. Theophrastus, for example, uses the word

several times inhis Hístoria plantarum. All of the times rctor5 is seen here, it is used

both in the singular and in non-medical discussion.

The use ofropuj, an abstract substantive from-rÉpue tu, is quite similar to that of

roiotg. It does appear, however, to have a much longer history than rqÛot5. Palmer

remarks that Greeks inherited the -¡ stem substantives, and that these nouns were

comrnon even after the Classical period.'la The earliest appearance of ro¡-uj is at lliad

1.235 where it rneans "stump." Here we can see the original sense ofresulting action

fromròrégueru. Its frst appearance in a medical context is in Pindar.2l5 This attests to

its relatively early inclusion in the medical vocabulary.

By Plato's time, it appears that both 'ro¡rrj and xqiors had been yoked together in

the Greek medical lexicon. On all occasions except one, Plato mentions-rop{ and xaÛorg

together when discussing a physician's ar1. Al Republic 407 d-c9-e2, Socrates states that

213 Cf Smyth (1920) $ 1000. In abstracts, the plural is often used to express "single
kinds, cases, occasions, [and] manifestations ofthe idea expressed by the abstract
substantive." Cf also Denniston (1952) 38-9.

2'o (1980) 2s1.
2ts P.3.53: The Magnesian Centaur was said to have made men "right" by cutting ( roù5

ôè ropdrs ópOoús.).
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Asklepios recognized those citizens who were healthy by nature and diet ($úoer re roì

ðraíq). He would reveal the medical art to the "state" (Ëfe r) of these people and expel

the diseases with drugs (ôqpucíxors) and surgery (-rogcÍì5). Those who have an

unhealthy nature are considered unworthy for treatment:

dÀÀ<ì ròu urì ôuucípeuou èu rfr xaOeorrlruíg nepróðc,¡ Çfru pÌ¡ oieo0or ðíru
Oeponeúeru, cos oÜre aúrc$ oÜte nóÀer ÀuorreÀfr; (R.407d8-e2)

But wasn't is so that (Asklepios) thought it unnecessary to treat a person who is
unable to live in the established track, since the man would be inexpedient to both
himself and his city?

Socrates' interlocutor next remarks that Asklepios must have been quite a

statesman (noÀt'rrxóu). Inherent in this passage is the relationship between the doctor

and the politician, as well as the curable and the incurable. That this metaphor continued

to be used is evident from its appearance in Plato's Z¿ws and Demosthenes' use of it in

Against Aristogeiton.2|6

The absence ofcautery in this passage is an anomaly in the Platonic corpus, since

ratorg appears with to¡rrj in every other instance. This excerpt does show, however, that

Plato had an understanding ofthe my'thical tradition of Asklepios and the extent ofthe

god's medical knowledge. In the testimonia that survive, no connection is made between

Asklepios and xqÛors. 217 Asklepios is, however, credited with the invention of

pharmacology and surgery. This tradition is summarized by the later author Diodorus

Siculus (1't c. B.C.):

216 Cf. page 56 above.
2't Cf. Edelstein ,8.J. 1945, testimonia 337-413.
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'AnóÀÀcouos ôè xoì Kopcouíôo5'.AorÀ¡nròu yeu¡0éurc, rqì noÀÀd ncpd roû
rrdrpos rôu Ers rorprxì¡u pa0óu-ru, npooeÇeuprÊv rrjv re ¡erpoupyíou xoì
rcis tôy Qop¡rcíxo:u oxeuqoíqs xoì þrÇôu ôuvcíuers, xqì,xqOóÀou
npoprpcíoor rlu ré¡u¡u eÍr rooourou, cùore cùs cip¡¡yòu qútiìs xci
rríorr¡u rr¡rdoOor. D.S. 5.74.

Asklepios was bom from Apollo and Coronis, and he learned many things related
to the art ofmedicine from his father. In addition, he discovered the skill of
surgery, the application ofdrugs, and the strength ofroots. Onthe whole, he
stood out in skill to such an extent that he is honoured as (medicine's) leader and

inventor.

The other medical occurrences of 'roprj within Plato are with xqÛots, and we find

that it too is frequently in the plural.2rB The one exception is when it appears in the dative

with xqúor cited above. The singular ofthe word, however, is used several times by

Plato to mean a "cutting." Such contexts range from the cutting ofshoes (Chrm. 173d9)

to the division of names (Lg.944b6).zte Of the nine appearances of ro¡-r{ outside of a

surgical context, only once does Plato use the word in the plural (Zg. 738a8). The

appearance ofthe word in this context, where Plato is dividing up land, points forward to

its ftequent appearance in mather¡atical works.220

ln the Gorgias, Plato strays from the more coÍImon nominal derivative of

répueru. Here, heuses the -¡ra suffix to forrn the noun tUfrUs (Grg 476c8,d1). In

comparison with the -¡ suffìx, those words with -¡.ro appear to have had a more clearly

2t8 R.4o7d3 (ro¡raîs),426b1 (ropoí); Tí. 64d7 (ropaí), 65b2 (roucís), Prt.354a5
(ropôu).

2le In these contexts, the singular generally seems to be used in a more abstracted sense

than the plural (cf n. 210 above). The action here is not stressed so much as the the
process. For the possible changes ofmeaning between singular and plural abstracts,
cf. Bers (1984) 34-40.

220 E.g. Arist. L|968b19 et passitn; Eudemus 133; Euclides 6.3 et passínt.
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defined relation to the original action. As with uóor¡pa discussed above,22l Plato seems

to be using the voice of t¡.rfr¡.rc more rigidly: it is the resulting action of a cut rather that

the act of cutting that he is interested in.222 This is evident from the playful dichotomy

between the active and the passive that he draws in this passage:

Kaì ei ¡Léya y"r rí pg8u rò rpîpq lj dÀyervou, rotoûtou r¡rfrpo régueror -rò

TEUUOU€VOU OIOU TO TÊpUoU TÊUÊ l;

And, I suppose, ifthe cut is great or deep or painful, such a cut, being cut, is cut in
the same manner as the agent of cutting cuts it?

It is clear that Plato needed to deviate fi'om the more coÍüron medical term roprj

in favour of r¡.rfrpc in this passage. It is not the technical practice of the physician's skill

that he wishes to discuss, but rather the act itself.

In the Hippocratic Corpus, both rators and ro¡rri appear more than twice as often

in the singular as in the plural. xqÛots is used eight times in the singular and three times

in the plural. To¡-ui is used twenty-seven times in the singular, but only nine times in the

plural. What is notable about thís pattem is that these words, when in the plural, ahnost

always appear within the speculative treatises. When in the singular, however, they are

more likely to appear in the works recording the treatment of specific ailments and

individuals. From the contexts of each, ít is easy to see why the plural is favoured in the

speculative writings, but not in the general case-studies. In the former, the autho¡ is

22t Cf. page 59 above.

"'THñUa is used by Plato here in a unique sense. Elsewhere the word is used to mean a
podion or paft cut off(LSJ s.v. r¡rÎ¡po). Outside of Plato, all occunences of the word
appear in scientific writings, e.g. Antipho Soph. û'.1 3; Arist. Cael. 290a3; Eudox. fr.
67. Plato is perhaps drawing upon the technical nature ofthe word in this sense at
Sntp. 191d6, e3, 6 when Aristophanes uses mock technical language to describe the
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concemed with the general practices ofphysicians whereas in the latter the author is more

concemed with specific treatments through each. This seems to be the same reason why

the non-technical writers such as Heraclitus, Plato, and Aristotle are in the habit ofusing

these words in the plural: they are, like the speculative writers in the Hippocratic Corpus,

concemed with the general practices ofphysicians. The use ofthe plural in these

instances conveys the sense ofa gnomic statement.

By comparing the appearance of the word rotorg (xl1) \¡/ith that of toprj 1*O¡

within the Hippocratic Corpus it is possible to glean that rog{ was the more widely

practiced ofthe two procedures, That ToUdí appears to be rnore fìrmly entrenched in the

physician's collection oftreatments also points to an earlier use of the cutting technique

in medicine. The two earliest accounts we have of medical techniques, the lliad and the

Odyssey, go some way to confirm this belief. When Homer gives any information on the

practice ofa physician, only two techniques are eve¡ mentioned, the use of Qcíp¡-raxo and

the practice ofcutting.223 These are believed to be the oldest techniques available to

224nealers-

By mentioning xstots and-ro¡-uj together in almost every instance, despite the

fact that the practice of rò té¡luetu appears to be a much more common technique, Plato

shows us that he is not specifically interested in the common practices ofphysicians.

Instead, he seems to be bonowing a pre-existing metaphor in which the patient is

division of early humans.
223 CÎ. .11.513-4 and Od. 4.237. Homer never uses an abstract noun when he mentions

surgery. He does use the verb êxrcípueru in the passage in the ltiad (513).

"o Edelstein, L (1945) 141.
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subjected to pain for his greater good. By mentioning rqÎots and ropr{ together in

almost every instance where he uses them in a medical sense, Plato shows us that he is

not interested in describing thei¡ individual applications by physicians, but rather that he

is interested in their established metaphorical sense, the submission to pain for the greater

good.

The use of medical cupping

We can extract little information from the one line in which Plato mentions

medical cupping:

rc-rcou nepi -rqs iqrprrds orrúc5 nu0¡pcíro:u qi'rrq (Ii.79e10-80a1)

the causes of the effects from medical cupping

Medical cupping is a form of blood-letting in which the patient's skin is broken,

and then covered with heated metal cups. As the air in the heated cups cools and

condenses, a vacuum is formed that draws out a controlled amount ofblood from the

patient. In the above section fi'om the Tintaeus, Plato is concerned with the nature of air,

not the art ofmedicine, so he does not elaborate on this process. 'We know that medical-

cupping was practiced in Athens, so Plato would have had the opportunity to observe the

technique first-hand. The earliest evidence of cupping from an Athenian source is from

the fifth century comic Crates.225 AÍìer Plato, the word is used in a medical context by

'25 Kock, fr. 41.1: dÀÀû orrúou norrpoÀó ror, xcucroÀì¡5 cinoo¡cÍoco. ("but I shall
apply a cup to him and open up a vein for a drop [ofblood]").
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Aristotle once in his Rl¡e¡oríca (7405b3) and Athenaeus the Grammarian reports that

Speusippus (fourth cent.) too used the word (fr.7 .2).226

The word orKúq (lit. "gourd") is seen in eight works within the Hippocratic

Corpus to mean a medical cup."7 In these instances, the defming adjective ir¡tprrci is

never used. Ifwe consider the context ofthe word, the technical meaning ofthe word is

obvious. Since otxúq can also mean "gourd," however, clarification might be necessary

in some instances. This is a probable explanation for Plato's addition ofthe adjective in

the Tíntaeus. In this context, a work involving various subjects, the use ofthe orxús

needs to be limited. The work De elocutíone (dating to around the first cent. B.C.)

provides some proof for this interpretation:

Àrò rqì rd puorrjpro êu dÀÀr¡.yopícrs. Àéye -ra.r npòs ërnÀ¡Nru roì 6píx¡u,
ojonep' óu oKóroù Kqì vuKri. 'dorK€u ôè raì ri.dÀÀ¡yopíc.rQ oxórc.¡ xcì.rfr
uuKrí. OuÀcírreo0ar péuror. xdnì raúr¡5 rò ouuTés, r,rç p¡ aiurypa ó
Àoyo5 t'¡¡îru yéuercr, õ1oy rò énrrÍjs orrúcç tiis iotprxls'

auðp'eÎôou nupì ¡oÀxòv ên'ciuépr xoÀÀrjocuro ($ 101-2).228

For thus the (Dionysian) Mysteries are said in allegories with a view to
(producing) confusion and awe such as, "in darkness and in night." So also "in
the darkness and in the night" seems to be allegorical. In relation to this, one must
be on guard against the frequency (ofallegorical language), such as in the case of
the medical cup:

'I saw a man who by fire fixed brass upon a man.'

22ó In this fragment, Athenaeus states that Diocles (4th c. Med.) called a medical cup a
néncou, while Speusippus appeared to be ignorant ofthis term and used only orrúo.
Speusippus'use ofthis term is of some note, since he was both the nephew ofPlato,
and his successor.

"' ItM 122¡, Art. (48), víd. Ac. (9), Ep. (2$, Epid. (5.1.8), Morb. (2.26), Aff. (4), Mul.
(110).

228 This is the same line quoted by Aristotle at Ri. 1405b1.
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In this instance, there is the need to qualiff the sort of"gourd" the author means.

Just as in the above quotation, Plato seems to be compelled to define the medical nature

of the orrúq that he will be discussing. The rarity in which it occurs in the writings of

Plato, those of his fellow Athenians, and in the Hippocratic Corpus, in comparison with

cutting, buming, and drugs, suggests that the application ofmedical cupping may not

have been as widely practiced as the other treatments. This inference is further supported

by the provelb cited above. hnplicit in this mysterious language is the sense ofawe that

the observer had when witnessing rnedical cuppirrg.

Socrates' cure for Charmides

In the above chapter on afflictions of the body I discussed the dramatic

circumstances of fhe Charmides. Socrates, coming fresh from military service, reunites

with his good friend Critias. The subject soon falls upon Critias' nephew Charmides and

his upstanding character. Since Charmides has been suffeling fr'om an ailment ofthe

head, Critias suggests that Socrates assumes the guise of a physician in order to examine

him.

Socrates, fresh from military service in Tfuace, relates that he has leamed a

special cure fiom the doctors of Zalmoxis.22e The cure for Charmides' affliction that

Socrates prescribes at the beginning ofthe dialogue, consisting of a leaf(þúÀÀou) applied

along with a "charm" (èncpôí), has a relationship with both medicine and its companion

in ancient healing, rnagic. The leafas a cure is described in texts covering both ends of

t'e cf. n. 166 above.
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this spectrum. For example, its magical properties are mentioned very ftequently in the

collection of magical writings called the Cyríanides. Of particular interest in this work is

a cure for a headache (xe$aÀoÀyíc)23o effected by making a stock ofrue leaves

(rnjyauo) that when steeped emit a sharp smell. Such a cure can almost be considered

not magic, but rather a homeopathic remedy acting somewhat like smelling-salts. The

leafas an aid to health is found very fi'equently within the Hippocratic Corpus,

particularly 1n De ulcerìbus, De natura muliebri, and De mulierunt affecÍibus. Plato,

however, only mentions leaves in the Charnlides and once in The Reptúlic (372b) in a

reference to rnaking bread. OúÀÀov is a lale word in his corpus and its use in the

Charmiclesis unique; never again does he provide so much detail regarding the

administration of a supematural cure.

The second part ofSocrates'remedy, the "charm" as it is generally translated, is

somewhat outside ofthe medical scope as I have defined it, but it requiles some analysis

due to its use here in the context ofhealing. By definition, an èncpôrj (Ënoorôrj in Ionic

and poetic) can be a song sung to, or over, an enchantment, charm, or a spell used for

healing (LSJ s.v. ènc,Jðí). The first recorded instance of its useisinOdyssey 19.457.

Homer uses it here as a cure by which the sons ofAutolukos bind the wound of

Odysseus, or perhaps more accurately, cause the blood to clot (ênaorðfr ð' oi¡ro

KsÀqluóu äo¡eOou) and close the wound.

230 Cyranides 5.16.
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From this point in literature, the charm is seen regularly in both poetry and prose.

In some cases, it has the ability to attract an individual's affections or friendship.23l

Xenophon portrays Socrates as using it in a similar manner in the Memorabilia (3.17). In

this instance, Socrates tells Theodote, a beautiful woman ofquestionable character, that

he is learning charms and specific love-charms (QíÀtpa) along with some \¡/omen

relatives ofhis (QrÀaí). Such a statement comes as quite a shock to Theodote (

'Eníorqoqr ydp, ë0n, rqì rqî-rq, cS Icorpcíres; ("So," she said, "you even

understand these things, Socrates?"). However, as Xenophon implies from what precedes

the revelation, Socrates isjust having a little fun at the lady's expense. Such an

unexpected statement, not unlike Socrates' bold claim for a cure in the Charmides, may

be suggestive ofa peculiar character{rait ofthe real-life Socrates.232

In the óth-4th centuries B.C. the use of a charm for healing or harm is seen in both

poetry and prose. When it is mentioned in poetry, it is either reminiscent of its usage on

the Homeric battlefield,233 or is put in the hands of some other mythical character.23a

There is some late evidence that Sophocles composed songs (cpöcí) in honour of

Askelpios, but thei¡ role in healing is unclear.235 When a charm is mentioned in Classical

23r Cf Aeschines, In Ctesiphon 192; Soph. OC 1194.
232 Cf. Socrates' account in the Sy mposiunt ofhis education from Diotima on the subject

ofLove, esp.210e1-6.
233 E.g, Soph, Ajax 582-3: oú npòs iorpoù oogoù 0p¡uéìu Ëncpôcìe npò5 'ro¡.rôvrr

rnj¡rarr. ("it is not befitting of a wise doctor to wail charms against a cutting-
wound.").

"o E.g. Pindar, P. 3.5i which describes the Magnesian Centaur as treating patients with
"charms" but also with potions, drugs and the knife depending on the ailment. For the
metaphorical use of Èncpðrj to heal cfl also E. Hipp.477.

23s Cf Philostratt:s VA 3.17.
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prose outside ofPlato, however, it is never in a favourable sense.236 The spurious work

In Aristogeiton attributed to Demosthenes tells of two people familiar in the magical arts,

a female servant ofTheoris ofLemnos and her lover Eunomus (the brother of

Aristogeitos). Democritus reports that the servant was put to death by the Athenians for

being a "fiIthy sorceress" (rrju prapdu...rriu Sapucríða), but only after she had given

Eunomus drugs and charms (ro $cipporo, ro ênc,¡ôaí¡. Armed with this knowledge,

Eunomus professed that he was able to cure epilepsy ( roùg ènrÀijntoug...iôoOar)

though he was gripped with wretchedness (ËníÀ¡nrog).237

This claim that a charm had a special ability in curing epilepsy might be written

offas a clever play on words were it not for its appearance at the outset ofthe

Hippocratic wotk On the Sacred Diseas¿. The author of this work is concemed with

dispelling the myth that epilepsy is brought about from divine origins (Oírou rr

Trpîypq). Most people, no doubt counteracting supematural causes with an equally

supematural cure, are said by the author ofthe work to treat the condition with

purification and charms (xo0appóror... xoì èncorôfloru).

236 Another late source ftom the 12Ù'century A.D. (Schol. ad'lzetz. Allegor. Itiad, cited
inKem119221327), however, states that both Py,thagoras and Empedocles, along with
charm-wielders (oi pcíyor), used averting sacrifices (dno'rponíoopora) and charms
(Èncorôuí) to avert plagues and other diseases (Àor¡rrr<ì xaì Ërepo perorpénetu
voorj¡rara). Ifthis passage is accurate, and we consider the traditional relationship
between Zalmoxis and Pfhagoras, then this suggests some underlying connection
between Socrates' charm in the Charmides and real practices ofthe Pyhagoreans.
Tzetzes, though, is notorious fo¡ his errors (OCD s.v. Tzetzes), so we ought not to give
too much credit to this passage.

"7 A clever exarnple ofparonomasia. Cf. Smyth (1929) $ 3040.
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The belief in the power of charms to heal was clearly quite alive in the Classical

period. Socrates was alive to see the early stages of Greek medicine as a scientific

té¡u¡. The lines between science and faith were not clearly drawn in this period, and

they remain blurred even today. We have it on good authority that many treatments

prescribed by Greek physicians originated from temple practices.238 The cure that

Socrates prescribes, consisting ofboth a leafand a charm, has strong parallels to this

tradition. Portrayed as a healer here, Socrates uses basic tech¡iques that appear already

to have had a long tradition in Greek culture. The source for the specific cure, however,

coming from Thrace, carries with it an air ofnovelty. in the following section I shall

examine a vely different form of treatment, In the Symposiwn, ErTn<imachus' cure for

Aristophanes shows the gtowing tendency ofphysicians contemporary with Plato to

restrict the use ofsupernatural treatments in their practices.

Eryximachus' cure for Aristophanes

The cure that Eryximachus prescribes to Aristophanes in the Symposium is one of

the better-known passages within Plato's writing.23e At 185c4, Pausanius has just

finished his speech on Love, and Aristophanes is next in line to speak. He must pass his

turn on to Eryximachus, however, since he has come down with the hiccoughs (Àúyl). In

238 Jayne (1925) 235-6 cites several ancient references to this including Strabo (4.2),
P liny (H is t. Nat. 20. 1 00), and Iamblichos (My *. 3.3).

23e Cf. Craik (2001) for a comprehensive examination of this passage in the Symposiunt
and the vocabulary used in it. In this work Craik shows that there are parallels
between Eryximachus and the Hþpocratic corpus, esp. VM, Vict. l,and NatHont. She
concludes, however, that it difficult to identifu from this passage any specific
Hippocratic work that might have been in circulation in Athens either during
Eryximachus' life or that of Plato's.
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addition to the request to take his spot in order, Aristophanes also asks Eryximachus to

cure him of his condition. Eryximachus provides three different methods to stop the

hiccoughing, each one stronger than the last. The first remedy is for Aristophanes to hold

his breath as long as possible (oot...dnueuorì ë¡ourr noÀùu ¡póuou ncúoeo0or ri

Àúyl). If this does not work, he is to gargle with water (üôo-rt ducxoy¡uÀíooou.). But

ifthe hiccoughing is very resilient (nc(vu io¡upcí), Aristophanes is to find something

with which to tickle his nose and sneeze. Eryximachus reiterates that even if it is very

strong (xaì eì ncívu io¡upcí ëotr ) the hiccoughing will stop.

In the above passage, Eryximachus does not use much technical jargon. This is

owing to the simplicity of the cures provided. The only words that appear to have any

sort oftechnical nature are <inueuorí (185d6), duaxoy¡uÀíooou (185e1), and io¡upci

(1S5e1,3). Both the adverb dnueuo'rí and the verb oucxoy¡uÀrciÇco appear only a

handful of times before the end of the Classical period. Plato, here in The Symposiunt, is

the first to use qnueuorí. The word occurs only once in the Hippocratic Corpus, twice in

Aristotle, once in Theophlastus, and in two comedic works.2a0 'Auqxoy¡uÀrcíÇerv shares

a similar rarity, being seen outside of Syrrp osium in only llree comic works and a

fragment from Diocles.2ar The adjective ìo¡upóg, on the other hand, is prolific in all

genres throughout the Classical period, and is not explicitly a medical technical term. It

'00 Int. l2;A¡ist. Pr. 898b23, Resp. 47 5a23; Thphr. Char. 2.9; Antiphanes (Kock) fr.
74.14; Alexis (Kock) fr.244.

2ar Eupolis (Kock) fr. 275; At. Vespae 589; Pl.Com. (Kock) fr. 196; Dioc. ft. 153.
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is, however, particularly prominent in the Hippocratic Corpus where it is used as an

intensifier for pains, potency offood and drugs, and changes within the body.2a2

From the coÍrmon vocabulary he uses, it appears that Eryximachus is not putting

on airs for his fellow revelers; the cures are set forth in plain language in a clear o¡der

that is easy to understand. The manifold layering oftreahnents suggests that

Eryximachus might be parodied as being pedantic.2a3 These remedies, however, might

very well have been well-known antidotes to hiccoughs. For example, in Aristotle's

Problentata (926a1-4) we find sneezing (é nroppóg) and holding one's bleath (¡

dnueuorío) discussed in the same section as possible remedies. It ìs also interesting to

note that in this section of lhe Problentata sneezing is given first position among the

cures whereas holding the breath is a successful treatment against lveaker hiccoughs (rdg

qo0eueÎs ÀÚyyag).244 This provides evidence that there is some consistency in treatment

for the varying degrees ofhiccoughs. ifwe suppose that the author ofthe Problemata

was drawing uponlhe Syntposìunr for cules from hiccoughing, which is a very real

possibility, nevertheless, the cures' inclusion in the work strongly suggests that they were

recognized as effective treatments.

I argue that Eryximachus' language and cures are not rendered by Plato to be

parodies ofthe medical profession. He uses common language to suggest remedies that

242 Cf. also Thucydides 49.3,6. P age (1967) 102 remarks that Hippocratic physicians
"notoriously overworked" the adjective. As a particular example, he cites Aer. 4.25.

243 Edelstein, L (1945) 85 states that the comrnon modem consensus is to view
Eryxirnachus as a pedant, a view I believe he successfully rejects.

2aa'Ao0eufrg here is essentially an antonym ofìo¡upóg used by Eryxirnachus in the
Syntposiun.
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appear to have been effective against hiccoughs. It is undeniable that Plato adds a

distinctively medical flare to Eryximachus' dialogue with Aristophanes and to his

discussion oflove.2as Yet the physician is treated with all the respect owed to his

profession. The only apparent parody comes from the mouth of Aristophanes once he

has been cured.

After Eryximachus has delivered his speech, Aristophanes says that his hiccoughs

have stopped, although it seemes he required the strongest remedy to cure them:

oú ¡.réuror npíu ye ròu nrqppòv npooev€X0fruqr ,cúrfr, o.iore ¡Le O^aupcíÇ!ru eì

To Koourov rou ocùuqros ÈnrOupeî ToroúTcùu {ó$c,lu xoì yopyoÀropoôu,
olou xqì ó nrop¡ró5 Êorrv ncíuu y<ìp eú0us ènoúoc'ro, Ëne rðl oúrQ ròu
rrrqppôv fi pooéueyKû. (Smp. 189a2-6)

(The hiccoughing stopped), but not before a sneeze was applied to it. I wonder
then, if 'the order' ofthe body desires these sorts ofnoises and 'ticklings' like a
sneeze is, fol it stopped immediately when I applied a sneeze to it.

To this statement, Eryximachus responds that Alistophanes is poking fun at him

(189a8: yeÀcotonoreÎs UéÀÀcou Àéyeru ). This clearly itrplies that Aristophanes has

used some language that mocks the physician's art. He does so by parodying both

technical style and vocabulary ofphysicians and their writings. The appearance of

tech¡ical vocabulary in Aristophanes' reply to Eryximachus is relatively light in

comparison with the style which is rich with technical devises. The only salient technical

terms here are rò Kóoprou and î-poo€u€X0ûuar. Although these words appear frequently

throughout Greek literature, they also have special technical uses in scientific and

245 Taylor (1960) 217 remarks that Eryximachus' speech is weighted with both medical
subject-matter and vocabulary. Taylor rerninds us, however, that the occasion of the
Syntpositutt speech is light-hearted, and that Eryximachus is perhaps doing this
intentionally for his own amusement.
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speculative writings. Kóoprou, in particular, has been used four times by Eryximachus in

his speech when discussing well-ordered people (187d) and the well-ordered love

(188a3,c3). The nominal form of the word, róo¡log, often seen in the writings of the pre-

Soc¡atics to mean "the universe," is also stressed th'roughout the Hippocratic Corpus to

mean the order ofman or some part ofthe body.2a6 The verb Trpoo€v€X0îuqr, although

neve¡ used by Eryximachus in his speech, is also found in many Hippocratic works when

the author suggests the administration of some cure for an ailment.2aT These are both

technically charged words. The bulk of the parody, however, cornes from the style of

Alistophanes' statement. The passage contains several examples ofperiphrasis, a trait

coÍrmon in technical writing. Aristophanes appears to have gone out ofhis way to

produce awkward round-about constructions. To make "sneeze" the subject ofthe frst

clause predicated by "was applied" is silly when the simple active verb nrdpvuo0cr

would have been much more direct. He next uses the abstract substantive 'rò róogtou as

the subject for the subordinate clause when he could very well have used the concrete

noun oôpo with the same effect. The appearance of peripkasis is common in most

technical writings, and is confirmed by Plato's heavy use of it in the Timaeus. Also

indìcative ofthe technical nature of this passage is umecessary repetition of the subject ó

nrappó5 (189a3,4,5) and its rhetorical ring-constnrction (ròu ntcppòv npooeue¡Ofruor

qú-rfr...súrô 'ròu nrcp¡.ròu npoorjue yro.).

246 E.g. Ví"t.2; Cord.l}. The author of Regínten also uses the word in the cosrnological
sense (Ziø. 1), and here appears to be interested in man's relationship to the whole
universe (roÛ ðÀou róogou). Cf. Mansfeld (1980) 342 and n.65.

'o'E.g. ItM 15;Aff.3;Acut.22. Thucydides (2.51) also uses the verb npoo$éperv to
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The product of this analysis into Eryximachus' cure is twofold. It appears that

Eryximachus is not being pedantic when he offers to help Aristophanes. The cures are

set forth systematically and with plain language. The prescribed cures are, with the

exception ofgargling, attested in a non-medical work. This suggests that Plato is not

being critical ofthe physician's techniques in this instance. We do, however, find clear

parody befitting Aristophanes in his response to the keatment. The use of technical

jargon and style confrms the belief that Plato was familiar with the scientific and medical

language of his time well enough to create an effective (and playful) comedic interlude at

the expense ofthese professions. Echoes ofthis style, although ìn a moderate and

cerlainly more serious form, would be seen in Plato's later and more technical

wrrtlngs.- -

Summary

Plato mentions all of the major tools of healing, both medical and religious, in his

dialogues. The vocabulary that he uses is often seen in the Hippocratic Corpus, a fact

which suggests that he had a familiarity with doctors and their craft. There are several

instances, however, when Plato's language is more comparable to general usage than

medical. This is especially true with his use of Qcíppoxou, a word he employs to mean

both a medical drug and potion. Despite this wider defìnition, we also see that Plato

mentions Qcíp¡Lcra with the assumption that he rneans those used by doctors when no

agent, such as a yó¡s or an ìorpó5, is mentioned.

describe the administration of medical aid. Cf Page ( 1 953) I 04.

248 Thesleff(1967) 72 remarks that Plato writing was not influenced rnuch by technical
scientific writings until his late works.
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Our analysis of the remaining treatments including cutting, burning and medical-

cupping, suggests that Plato has a good understanding of the medical tradition. This is

implied in his discussion regarding the medical tools used by Asklepios. When

mentioning the arts ofcutting and buming, though, Plato generally does not use the terms

to mean individual and distinct techniques, but rather as a single metaphor borrowed from

his contemporaries.

The cures that Socrates gives to Charmides and those which Eryximachus

prescribes to Aristophanes provide an interesting dichotomy. In the Charntídes, Socrates

is depicted as a man with secret knowledle passing on a magical cure. His cure is closer

in comparison to one given by a priest of Askelpios than one prescribed by a scientific

medical professional. The long literary history concerning the use of charms in healing is

evidence that its use as a cure would have both a historical precedence for its

effectiveness and a revered nature.

In comparison, Eryximachus' cures for Aristophanes are examples of remedies

that were proved tkough positive results rather than honoured by tradition. When Plato

portrays Eryximachus he shows him administe¡ing effective cures in a style that is easy to

understand. By doing this, Plato shows Eryximachus in his role as the practicing

physician in a positive light; there is the sense that Eryximachus is concerned not with

using impressive technical jargon, but he is concerned with assisting a friend. In contrast,

Aristophanes' reply is rich with jargon despite its short length. Here, Aristophanes

parodies both Eryximachus'vocabulary in his discussion ofLove and the technical style

ofscientific prose in general. This jab appears to be in good fun and should not be
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interpreted as suggesting Plato's disdain fo¡ the medical art. The technical nature of

Aristophanes' reply, however, further suggests not only that Plato was aware oftechnical

writings on medicine, but also that he was probably well-acquainted with them; an

effective parody necessitates more than a passing familiarity with the subject matter.
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Conclusions and Observations

My purpose in this thesis has been to explore Plato's anatomical and medical

vocabulary. The analysis ofhis discussions on these areas has been divided into four

parts: anatomy and physiology, physical conditions and reactions, doctors and medicine,

and treatments and cures. ThLrough this study certain generalizations can be made about

Plato's language and influences.

Plato's knowledge ofhuman anatomy appears to reflect an understanding ofthe

hurnan body that had been established at least by the time of Homer. As shown with the

recurring quotes in his dialogues taken from the Odyssey which describes Odysseus'

beating heart, Plato reveals that he places much stock in the authority ofHomer when he

desclibes human anatomy and physiology. Moreover, only in the Timaeus does he use

anatomical vocabulary that is not present in either the Iliad or the Odyssey. This is owing

to the greater detail needed in this work ofnatulal science. Many ofthese specific

details that Plato provides seem to necessitate some close observation of internal organs.

It is rny contention that he derives rnuch of this information û'om the observation of

slaughtered animals. Plato's theories on human physiology are, for the most part,

probably not taken from any new research on the subject by natural scientists and

physicians. Although some parodies show Plato's familiarity with these subjects, most of

the conclusions he reaches do not follow the early natural philosophers, but rather are the

results of his attempt to harmonize biology and metaphysics. When he plovides

information that has no irnmediate relation to his theories ofthe soul, such as his belief
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that the lungs take in fluids, comparable sentiments can be found in the writings ofhis

literary predecessors.

In the great majority ofinstances where Plato discusses diseases, the medical

profession, and physicians' techniques, he uses the examples in analogies. The terms

vóooç and duíu'rog, for example, are used both in metaphors ofthe sick and incurable

members of society and in metaphors ofdiseases and comrptions ofthe soul (these

subjects, however, are certainly not mutually exclusive). When the topic tums to doctors,

it is often used to illustrate the defining qualities of a profession that exhibits a réXVn (in

contrast to sophistry); a physician who is able to produce results is rightly considered to

be skilled and is therefore deserving ofthe title dyq0ós iorpóg. Plato also uses the

techniques ofthese doctors - the administration ofdrugs, cutting, and buming - as

metaphors in his dialogues. Qcíppoxou is frequently used to mean the cure for any

sickness, literal or otherwise. So too, Kq¡ors and ToUi are frequently used by Plato as

treatlnents pelformed by doctols. These, however, have a nanower metaphorical use

than rò $cíppoxoy. Plato uses "to cut" and "to bum" specifically as metaphors ofthe

submission to the bad (pain) for the greater good (health). It is important to note that all

ofthese instances ofmetaphorical language are not limited to the dialogues of Plato.

Authors such as Heraclitus, Antiphon, Xenophanes, Isocrates, and Demosthenes all use at

least one ofthe above medical metaphors. This cotrìmon appearance ofcomparable

metaphorical language strongly suggests that none ofthese was created by Plato. Certain

ideas, however, such as the analogy between the treatment of the body and the treatment

ofthe soul, were possibly the creation ofthe historical Socrates. Regardless ofthe origin

ofthese analogies, their positive treatment in several Classical writings suggests that the
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medical profession was considered to be ofgreat importance to the Athenians and other

Greek citizens. If we consider this view of the medical art, we can surmise that the

(skilled) physicians, too, were held in high esteem.

The overall impression ofthe medical profession that Plato gives to us is that he

considered doctors and thek craft to have performed an important function in society and

to be therefore deserving ofrespect. Nowhere in his works does he have Socrates say

anything derogatory about them. Intheparodyof technical language of kinesiology in

the Phaedo, Plato does not have fun at the expense ofdoctors, but rather at the language

ofnatural philosophers. The language ofthe two fields admittedly does coincide at

times. As we see in Eryximachus' cure for Aristophanes, however, Plato portrays the

doctor as providing effective cures in a plain style. The language of the practicing

physicians must have been at some odds with the speculative language ofthe medical

theorist. The only character in Plato's dialogues to make a direct assault upon the

medical profession is the comic Alistophanes. Aristophanes' intention does not seem to

be a malicious attack upon the art of medicine, but rather a playful goading ofa friend.

Implicit in this section of the ót mposíum is that Plato wishes to fulfill expectations of

Aristophanes that the reader would have. Plato appears to agree fully with Hippocrates

and his method of inquiry when discussing him in the Phaedrus. The only anomaly to

Plato's positive opinion to the art of medicine is Socrates' statement within the

Charmides that Creek doctors are ignorant ofthe whole when treating the body. It must

be pointed out in this case that Socrates is reporting the opinion ofanother doctor, one

from the remote (and somewhat strange) region ofThrace. Even ifwe are to assume that

this is an opinion that Plato actually held, it is indicative ofthe acknowledgment that
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some cures are beyond the ability of Greek doctors and that Plato takes exception to

certain methods ofmedical investigation, but clearly not all. It therefore seems a safe

conclusion to assert that Plato both respected the medical community at large for its role

within society and admired it for its methods of investigation into the workings of the

human body and its care.

At the outset ofthe preceding investigation I had aspirations offinding direct

comparisons between the medical ideas expressed in Plato's dialogues and those

expressed in specif,rc works within the Hippocratic corpus. Plato spends some time in the

Phaedrus discussing the method ofHippocrates. It is difficult, however, to draw a clear

connection between the ideas expressed by Plato in this work and any one ofthe

Hippocratic writings. This passage in the Plnedo is the best insight we have in his corpus

into both the practice ofthe true Hippocrates and potential Hippocratic writings. It soon

became apparent to me that my desired outcome would not be possible in a work of this

scope (if possible at all). As I have intended to show, Plato appears to be familiar with

technical medical writings, yet he relies more heavily upon contemporary ideas and his

own insights into the subject than the ideas ofHippocratic physicians. There is no doubt,

however, that physicians did have effect on the intellectual community ofwhich Plato

was a member in high standing. With further investigation, I believe that it would be

possible at the very least to eliminate many Hippocratic writings to which he probably

was not exposed. There is a twofold benefit for such an exploration: First, it will allow

fuilher insight into the sources for Plato's technical language and theories, and the

possible influences that writers frorr the Hippocratic Corpus had upon Athenian thought.

Second, it is possible that such study will help to define further what medical writings
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were composed in the fifth and fourth centuries, and to clarify further their places of

composition and distribution.
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